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.t Largest Percentage of Used Books in Town -
Guaranteed to Save You Money! 
.t Friendliest, Most Helpful Staff -
You Can Count On It! 
.t Plenty of Free Parking -Right Out Front! 
.t Convenient Extended Hours During the First 
Two Weeks of Class! 
.t We Accept All Major Credit Cards! 
textbooks@eampusbooksupply.eom 
~RNDe 
~ ~ ; I 
.t Check out our Selection of the Finest of 
Eastern Sportswear and Memorabilia! 
.t Full-Version Software at Student Academic 
Prices . 
.t Absolutely the Fastest Check-out Around! 
.t Don't buy a NEW book anywhere else 
before checking with us for USED! 
• j i .. ; j :{III' ,t W S II' ;10 M ;J til ;1" • CAMPUS 
BOOK & SUPPLY 
1078 HURON RIVER DR. I Name 
COMPLETE AND RETURN TO US BY YOUR FAVORITE METHOD (SEE RIGHT) 
YOUR BOOKS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP FROM 
3 DAYS BEFORE THROUGH 4 DAYS AFTER THE FIR\lT DAY OF CLASS 
Term 
DEPARTMENT COURSE NO. SEC. USED IF POSSIBLE? 
DYES DNO 
DYES DNO 
DYES DNO 
DYES DNO 
DYES DNO 
DYES D NO 
YPSILANTI, MI 48197 
(in the Eastern Plaza 
next to McDonalds) 
(734)485-2369 
(734 )485-5603 FAX 
RESERVE ONLINE AT 'VII"IftnIIr.cawnpusboolcsupply.coDi. 
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New Academic Projects Center 
offers research, writing help 
By Ron Podell 
Eastern Michigan University students who need writing consultation and/ or 
research and technical assistance with 
class assignments or research papers can 
now receive one-stop service at the Aca-
demic Projects Center. 
The center opened in January in room 
104 of the Halle Library. The center is a 
multi-pronged collaboration between Halle 
Library, the University Writing Center and 
the Writing Across the Curriculum and 
First-Year Writing programs. 
"The Academic Projects Center will 
offer point -of-need help with research, writ-
ing and technology to students working on 
research papers and other acade~ic proj-
ects," said Suzanne Gray, assistant profes-
sor and information literary librarian. 
"UniverSity Writing Center consultants, 
Halle librarians and technology assistants 
will work together in the center to provide 
project-oriented support. Although stu-
dents are expected to be a primary audi-
ence, the facility and its services are open to 
the entire EMU community." 
Writing consultation can include help-
ing students with brainstorming ideas and 
developing content; reviewing organiza-
tion and providing feedback in areas of 
content; and style, grammar, mechanics 
and syntax. 
Technology assistance can include 
aiding students in the use of various soft-
ware programs and converting docu-
ments from Microsoft Word to Adobe 
PDF files. Technical assistance also cov-
ers help in using Microsoft Office (Word, 
Excel and PowerPoint); FTP software to 
transfer files; th~ my.emich portal (email, 
A LITTLE HELP: Halle librarian Bob Stevens (standing) works with freshman Erica Powers 
of Dearborn Heights in the new Academic Projects Center, in room 104 of Halle library. The 
center, which opened Jan. 16, provides EMU students help with writing, research and tech-
nologyassistance. 
calendar); and printing a poster on the 
large-format printer. 
Research assistance is comprised of 
helping students get started with research, 
identifying appropriate information data-
bases, developing search strategies, using 
library tools and locating scholarly jour-
nal articles. 
If more in-depth assistance is required, 
Academic Technology and Computing 
Services and the University Library will 
make appropriate referrals. 
Center hours are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Monday through Thursday. For more in-
formation, contact the Academic Projects 
Center at 734.487.0020, extension 2154, or 
visit emich.edu/apc/. The Web site con-
tains a series of self-help links. j§> 
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Moveover, 
B Iy Joel 
Professor Schoenhals joins elite group 
of international Stein way Artists 
By Kimberly Sandoval 
Joel Schoenhals first grazed the ivory keys of a piano when he was a toddler. Today, the EMU professor has reached one of 
the pinnacles of his field by recently being named a Steinway 
Artist, a highly distinguished honor that recognizes outstanding 
ability and achievement in music. He is the first EMU professor 
to earn the distinction, which he now shares with major record-
ing artists like Diana Krall, Harry Connick, Jr. and "piano man" 
Billy Joel. 
Hammell Music of Commerce Township, Mich., which re-
cently teamed with EMU to help launch an All-Steinway Ini-
tiative on campus, nominated him. A three-month nomination 
and approval process followed before he was awarded the des-
ignation. "I was really thrilled, it's humbling," Professor 
Schoenhals said of the honor. He celebrated the recognition 
during a special concert Sept. 14 at Pease Auditorium. (The 
concert also marked the start of the $2 million campaign by 
the Department of Music and Dance to acquire Steinway-
branded pianos for all major venues and performance stages 
on campus.) 
Professor Schoenhals has dedicated more than 30 years of his 
life to music and piano through performing and teaching. His 
family fostered his interest in music. "My parents always en-
couraged me to pursue where my gifts were," he said. His mother 
first taught him how to play. At an early age, he developed a habit 
and appreciation for diScipline. "Music is like a language you 
need to be speaking everyday," he said. 
He grew up in Tulsa, Okla., where his father served as a pas-
tor and eventually a bishop. The young Schoenhals was sur-
rounded by church music, such as organ preludes and choir 
music. His family would sing hymns around the pianoj all played 
instruments and would create music together. 
He earned his undergraduate degree from Vanderbilt Uni-
versity and his master's and performing certificates from the 
Eastman School of Music in New York. He began his EMU 
teaching career as an associate professor of piano. 
While he performed at the September concert on three leg-
endary pianos - Vladimir Horowitz's concert grand, a concert 
grand owned by Van Cliburn and a brilliant blue seven-foot 
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NOTEWORTHY: Professor Schoenhals' family and college instructors 
fostered and fueled his appreciation for music. 
Rhapsody art deco piano designed by acclaimed furniture de-
signer Frank Pollaro - he will remember most the celebration 
of music that occurred. "You only get inducted [as a Steinway 
Artist] once. I won't forget how people came up on stage and 
were thrilled to play on these pianos," he said. "Seeing all the 
students and people play on them, talking with each other and 
enjoying the music was the best [aspect of the night]. It was 
more than just a concert. It celebrated music, the All-Stein-
way Initiative and Steinway. It was like a party." 
There is a "no pain, no gain" mentality for some musicians, but not Professor Schoenhals. Instead, his approach focuses 
on ease, naturalness and the pursuit of a richer life within 
the music. He credits this philosophy to Rebecca Penneys, a pro-
fessor of piano at the Eastman School, who helped him learn 
music through different approaches. She was a pivotal figure in 
his life and served as a driving force in encouraging him to be an 
individual, to search for his own voice and to strive for authen-
ticity, he said. 
"I think the piano is pretty extraordinary. You use your whole 
self: your mind, your body and after you take care of the nuts and 
bolts of playing, there's a spiritual aspect involved in playing," he 
said. Playing music is a medium of communication for him to 
reach students and audiences. "Working with the whole person 
motivates me. It's very life-changing," he said. ~ 
- Kimberly Sandoval 
(For more on the Steinway Initiative, visit emich.edulmusic.) 
Youths build IT skills 
with help from EMU 
National Science Foundation grant 
teaches high-tech skills to students 
By Kimberly Sandoval 
Through an $890,000 National Sci-ence Foundation grant, Eastern 
Michigan University is helping 100 
high school students from Detroit pre-
pare for information technology careers 
in the areas of facility management and 
homeland security. 
EMU will use funding from the three-
MOTOWN MOVERS: Professors Xie (left) 
and Lawver are overseeing the grant. 
year grant to create the Detroit Mayor's 
Youth Technology Corps (MYTC). Par-
ticipants will complete a series of courses 
and 120 hours of practical training experi-
ence through a paid summer internship. 
They also get the chance to dual-enroll at 
EMU through its information assurance 
program within the School ofT echnology 
Studies. Along the way, EMU will intro-
duce the juniors and seniors to a range of 
technologies, from geographic informa-
tion systems ( GIS) to computer forensics. 
Leading the project are professors 
Yichun Xie and Gerald "Skip" Lawver. 
Professor Xie, in addition to being head 
of EMU's Department of Geography 
and Geology, is director of the Univer-
sity's Institute for Geospatial Research 
and Education (IGRE). Professor 
Lawver is based in the College of Tech-
nology's School of Technology Studies 
and is an instructor at EMU's Center for 
Regional and National Security. 
"The program will leverage online 
learning environments, online mentor-
ing and support activities as well as direct 
face-to-face training to engage the stu-
dents in STEM (science, technology, en-
gineering and math) learning in an urban 
community-based problem-solving en-
vironment," said Professor Xie, the 
grant's director. 
The program begins with SO students 
this summeri a second SO will enter in 
2009. After completion, students receive 
certification for their newly obtained 
skills from the Environmental Systems 
Research Institute, a leader in GIS mod-
eling and mapping software and 
technology. CollaboratingwithEMU 
are Detroit Public Schools (DPS), the 
City of Detroit Homeland Security and 
Emergency Management, and Environ-
mental System Research Institute. 
Together, they will educate students 
on GIS and computer emergency re-
sponse team operations. The goal is to 
help students gain needed skills for future 
employment. Depending on the level of 
success, the program may serve as a 
model for involving youths in acquiring 
new, highly sought skills and in pursuing 
post-secondary opportunities. 
DPS will help recruit students, find tu-
ition matches for dual-enrollment credits 
and prOvide students academic adviSing. 
Two EMU graduate and undergraduate 
students will help tutor DPS students. 
GIS plays a crucial role and plays into 
EMU's strengths as host to IGRE. GIS is 
used not only for teaching students 
where and how buildings and roads are 
laid out, but in helping them learn about 
regional and environmental issues. For 
example, students will see how neigh-
borhoods are created, weather patterns 
occur and urban sprawl is advancing, 
Professor Lawver said. 19 
EMU student joins the cast of 
reality TV show 'Survivor' 
Erik Reichenbach, a senior from Pinck-
ney, Mich., is a contestant on the reality 
series, "Survivor: Micronesia." The sea-
son premiered Feb. 
7, at 8 p.m. EST on 
CBS-TV. Reichen-
bach took the fall 
2007 semester off to 
participate in the 
filming, but he isn't 
saying who won. The 
show pits two 10-
member "tribes" against each other in 
what's being billed as "Fans vs. Favorites." 
The show takes place on the Rock Islands 
of Palau. Reichenbach is studying art and 
is on the track and cross-country teams. 
(For more information, visit 
cbs.com/primetime/ survivor 16/.) 
Professor receives NOAA grant 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) awarded San-
dra Rutherford, an EMU geology and ge-
ographyprofessor, a five-year $461,000 
grant to help elementary school teachers 
put more science in their classrooms. 
The grant is one of only five funded by 
NOAA this year. The proposal's impetus 
was a 1992 cargo ship mishap in the Pa-
cific Ocean, which sent rubber ducks 
tumbling into the ocean. She plans to 
write a children's book for teachers about 
the ducks and the science of waves and 
surface currents. "The children's book 
will allow teachers to embed science into 
their language arts curriculum and give 
them additional activities for their science 
curriculum," she said. 
Business school among the best 
For a fourth consecutivyear, EMU's 
College of Business has again been 
named one of the nation's most out-
standing business schools, according to 
The Princeton Review. The college is 
one of290 featured in the student-opin-
ion-driven guidebook, Best 290 Business 
Schools. There are about 1,000 business 
schools in the United States, and about 
20 in Michigan. 
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The General Education Program 
Education for Participation in the 
Global Community 
For students new to EMU beginning Fall 2007 
(Students who began their education prior to fall 2007 should consult the General 
Education Program Outline found later in this schedule book.) 
General education is the core of an undergraduate education. It is general in that is provides 
students with a comprehensive educational experience and prepares them for study within their 
majors. Courses in the General Education Program teach students to think critica~ly and to 
communicate effectively; it provides an introduction to the methodologies and practices of the 
foundational academic disciplines; and it promotes intellectual curiosity and a love of learning. 
The General Education Program, Educationjor Participation in the Global Community, is 
organized into five main categories: 
Area 1: Effective Communication. Individuals need to be able to communicate 
effectively for their own advancement and for their engagement with the world. They 
need to be able to read, understand, and critique information. They need to communicate 
their expertise to others within their own culture and across cultures, and they need to 
understand different contexts for communication. 
Area 2: Quantitative Reasoning. Quantitative Reasoning involves analyzing, 
critiquing, and evaluating quantitative information in order to make informed decisions. 
Quantitative reasoning skills are required in almost every major and professional 
program, as well as in personal and professional life. 
Area 3: Perspectives on a Diverse World. Our personal and professional lives have 
been transformed by changes in a world that is increasingly interconnected. Knowledge 
of diversity and global issues is vast and complex. Courses in this category introduce 
students to issues and perspectives in these areas and also provide them with conceptual 
skills for future learning. 
Area 4: Knowledge of the Disciplines. Knowledge of the liberal arts is still the core of 
General Education. General Education courses explicitly articul,\te the procedures, 
practices, methodologies, and fundamental assumptions of disciplines and 
interdisciplinary fields. In this category, students will take a sampling of courses in the 
Arts, Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences, and they will learn the 
methodologies and practices associated with each of these disciplines. 
Area 5: Learning BeYQnd the Classroom. This category provides opportunities for 
experimental learning. Students select from a wide range of experiences, including 
intellectual and artistic opportunities provided by the University, internships and 
practicums associated with majors and degree programs, and research opportunities for 
undergraduates. 
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Eastern Michigan University 
General Education Course Section List 
For students new to EMU beginning Fall 2007 
Gen Ed Effect Communication 31981 LITR 160 African American Literature L 
CRN COURSE TITLE ST 31833 LITR 161 Native American Literature L 
31834 LITR 161 Native American Literature L 
31006 CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech L 32427 LITR 210 Intro to Shakespeare L 
31007 CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech L 31319 PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy L 
31763 CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech L 31622 PHIL 110 Philosophies of Life L 
32472 CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech L 32639 PHIL 215 Philosophy of Religion DEO 
32471 CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech L 32640 PHIL 220 Ethics DEO 
32824 CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech L 32641 PHIL 221 Business Ethics DEO 
31764 CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech L 32642 PHIL 260 Existentialism DEO 
30347 ENGL 121 Comp II: Resrchng the Publ Ex L 30387 SPNH 121 Beginning Spanish I L 
31148 ENGL 121 Comp II: Resrehng the Publ Ex L 32406 SPNH 201 Intermediate Spanish I L 
Gen Ed Global Awareness Gen Ed Disciplines-Nat Science 
CRN COURSE TITLE' ST CRN COURSE TITLE ST 
32620 AAS 313 Contemporary Africa: Prospect: DEO 30042 BIOL 110 Introductory Biology I ELE 
32466 CTAC 274 Intercultural Communication L 31627 BIOL 110 Introductory Biology I ELE 
32955 DTC . 358 Food & Culture DEO' 30043 BIOL 110 Introductory Biology I ELE 
32956 DTC 358 Food & Culture DEO 30088 CHEM 101 Chemistry for Elementary Tchr: L 
32833 GEOG 110 World Regions DEO 31131 CHEM 101 Chemistry for Elementary Tchr: LAB 
32477 GEOG 110 World Regions L 31132 CHEM 101 Chemistry for Elementary Tchr: LAB 
32626 HIST 103 20th Century Civilization DEO 30089 CHEM 115 Chemistry & Society L 
30685 HIST 103 20th Century Civilization ELE 30344 CHEM 116 Chemistry & Society Lab LAB 
32632 HIST 110 World History Since 1500 DEO 30345 CHEM 116 Chemistry & Society Lab LAB 
30686 HIST 110 World History Since 1500 L 30090 CHEM 120 Fund of Organic & Biochm L 
30091 CHEM 120 Fund of Organic & Biochm LAB 
Gen Ed Disciplines-Arts 30092 CHEM 120 Fund of Organic & Biochm LAB 
CRN COURSE TITLE ST 30093 CHEM 121 General Chemistry I L 30094 CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Lab LAB 
32555 l ART 100 Art Appreciation DEO 30095 CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Lab LAB 
31839 ART 101 Intro to Art L 32389 ESSC 108 Earth Science for Non-Sci Mjrs L 
32366 CRTW 201 Introduction to Creative Wrtng L 32390 ESSC 109 Earth Science Lab:Non-Sci Mjr LAB 
32367 CRTW 201 Introduction to Creative Wrtng L 32391 ESSC 109 Earth Science Lab:Non-Sci Mjr LAB 
32475 CTAR 222 Drama & Play in Human Exper L 32392 ESSC 110 The Dynamic Earth System L 
31009 CTAT 145 Intro to Film Appreciatn LRE 32393 ESSC 110 The Dynamic Earth System LAB 
31010 CTAT 145 Intro to Film Appreciatn LRE 32395 ESSC 120 Dinosaurs, Mammoths&Trilobi L 
31957 DANC 102 Modern Dance Fundamentals L 32396 ESSC 120 Dinosaurs, Mammoths&Trilobi LAB 
32948 MUSC 107 Music Appreciation DEO 31547 PHY 100 Physics for Elem Tchrs L 
31745 PHY 100 Physics for Elem Tchrs L 
Gen Ed Disciplines-Humanities 31133 PHY 100 Physics for Elem Tchrs LAB 31548 PHY 100 Physics for Elem Tchrs LAB 
CRN COURSE TITLE ST 31134 PHY 101 Physical Science in the Arts L 
32385 CHL 207 Intro to Children's Literature L 31135 PHY 101 Physical Science in the Arts LAB 
32386 CHL 207 Intro to Children's Literature L 30245 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat L 
32470 CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading L 3 1327 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat L 
30199 FRNH 121 Beginning French L 31140 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat L 
31606 HIST 100 Comp Study of Religion ELE 30246 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat LAB 
32839 HIST 100 Comp Study of Religion L 31648 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat LAB 
32624 HIST 101 I-list of Westrn Civ-1648 DEO 31329 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat LAB 
31976 LITR 100 Reading of Literature L 31328 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat LAB 
32772 LITR 101 Reading of Lit: Fiction DEO 31142 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat LAB 
32773 LITR 101 Reading of Lit: Fiction DEO 31141 PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & lIeat LAB 
32774 LITR 102 Reading of Lit: Poetry DEO 30247 PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound L 
32775 LITR 102 Reading of Lit: Poetry DEO 30248 PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound LAB 
32561 LITR 102 Reading of Lit: Poetry L 31652 PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound LAB 
32685 LITR 103 Reading of Lit: Drama DEO 31651 PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound LAB 
32686 LITR 103 Reading of Lit: Drama DEO 31364 PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound LAB 31650 PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound LAB 
Sprin~ 2008 Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
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Eastern Michigan University 
General Education Course Section List · 
For students new to, EMU beginning Fall 2007 
en Ed' Disciplines-Nat Science 30200 FRNH 497 Independent Study 1ST 
RN COURSE TITLE ST 30201 FRNH 498 Independent Study 1ST 
30202 FRNH 499 Indepen~e~t Study 1ST 
1649 PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound LAB 32535 GERN 261 Intro to Professnl Lang Study DEO 
531 PSCI 110 The Science of Everyday Life L 31591 JPNE 212 Intermediate Japanese II L 
532 PSCI 110 The Science of Everyday Life LAB 30387 SPNH 121 Beginning Spanish I L 
499 PSY 102 General Psychology L 32406 SPNH 201 , Intermediate Spanish I L 
502 PSY 102 General Psychology L 32407 SPNH 222 ' Introduction to Hispanic Liter L 
501 PSY 102 General Psychology L 30213 SPNH 343 Spanish Grammar & Comp L 
500 PSY 102 General Psychology L 30417 SPNH 443 Adv Spanish Grammar&Comp L 
504 PSY 102 General Psychology LAB 31923 SPNH 479 Special Topics Trans Spnh Eng L 
507 PSY 102 General Psychology LAB 30421 SPNH 497 Independent Study 1ST 
505 PSY 102 General Psychology LAB 30214 SPNH 498 Independent Study 1ST 
508 PSY 102 General Psychology LAB 30215 SPNH 499 Independent Study 1ST 
510 PSY 102 General Psychology LAB 32807 UNIV lOlL Introduction to the University DEO 
509 PSY 102 General Psychology LAB 32813 UNIV lOlL Introduction to the University L 
en Ed Disciplines-Soc Science Gen Ed Quantve Reasoning 
N COURSE TITLE ST CRN COURSE TITLE ST 
924 CTAC 225 Listening Behavior L 31107 MATH 110 Mathematical Reasoning L 
074 CTAC 225 Listening Behavior L 31109 MATH 110 Mathematical Reasoning L 
925 CTAC 226 Non-Verbal Communication L 31108 MATH 110 Mathematical Reasoning L 
926 CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication L 32437 MATH 110 Mathematical Reasoning L 
747 CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication L 31682 MATH 110E Mth Resning:Appls Elem Sch 1 L 
746 CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication L 32438 MATH 110E Mth Resning:Appls Elem Sch 1 L 
156 ECON 100 Intro to Econ Prob & Policies L 31110 MATH 118 Linear Models and Probability L 
15i ECON 201 Principles of Macroeconomics L 31111 MATH 118 Linear Models and Probability L 
158 ECON 201 Principles of Macroeconomics . L 31112 MATH 120 Calculus I L 
60 ECON 201 Principles of Macroeconomics L 31362 MATH 120 Calculus I L 
159 ECON 201 Principles of Macroeconomics L 31115 MATH 170 Elementary Statistics L 
160 ECON 202 Principles of Microeconomics L 32878 PLSC 210 Intro Political Analysis DEO 
163 ECON 202 Principles of Microeconomics L 30320 SOCL 250 Quantitative Appls in Sociolog L 
161 ECON 202 Principles of Microeconomics L 31878 SOCL 250 Quantitative Appls in Sociolog L 
62 ECON 202 Principles of Microeconomics L 31880 SOCL 250 Quantitative Appls in Sociolog L 
31 · GEOG 107 Intro to Geography DEO 30461 SOCL 250 Quantitative Appls in Sociolog L 
GEOG i07 Intro to Geography L 32803 STS 224 Solving Quantitve Prblms Tchg DEO 
HIST 123 The U.S. to 1877 DEI 32836 STS 224 Solving Quantitve Prblms Tchg DEO 
HIST 123 The U.S. to 1877 DEO 
HIST 123 The U.S. to 1877 L Gen Ed US Diversity HIST 124 The U.S., 1877 to Present DEI CRN COURSE TITLE ST HIST 124 The U.S., 1877 to Present L 
HIST 124 The U.S., 1877 to Present L 32619 AAS 101 Intro to African Amer Studies DEO PLSC 112 . American Government DEO 31432 AAS 101 Intro to African Amer Studies L PLSC 112 American Government DEO 32489 AAS ' 101 Intro to African Amer Studies L PLSC 212 Intro Internatl Politics L 32383 CHL 208 Multicultural Children'S Liter L SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology DEI 32384 CHL 208 Multicultural Children'S Liter L SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology L 32465 CTAC 260 Gender Communication L SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology L 32547 CTAC 275 Inter RaciallEthnic Comm HLE SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology L 32467 CTAC 275 Inter RaciallEthnic Comm L SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology L 32553 CTAR 151 . African-American Thtr:An Intr DEO 
32493 HIST 115 Making Amer Soc: Race,Ethnic ELE 
n Ed Lrng Beyond Clsrm 31981 LITR 160 African American Literature L 
COURSE • TITLE ST 31833 LITR 161 Native American Literature L 
31834 LITR 161 Native American Literature L 
61 COB 200L Introduction to Business DEO 32431 LITR 163 lewish-Amer Lit & Culture L 
99 FRNH 121 , Beginni~g French L 32797 WGST 200 Introduction to Women's Stud if DEO 
88 FRNH 261 Intro to Professnl Lang Study L 32914 WGST 200 Introduction to Women's Stud if DEO 
31549 WGST 200 Introduction to Women's Stud if L 
ring 2008 Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
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Eastern Michigan University 
General Education Course Section List 
For students new to EMU begi~ning Fall 2007 
Gen Ed US Diversity 
CRN COURSE TITLE 
32933 WGST 260 Gender Communications L 
Gen Ed Writing Intensive 
CRN COURSE TITLE 
32901 ACC 496W Financial Mgmt& Controllershi ELE 
32388 CHL 450W Chldrns Lit:Crit&Respncs L 
32425 ENGL 300W Writing About Literature L 
32902 FIN 450W Problems in Financial Managen ELE, 
J2494 HIST 300W Researching & Writing History ELE 
32412 JRNL 306W Feature Writing L 
32845 MGMT 480W Mgt Responsibility & Ethics HLE 
32450 SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic So L 
32453 SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic So L 
32451 SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic So L 
32454 SOFD 328W Schools Divers,elDemocratic So L 
32945 SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic So L 
32946 SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic So L 
32882 SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic So L 
32,456 SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic So L 
Spring 2008 Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
Page 12 
Academic Advising Center 301 Pierce Hall 
Eastern Michigan University 
r 
GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM OUTLINE 
Effective for students who beaan college Prior to Fall 2007 
Students who began college Fall 2007 & after see: 
www.emich.edu/aaclforms/gened07.pdf 
AREA Ii SYMBOLICS AND COMMUNICATION (8-18 credit hour.) 
Requirements: 5 courns 
D 1. The required course in written composition (or waiver). 
D 2. One of two courses in speech communication. 
D 3. A course In one of the following: 
a. An upper-level course in written composition. 
b. An upper·level course in speech communication, 
c. A course In foreign language composition. 
D 4. A course in mathematical reasoning (or waiver). 
D 5. A course In computer literacy. 
AREA IIi SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (9-14 credit hours) 
Requirements: 3 courses 
HQIi: One cou('§e must Include Bleb component. The 3 requirements must be 
from 3 different departments: PHY & ASTR are the same department as well BS 
BIOL, BOTN & ZOOL Bnd ESSe & GEOL. 
D 1. A course In physical science. 
a. You must complete a course in chemistry or. phYSics unless you 
have submitted appropriate evidence to the Academic Advising 
Center that you completed a one unit course In high school with 
a grade of 'C' or above. 
b. If you have submitted proof of having completed a one unit high 
school course in chemistry or physics, you may satisfy this 
requirement by choosing among chemistry, earth 
science/geology, or physicsJastronomy. 
D 2. A course in life science (biology or psychology). 
D 3. A course in science or technology, chosen from a department other 
than the ones in which you have completed your physical and life 
science requirements. 
AREA lIIi SOCIAL SCIENCE (12 credit hours) 
Requirements: 4 courses 
D 1. The required course in U.S. government. 
D 2. A course In history. . 
D 3. A course in anthropology, economics, geography, or sociology. 
D 4. One of the following: 
a. A second course In a two-course history sequence. 
. b. A second course in a two-course sequence in anthropology, 
economiCS, geography, or sociology. 
c. An approved social science course In cross-cultural or 
International studies. 
AREA IV: ARTS AND HUMANITIES (11-12 credit hours) 
Requirements: 4 courses 
D 1. One of the following: 
a. A course in literature. 
b. An intermediate/advanced foreign language literature course. 
D 2. One of the following: 
a. A second course In literature. 
b. An intermediate/advanced foreign language literafure course. 
c. A course In oral interpretation. 
d. A FLAN/LlTR course In cross-cultural or international studies. 
D 3. One of the following: 
a. A course in philosophy. 
b. A course In religion. 
D 4. One of the following: 
a. A course In art. 
b. A course in dance. 
c. A course in music. 
d. A course In theatre arts. 
Total for General Education· Areas I, II, III & IV 
Major (minimum) 
Minor (minimum) 
Physical education and health (minimum) 
Electives 
Total (minimum) 
CROSS.cUl TURAl OR INTERNA nONAl STUDIES 
Requirement: Ona course selected from Areas I, III, or IV 
At least one approved course In cross-cultural or International studies must be 
completed in the process of meeting the requirements of Areas I, III, or IV. 
Approved courses are deSignated with an asterisk ('). 
40·56 
30 
20 
2 
~ 
124 
Meeting the Requirements In Area I 
1 ENGl121 CompOSition II: Researching the Public Experience 
2 CTAS 121 Fundamentals of Speech 12 .em •• ter hours] 
CTAC 124 Fundamentals of Speech {3 seme.terhours]lwasCTAS t24] 
3. AAS 301 Writing for African American Studies {was AAS 205] 
ANTH 200 Writing for Anthropology 
ENGl 225 Writing in a Changing World 
ENGl 300 Writing about Literature {was ENGL 227] 
ENGl 323 Writing In the Professional World {was ENGL 223] 
ENGl324 PrinCiples of Technical Communication 
ENGl 326 Research Writing 
lEGl304 legal Writing, Research, and Analysis I {effective W04] 
MGMT 202 Business Communication 
3b CTAC 224 Public Speaking 
CTAC 225 listening Behavior 
CTAC 226 Non·Verbal Communication 
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication 
'CTAC 274 InterCUltural Communication {was CTAC 374] 
'CTAC 275 Interracial/Interethnic Communication Iwas CTAC 375] 
30 LATN 101 or 102 Beginning latin Iwas LATN 121 or 122] 
GREK 101 or 102 Beginning Ancient Greek {was GREK 121 or 122] 
FRNH 121 or 122 Beginning French (5 credit hours) 
FRNH 233 or 234 Intermediate French 
GERN 121 or 122 Beginning German (5 credit hours) 
GERN 233 or 234 Intermediate German Conversation, Composition, 
and Grammar 
JPNE 121 or 122 Beginning Japanese (5 credit hours) 
JPNE 211 or 212 Intermediate Japanese 
SPNH 121 or 122 Beginning Spanish (5 credit hour.) 
SPNH 201 or 202 Intermediate Spanish (4 credit hours) 
4 MATH 11 OE MathematiCS for Elementary Teachers II {was MATH 109] 
5 
(elementary education students only) 
MATH 110 MathematiCal Reasoning {was MATH I SO] 
MATH 118 Linear Models and Probability 
MATH 119 Applied Calculus 
MATH 120 Calculus I (4 credit hours) 
MATH 121 Calculus II (4 credit hours) 
MATH 122 Elementary Linear Algebra 
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics {was MATH 270] 
MATH 341 College Geometry 
SOCl 250 Social Statistics I 
BMMT201 
CADM 105 
COSC 101 
COSC 105 
COSC 111 
COSC 145 
COSC 146 
COSC 161 
COSC 245 
COSC246 
IHHS 226 
IS 215 
STS 201 
Microcomputers for Business Applications {was SEOU 201] 
Computer Applications for Industry IwaslNTE lOS] 
Computer Science Concepts & Practical Applications 
{w~s COSC 136] 
Everyday Computing and Social Responsibility 
Iwas COSC 177/178] 
Introduction to Programming {was COSC 138] 
Introduction to FORTRAN Programming {was COSC 137] 
Applied Programming 
Explorations in Robotics Iwas COSC 179] 
Computer Programming and Numeric Methods 
Iwa. COSC 237] 
Programming in C++ 
Computers for Health and Human Services 
End·User Computing 
Microcomputer Applications in Technology 
Iwa.INOT 201] 
This is a general outline of the general degree reqUirements and the 
courses you may choose from to satiSfy the general education 
requirements. This should not be used in place of the University Catalog 
(pages 22·26 of the 2005·2007 catalog). The major or minor you declare 
may require specific courses in generaf education requirements and limit 
your options. Consult your Catalog for speCific requirements . 
For updates go to: www.emich.edu/aacJlorms/gened.pdf EMU/AAC/15-Jan-08 
I 
Meeting the Requirements In Area II 
1. CHEM 105 Survey of Chemistry (no lon~er offered] 
CHEM 115 Chemistry and Society (no laboratory] 
CHEM 115/116 Chemistry and Society (4 credit hours) 
CHEM 117/118 Fundamentals of Chemistry (4 credit hours) [was CHEM 119J 
CHEM 120 Fundamentals of Organic and Biochemistry (4 crodlt hours) 
CHEM 121/122 General Chemistry I (4 credit hours) 
PHY 100 Physics for Elementary Teachers (elementary ed, only] 
PHY 101 Physical Science in the Arts (4 credit hours) 
PSCI 110 Science of Everyday Life (4 credit hours) (was PHY 110J 
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound and Heat (4 credit hours) 
PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound (5 credit hours) 
1 b ASTR 203 Exploration of the Universe (no laboratoryJ 
ASTR 203/204 Exploration of the Universe (4 credit hours) 
ASTR 205 Principles of Astronomy [no laboratoryJ (4 credit hours) 
ASTR 204/205 Principles of Astronomy (5 credit hours) 
ESSC 108/109 Earth Science for Non-Sci Maj (4 cr hrs) [was GESC 108J 
ESSC 110 The Dynamic Earth System (4 credit hours) 
ESSC 120 Dinosaurs, Mammoths & Trilobites: An Introduction to 
Paleontology [wes GEOl 120](11110 wes The Fossil RecordJ 
GEOl 160 Physical Geology (4 credit hours) [no longer offered] 
2 BIOl 105 Introductory Biology for Non-Majors (4 credit hours) 
BIOl1.10 Introductory Biology I (5 credit hours) 
BIOl 303 Life Science for Elementary Teachers [was ESCI 303J 
BOTN 130 Biology of Plants (4 credit hours) (wa. BOTN 221J 
DTC 101 Fundamentals of Personal Nutrition 
PSY 101 General Psychology [no laboratory] 
PSY 102 General Psychology (4 credit hours) 
ZOOl 140 Biology of Animals (4 credit hours) [was ZOOl 222J 
3 A course in science or technology [3a or 3b]: 
a You may choose anyone of the courses listed under physical or life 
science (from a different department) , or; 
b You also may choose your third course from the following list: 
CASI 150 Life's a Rlskl (no laboratory] 
CASI 279 Reaching for the Red Planet (offered Wi'03) 
CASI 279 Fourth Rock from the Sun (offered WI'04) 
CHEM 101 Chemistry for Elementary Teachers [elem, ed, only] 
ESSC 179 Earth's Climate, Past and Future (no laboretory] 
(offered through Fe'03) (wa. GEOl 179J 
MFG 140 Science, Technology, and People 
(no laboratoryJ [was MFG 240 and INTE 240] 
STS 150 Understanding Technology (no laboratoryJ (was INDT ISO] 
Meeting the Requirements In Area III 
(See Catalog for additional Honors options) 
1 PlSC 112 American Government 
2 
3 
40 
4b 
4c 
PlSC 113 American Govemment Honors 
HIST 101 
HIST 102 
HIST 103 
HIST 106 
HIST 109 
HIST110 
HIST 123 
HIST 124 
ANTH 135 
ECON 100 
ECON 201 
GEOG 107 
GEOG 110 
SOCl105 
History of Westem Civilization to 1648 
History of Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I 
Twentieth Century Civilization 
Asian and African Civilizations 
World History to 1500 
World History Since 1500 
The United States to 1877 
The United States, 1877 to the Present 
Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 
Introduction to Economic Problems and Policies 
PrinCiples of Macroeconomics 
Introduction to Geography 
World Regions 
Introductory Sociology 
HIST 102 [follows 101J History of Western Civilization, 1648 to World War I 
HIST 103 (follow. 102J Twentieth Century Civilization 
HIST 110 [follow. 109J World History Since 1500 
HIST 124 [follow. 123J The United States, 1877 to the Present 
ANTH 140 [follows 135] Introduction to Physical Anthropology 
ECON 202 (follows 201 J Principles of Microeconomics 
GEOG 110 [fOllowS 107] World Regions 
GEOG 111 [follows 110J Regions and Resources 
SOCl202 [follows lOS] Social Problems 
*AAS 101 Introduction to African American Studies 
*AAS 102 Introduction to African Civilization 
*AAS 232 Politics in the African American Experience 
*AAS 313 Contemporary Africa: Prospects 
*ANTH/SOCLlWGST208 Minority Women in the United States 
*ANTH/SOCl214 
*ANTH 233 
*ANTH 236 
*ANTH 237 
*ANTHIWGST 355 
*ANTH 385 
*CAS1206 
*DTC 358 
(was ANTHISOCLIWMST 208J 
Racial and Cultural Minorities 
Cultures of Mesoamerica and the Caribbean 
Peoples and Cultures of Africa 
Native North American Cultures 
Anthropology of Women [was ANTHIWMST 355J 
Culture of Japan (was ANTH 245] 
Culture and the Holocaust (was CASI 279] 
Food and Culture . 
For update. go to; www,emlch.edulaac/formslgened.pdf EMU/AAC/15-Jan·08 
Meeting the 'Requirements In Area III (continued) 
4c *ECON 321 Minority Workers In the labor Market 
*ECON/WGST 328 Economics of Women [was ECONIWMST 328J 
*HIST 305 Native American History 
*HIST 315 History of Black Americans 
*HISTIWGST 336 History of Women in the United States and Great 
Britain. 1800 to the Present (wa. HISTIWMST 336J 
"H]ST 341 The Middle East, 1798 to Present 
*HIST 342 North Africa, 1798 to the Present 
*HIST 348 Twentieth Century Africa 
*HIST 356 Latin America: National Period 
*HIST 375 Modern India 
*SOCLlWGST 344 Sociology of Gender [was SOCLlWMST 344J 
,*WGST 200 Introduction to Women's Studies (was WMST 200] 
Meetln the Re ulrements In Area IV 
( ee Catalog for additional Honors options) 
1a LlTR 100 The Reading of Literature 
LlTR 101 The Reading of Literature: Fiction 
LlTR 102 The Reading of Literature: Poetry 
LlTR 103 The Reading of Literature: Drama 
1 b FRNH 221 or 222 Intermediate French Reading 
2a 
2b 
2c 
2d 
3a 
FRNH 341 or 342 Survey of French Literature 
GERN 221 or 222 Intermediate German Reading 
GERN 341 or 342 Survey of German Literature 
SPNH 221 or 222 Intermediate Spanish Reading 
SPNH 341 Survey of Spanish Literature 
SPNH 342 Great Works of Spanish Literature 
SPNH 351 Survey of Spanish American Literature 
SPNH 352 Great Works of Spanish American Literature 
Complete one of the courses not previously taken under 1a above. 
Complete one of the courses not previously taken under 1 b above, 
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading 
*CHl208 Multicultural Children's Literature (wa. LlTR 208] 
"FLAN 215 The Cultures of Mexican-Americans and Cubans in the 
*LlTR 160 
*LlTR 161 
*LlTR 163 
PHil 100 
PHIl110 
PHil 120 
PHil 130 
PHIl212 
PHIl215 
PHil 220 
PHil 221 
PHil 223 
PHil 225 
United States 
African American Literature [was llTR 260] 
Native American Literature [was llTR 204J 
Jewish American Literature [was LlTR 279] (WI'03-Fa'04) 
Introduction to Philosophy 
Philosophies of Life 
Introduction to Critical Reasoning 
Introduction to logic 
Philosophy of Art 
Philosophy of Religion 
Ethics 
Business Ethics 
Medica[ Ethics 
Political Philosophy 
*PHILlWGST 226 Feminist Theory (wa. PHILlWMST 228J 
The Comparative Study of Religion 
Psychology of Religion 
3b HIST 100 
PSY 225 
4. 
4b 
4c 
4d 
ART 100 
ART 101 
ART 107 
ART 108 
ART 122 
ART 123 
ART 165 
ART 166 
ART 167 
*FA 222 
DANC 100 
DANC 101 
DANC 102 
DANC 103 
DANC 106 
MUSC 100 
MUSC 106 
MUSC 107 
*CAS1240 
CTAR 106 
CTAR 150 
*CTAR 151 
CTAR 158 
CTAR 222 
CTAT 145 
Art Appreciation (was FA 100] 
Introduction to Art (wa. FA 101J 
Art History Survey I [was FA 107] 
Art History Survey II [was FA 108] 
Two-Dimensional Design [was FA 122J 
Drawing I [was FA 123] 
Graphic Design for Non-Majors [was FA 165] 
Ceramics for Non-Majors [was FA le6] 
Jewelry for Non-Majors [was FA 167J 
African and African American Art [no longer offeredJ 
Ballet Fundamentals for Non-Majors 
Jazz I (2 credit hours) 
Modern Dance Fundamentals 
Tap I (2 credit hours) 
Introduction to Performing Arts [also CTAR/MUSC I06J 
Introduction to Music Theory 
Introduction to the Performing Arts (also CTAR/ DANC 106] 
Music Appreciation 
Reel WomenlReal Women 
Introduction to the Performing Arts [al.o DANC/MUSC 106] 
Introduction to Theatre 
African American Theatre: An Introduction 
Fundamentals of Acting 
Drama and Play in Human Experience 
Introduction to Film Appreciation 
Meeting the Requirement for Physical Education and Health 
Choose one of the following options: 
1 PEGN 210 Lifetime Wellness and Fitness (2 crsdlt hour.) 
2 DTC 155 Fundamentals of Healthy Lifestyles [was DTC~HHS 278] 
3 MSl 101 Foundations of Officershlp 
and 102 and Basic leadership [2 semesters] [was MilT 100 and 101] 
4 PEGN 140 Marching Band [2 sem •• t.rs] 
5 PEGN activity course requirements of the Music Therapy Program 
(2 courses] 
Eastern Michigan University Building Codes 
EMU CAMPUS BUILDING CODES 
ALEXAN 
BEST 
BOONE 
BOWEN 
BRlGGS 
FORD 
GODDA 
HALLE 
KING 
MARKJ 
MARSHL 
OWEN 
PORTER 
PRAY-H 
QUIRK 
RACKHM 
RECIM 
ROOSEV 
RYNEAR 
SCULPT 
SHERZ 
SILL 
STRONG 
WARNER 
WCAMP 
WISE 
Alexander Music Building 
Best Hall 
Richard G. Boone Hall 
Wilbur P. Bowen Field House 
Walter O. Briggs Hall 
Clyde Ford Hall 
Goddard Hall 
Bruce T. Halle Library 
Julia Anne King Hall 
Mark Jefferson Hall 
Everett L. Marshall Building 
Gary M. Owen College of Business 
John W. Porter-College of Education 
Pray-Harrold Hall 
Quirk Dramatic Arts Building 
Rackham Building 
Olds-Robb Student Rec Ctr-IM 
Roosevelt Hall 
Rynearson Stadium 
The Sculpture Studio 
William H. Sherzer Hall 
J.M.B. Sill Hall 
Strong Physical Science Bldg 
Warner Physical Education Bldg 
West Campus Fields 
Wise Hall 
Campus Codes 
API 
AP5 
BRI 
BR5 
BR7 
DTl 
DT5 
DT7 
FLl 
FL5 
FTl 
FT5 
FT7 
ILl 
IL5 
IL7 
JXI 
JX5 
JX7 
LV I 
LV5 
LV7 
Academic Program Abroad (000-499 level courses) 
Academic Program Abroad (500-699 level courses 
Brighton-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Brighton-EMU CoUrse (500-699 level courses) 
Brighton-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
Detroit-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Detroit-EMU Course (500-699 level courses) 
Detroit-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
Fish Lake-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Fish Lake-EMU COUfSe (500-699 level courses) 
Flint-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Flint-EMU Course (500-699 level courses) 
Flint-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
Independent Learning Crse (000-499 level courses) 
Independent Learning Crse (500-699 level courses) 
Independent Leaming Crse (700-999 level courses) 
Jackson-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Jackson-EMU Course (500-699 level courses) 
Jackson-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
Livonia-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Livonia-EMU Course (500-699 level courses) 
Livonia-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
EMU OFF CAMPUS BUILDING CODES 
ADMES 
ARDIS 
BRlGHT 
BRKWST 
CFINN 
CHAPEL 
EAGCCC 
EAGCGC 
EGFLCT 
EMULIV 
GAYLRD 
GVSU 
JCC 
KETTES 
KRESGE 
LAKEMP 
MONCCC 
MOTTCC 
NWAC 
OAKMP 
OAKWES 
RASTU 
SCBAA 
TRAVRS 
WISD 
WKND 
YPSIHS 
Adams Elementary, Ypsilanti 
Ardis Elementary School, Ypsilanti 
EMU Brighton 
Brookwood Studio, Ann Arbor 
Comfort Inn, Ann Arbor 
Chapelle Elementary School, Ypsilanti 
Eagle Crest Golf Course, Ypsilanti 
Eagle Crest Conf. Center, Ypsilanti 
Eagle Flight Center 
EMU Livonia 
University Center at Gaylord 
Grand Valley State University 
Jackson Community College, Jackson 
Kettering Elementary School, Ypsilanti 
Kresge Environmental Ed Center, 
Lapeer County 
Lake Erie Metro Park, Rockwood 
Monroe County Community Coilege 
Mott Community College, Flint 
Northwest Activities Center, Detroit 
Oakwood Metro Park, Flat Rock 
Oakwood Hlth Center, Westland 
Randazzo Dance Studio, Ypsilanti 
Scrap Box, Ann Arbor 
Traverse City, MI 
Washtenaw Interm. School Dist., Ann 
Arbor 
Weekend University 
Ypsilanti High School, Ypsilanti 
Campus Codes continued 
MNI 
MN5 
MN7 
OCI 
OC5 
OC7 
TCI 
TC5 
TC7 
WBI 
WB5 
WB7 
WCI 
WC5 
WC7 
WWO 
WWl 
WW5 
WW7 
Monroe-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Monroe-EMU Course (500-699 level courses) 
Monroe-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
Other Cont. Ed Course (000-499 level courses) 
Other Cont. Ed Course (500-699 level courses) 
Other Cont. Ed Course (700-999 level courses) ' 
Traverse City-EMU Course (000-499 level courses 
Traverse City-EMU Course (500-699 level courses) 
Traverse City-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
Winter Break Course (000-499 level courses) 
Winter Break Course (500-699 level courses) 
Winter Break Course (700-999 level courses) 
Washtenaw County Course (000-499 level courses) 
Washtenaw County Course (500-699Ievel 'courses) 
Washtenaw County Course (700-999 level courses) 
Online-Extended Program 
Online-EMU Course (000-499 level courses) 
Online-EMU Course (500-699 level courses) 
Online-EMU Course (700-999 level courses) 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/08 Access registration through http://my.emich.edu Page 15 
Can'tjind a Subject Code? Below are new Subject Codes: 
Athletic Training = ATTR 
Autism Spectrum Disorders = SP AI 
Aviation Technology = A VT 
Business Management and 
Marketing Technology = BMMT 
Children's Literature = CHL 
Communication Technology = CMT 
Computer Engineering Technology = CET 
Creative Scientific Inquiry Experience = CSIE 
Creative Writing = CRTW 
Engineering Technology = ET 
Health Promotion and 
Human Performance = HPHP 
Homeland Security and 
and Emergency Management = HSEM 
Industrial Distribution = ID 
Information Assurance = IA 
Information Security = ISEC 
Integrated Marketing 
Communications = IMC 
Master of Liberal Studies = MLS 
Honors = HNRS 
Network and Information Technology 
Administration = NITA 
Operations Management = OM 
Physical Science = PSCI 
Polymers & Coatings = PC 
Public Safety = PS 
School of Engineering Technology = SET 
School of Staff and Command = SSC 
School of Technology Studies = STS 
Study Abroad = SABR 
Technology Management = TM 
Technology Studies = TS 
Women 's and Gender Studies = WGST 
Program Contact Information: 
Creative Scientific Inquiry Experience (CSIE), 215 Rackham, 487-0281 
Honors College (HNRS), Wise Hall, 487-0341 
Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC), 552 Owen, 487-6568 
University Studies (UNIV), 614Q Pray-Harrold, 487-3 172 
Page 16 
CRN Q PIT ID: DP ~ Class Time ~ Rm ~ 
Accounting 
ACC 240 Principles of Financial Acct , 3.0Cr 
31331 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 110 OWEN Ross 
31337 1 ELE TR 6:30p·9:10p 228 OWEN Kiss 
ACC 241 Principles of Managerial Acct 3.0 Cr 
31352 ELE MW 9:00a·11:40a 110 OWEN Mahoney 
31353 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 
ACC 286 Co-op Education in Accounting 
30351 1 CP DP 
ACC 287 Co-op Education in Accounting 
30001 1 CP DP • 
110 OWEN McCombs 
1.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
ACC 296 The Accounting Cycle & Profess 3.0 Cr 
3~ 334 1 ELE TR 1 :OOp·MOp 110 OWEN McCombs 
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I 3.0 Cr 
31333 1 ELE MW 1:00p·3:40p 227 OWEN Hwang 
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting 3.0 Cr 
31335 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 201 OWEN Snyir 
ACC 356 Accounting Information Systems 3.0 Cr 
31354 ELE MW 6:30p·9: 1 Op 110 OWEN Ross 
31960 1 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 
ACC 450 Internal Auditing 
32622 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p LV1 
32622 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
ACC 475 International Accounting 
31339 1 ELE MW 1 :00p·3:40p 
ACC 489 Internship 
30002 1 ELE DP 
222 OWEN Mahoney 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Okopny 
3.0C.r 
228 OWEN Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
ACC 496W Financial Mgmt& Controllership 3.0 Cr 
32901 1 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p 218 OWEN Khan 
ACC 499 Directed Studies 
30003 1 1ST DP 
ACC 501 Accounting Principles 
31640 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ACC 540 Corp Flnanclal.Reporting 
31351 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ACC 544 Federal Income Taxation 
31350 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
228 OWEN Brickner 
3.0 Cr 
222 OWEN Hwang 
3.0 Cr 
218 OWEN ' Burllovich 
ACC 546 Public & Nonprofit Sector Ace 3.0 Cr 
31345 1 ELE TR 2:00p-4:40p 222 OWEN Bunsis 
ACC 567 Professional Auditing 3.0 Cr 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
CRN Q PIT ID: DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm ~ Instructor 
32457 1 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 218 OWEN Brickner 
ACC 585 Business Tax Planning 
31357 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ACC 5.86 Co-op Education in Accounting ' 
30004 1 CP DP 
ACC 589 Accounting Internship 
30005 1 ELE DP 
ACC 592 Sp,eclal Topics 
Section Title: ST: Internal Auditing 
32623 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p LV5 
32623 Meets at EMU-livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
3.0 Cr 
218 OWEN Burilovich 
1.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Okopny 
ACC 605 Strategic Info & Control Sys 3.0 Cr 
31346 ~ ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 326 OWEN Khan 
ACC 675 Int'l Accounting & Taxation 3.0 Cr 
31340 1 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 228 OWEN Okopny 
ACC 696 Acctg Theory, Research&Policy 3.0 Cr 
32378 ' 1 ELE DP TR 6:30p-9:10p 222 OWEN Bunsis 
ACC 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
31150 1 1ST DP STAFF 
African American Studies 
AAS 101 Intro to African Amer Studies 3.0 Cr 
32619 1 DEO WW1 Okafor 
32619 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31432 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 203 PRAY-H Semmes 
324M 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 203 PRA Y-H Woods ' 
AAS 313 Contemporary Africa: Prospects 
32620 1 DEO WW1 
32620 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
AAS 402 African American Studies Inter 
32322 . 1 1ST DP 
AAS . 497 Independent Study 
30561 51ST 
AAS 498 Independent Study 
30562 5 
AAS 499 Independent Study 
30565 51ST 
AAS 505 The African Political Economy 
32621 1 DEO WW5 
32621 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline,edu 
AAS 599 Independent Study 
30567 . 5 
3.0 Cr 
Okafor 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Okafor 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Anthropology 31191 1 L STAFF 
ANTH 261 Intro Archaeological Fieldwork 3.0 Cr ATM 687 Practicum 2.0 Cr 32571 1 L DP MTWR 8:00a-4:00p 718 PRAY-H Ensor 31198 1 L STAFF F 
I 
32571 Start Date: 5/19/2008 End Date: 5/23/2008 ATM 688 Practlcum 3.0 Cr 
ANTH 361 Archaeological Fieldwork 5.0 Cr 32320 1 L DP STAFF. 
32572 1 L DP MTWR 8:00a-4:00p 718 PRAY-H Ensor 
F ATM 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
32572 Start Date: 5/26/2008 End Date: 6/612008 32328 liST STAFF 
ANTH 362 Artifact Analysis 3.0Cr Art 
32607 1 L DP MTWR 12:00p-4:00p 718 . PRAY-H Ensor 
3.0 Cr F ART 100 Art Appreciation 
32607 Start Date: 6/9/2008 End Date: 6120/2008 32555 1 DEO WWl Potter 
ANTH 461 Advanced Archaeological Fldwrk 6.0 Cr 32555 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31883 1 L DP MTWR 8:00a-4:00p 718 PRAY-H Ensor ART 101 Intro to Art 3.0 Cr 
F 31839 1 L MTR 10:00a-ll :50a 210 FORD BOcklage 
31883 Start Date: 5/1212008 End Date: 6/612008 
Apparel & Textile Merchandsng ART 123 Drawing I 3.0 Cr 
31840 1 ST ATM 118 Apparel Studio 3.0 Cr . 
MTR 9:00a-12:50p 101 SHERZ Reedy 
32525 1 L MTR 10:00a-12:00p 212 ROOSEV Amidel ART 166 Ceramics for Non·Majors 3.0 Cr 
31145 1 ST 
ATM 287 Co-op Education in ATM 1.0 Cr 
MTR 9:00a-12:50p 139 SILL STAFF 
30621 5 CP STAFF ART 210 Life Drawing 3.0 Cr 
ATM 288 Co·op Education in ATM 
30445 
2.0 Cr 
1 ST DP MTR 5:30p-9:20p 201 SHERZ 'Washington 
31230 1 L DP STAFF ART 216 History of 20th Century Art 3.0 Cr 
32461 1 L ATM 289 Co-op Education.!n ATM 3.0 Cr 
DP MTR 10:008-11 :50a 107 FORD Rubenfeld 
31231 1 CP DP STAFF ART 235 Introduction to Textiles 3.0 Cr 
31393 1 CP DP STAFF 32486 1 ST DP MTR 9:30a-12:20p 207 SHERZ Stevens 
ATM 387 Co-op Education in ATM 1.0 Cr ART 300 Art Integr Elem Teacher 4.0 Cr 
31232 1 CP DP STAFF 31377 L MR 5:00p.8:50p 104 BRIGGS Bohner 
31838 1 L 
ATM 388 Co-op Education In ATM 2.0 Cr 
DP MR 9:00a-12:50p 203 SHERZ Korth 
31233 1 CP DP STAFF ART 308 
. 
Ceramics 3.0 Cr 
ATM 389 Co·op Education in ATM 
31439 
3.0 Cr 
5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 139 SILL Pancloli 
31234 1 CP DP STAFF ART 316 Life Drawing 3.0 Cr 
ATM 487 Field Experience 30446 3.0 Cr 
1 ST DP MTR 5:30p-9:20p 201 SHERZ Washington 
32267 1 L STAFF ART ' 377 Special Topics 1.0 Cr 
ATM 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr Section Title: Co-op Education in Art 30520 1 DP STAFF 31235 liST DP STAFF 
ATM 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
31236 l iST DP STAFF 
ATM 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
31237 liST DP STAFF 
ATM 600 Research I 2.0 Cr 
31434 1 L STAFF 
ATM 686 Practicum 1.0 Cr 
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Art 
ART 379 Special Topics 
Section Title: London - Graphic Design 
32579 5 L CE AP1 
32579 Start Date: 5/22/2008 End Date: 6/11/2008 
Section Title: Throw/Handbuild/KIInbuilding 
32409 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 
Section Title: Drawing Alternative Wortds 
32495 1 ST DP MTR 1 :00p-4:50p 
Section Title: Embellished Surfaces 
32614 1 ST DP MTR 1 :00p-4:50p 
ART 387 Co-op Education in Art 
31282 1 CP DP 
ART 407 Ceramics 
31437 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 
ART 408 Ceramics 
31438 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 
ART 419 Life Drawing 
30447 1 ST DP MTR 5:30p-9:20p 
ART 439 Life Drawing 
30448 1 ST DP MTR 5:30p-9:20p 
ART 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: London - Graphic Design 
32580 5 L CE AP1 
32580 Start Date: 5/22/2008 End Date: 6/11/2008 
Section Title: Throw/Handbuild/Kilnbuilding 
32410 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 
Section Title: Drawing Alternative Worlds 
32496 1 ST DP MTR 1 :00p-4:50p 
Section Title: Embellished Surfaces 
32615 1 ST DP MTR 1:00p-4:50p 
ART 510' Ceramics 
31885 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 
ART 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: London - Graphic Design 
32581 5 t CE AP5 
32581 Start Date: 5/22/2008 End Date: 6/11/2008 
Section Title: Throw/Handbuild/KIInbuilding 
32411 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 
Section Title: Drawing Alternative Worlds 
32497 1 ST DP MTR 1 :00p-4:50p 
Section Title: Embellished Surfaces 
32616 1 ST DP MTR 1:00p-4:50p 
ART 610 Ceramics 
32199 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
Molloy 
139 SILL Pancioli 
103 SHERZ Reedy 
207 SHERZ Stevens 
3.0 Cr 
Venner 
139 SILL 
3.0 Cr 
Pancioli 
139 SILL 
3.0 Cr 
Pancioli 
3.0 Cr 
201 SHERZ Washington 
201 
139 
103 
3.0 Cr 
SHERZ Washington 
3.0 Cr 
Molloy 
SILL Panciali 
SHERZ Reedy 
207 SHERZ Stevens 
139 SILL 
2.0 Cr 
Panciali 
3.0 Cr 
Molloy 
139 SILL Pan cia Ii 
103 SHERZ Reedy 
207 SHERZ Stevens 
139 SILL 
1.0 Cr 
Pancioli 
ART 611 Ceramics 
32200 5 ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 139 
ART 612 Ceramics 
32201 5 "ST DP TWR 5:00p-8:50p 139 
ART 630 Graduate Studio 
31169 1 L DP 
ART 631 Graduate Studio 
31171 1 L DP 
ART 732 Graduate Studio 
31179 1 L DP 
ART 733 Grad Thesis & Exhibition 
31181 1 L DP 
ART 734 Oral Defense MFA Exhibit 
30453 1 L DP 
Assoc Health Profsns 
AHPR 200 Medical Terminology 
32643 1 DEO WW1 
32643 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Astronomy 
ASTR 203 Exploration ofthe Universe 
31136 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
31336 1 L MTW 5:00p-6:50p 
ASTR 204 Astronomical Investigations 
31137 1 LAB TR 12:00p-1 :50p 
ASTR 297 Independent Study·Astron 
30494 1 1ST DP 
ASTR 378 Special Topics 
Section Title: Observational Astr at FishLake 
32855 5 L U 9:00a-12:00p FL 1 
L 
L 
L 
F 
S 
R 
4:00p-11 :59p 
4:00p-11 :59p 
6:00p-11 :OOp 
300 
300 
402 
32855 . Meets at Fish Lake: http://www.ce.emich.edu/keec 
32855 Start Date: 6/5/2008 End Date: 6/8/2008 
ASTR 497 Independent Study 
30620 5 DP 
ASTR 591 Special Topics 
Section Title: Observational Astr at FishLake 
32856 5 L U 9:00a-12:00p FL5 
L 
L 
L 
F 
S 
R 
4:00p-11 :59p 
4:00p-11 :59p 
6:00p-11 :OOp 
32856 Meets at Fish Lake: http://www.ce.emich.edu/keec 
32856 Start Date: 6/5/2008 End Date: 6/8/2008 
SILL 
SILL 
2.0 Cr 
Panciali 
3.0 Cr 
Panciali 
9.0 Cr 
STAFF 
9.0 Cr 
STAFF 
9.0 Cr 
STAFF 
8.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
Croxall 
3.0 Cr 
STRONG STAFF 
STRONG STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
SHERZ Vance 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
KRESGE Vance 
KRESGE 
KRESGE 
KRESGE 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
KRESGE Vance 
KRESGE 
KRESGE 
KRESGE 
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Astronomy 
ASTR 599 Independent Study 
31226 1 1ST DP 
Athletic Training 
ATTR 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Athletic Training Internship 
32749 1 L DP 
Section Title: Athletic Training Internship 
32750 1 L DP 
ATTR 490 Internship-Athletic Training 
31964 1 L DP 
ATTR 497 Directed Study 
31965 1 1ST DP 
ATTR 498 Directed Study 
31966 1 1ST DP 
ATTR 499 Directed Study 
31967 1 1ST DP 
Aviation Technology 
AVT 208 Aviation Human Factors 
31645 1 L MW 10:00a-12:45p 143 SILL 
AVT 251 Basic Flight I 
31653 1 L 
AVT 261 Basic Flight II 
31544 1 L ' 
AVT 271 Basic Flight III 
31545 1 L 
AVT 320 Aviation Safety 
31646 1 L TR 10:00a-12:45p 143 SILL 
AVT 321 Cockpit & Crew Resources Mgmt 
32617 1 L DP MW 10:00a-12:45p 141 SILL 
AVT 351 Advanced Flight II 
Section Title: Advanced Flight I 
31654 1 L 
AVT 361 Advanced Flight II 
31656 1 L 
AVT 371 Advanced Flight III 
31657 1 L 
AVT 387 Co-op Educ in Interdiscpl Tech 
32618 1 CP 
AVT 426 Advancd Flight IV:Multi-Engine 
31658 1 L 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Johnson 
Johnson 
8.0 Cr 
Johnson 
1.0 Cr 
Johnson 
2.0 Cr 
Johnson 
3.0 Cr 
Johnson 
3.0 Cr 
Tartalone 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
3.0 Cr 
Tartalone 
3.0 Cr 
Adamski 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
3.0 Cr 
Tartalone 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
AVT 427 Advancd Flight V: CFI-Alrplane 
31659 L 
Biology 
BIOL 110 Introductory Biology I 
30042 ELE MTR 1 0:00a-l1 :40a 
LBR MW 1 :00p-4:50p 
30043 ELE MTR 1 0:00a·11 :40a 
LBR TR 1 :00p-4:50p 
31627 ELE MTR 10:00a-11 :40a 
LBR TR 5:30p-9:20p 
BIOL 301 Genetics 
30341 1 L MTR 10:00a·11 :40a 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
5.0 Cr 
103 MARKJ Kielb 
306 MARKJ 
103 MARKJ Kielb 
306 MARKJ 
103 MARKJ Kielb 
306 MARKJ 
3.0 Cr 
332 MARKJ Kass 
BIOL 303 Life Science for Elem Teachers 3.0 Cr 
30409 ELL M 10:00a·12:00p 201 RACKHM Booth 
ELL W 
30410 ELL T 
1 :00p·3:00p 
10:00a-12:00p 
ELL R 1 :00p-3:00p 
30411 ELL TWR 5:30p·7:15p 
BIOL 305 Cell and Molecular Biology 
31094 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:40p 
BIOL 387 Co-op Education In Biology 
30044 1 CP DP 
BtOL 487 Co-op Education in Biology 
30046 1 CP DP 
BIOL 497 Special Probs in Biology 
30048 1 1ST DP 
BIOL 498 Special Probs in Biology 
Section Title: Special Problems in Biology 
30051 liST DP 
BIOL 499 Special Problems in Biology 
30054 liST DP 
BIOL 587 Co-op Education in Biology 
30055 ICP DP 
BIOL 690 Thesis 
30498 liST DP 
BIOL 691 Thesis 
30499 liST DP 
BIOL 692 Thesis 
31189 liST DP 
BIOL 697 Independent Study 
30056 liST DP 
201 RACKHM 
201 RACKHM STAFF 
201 RACKHM 
201 RACKHM STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
123 MARKJ Walker 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Biology 32737 1 DEO WW1 Fulkert 
BIOL 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 32737 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30057 1 1ST DP STAFF BMMT 201 Microcomptrs for Business Appl 3.0 Cr 
32520 1 DEO WW1 Fulkert BIOL 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30060 1ST DP STAFF 32520 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Botany 
32738 1 DEO WW1 Kustron 
32738 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuoDline.edu 
BOTN 455 Systematic Botany 3.0 Cr 32881 1 L MW 12:00p-2:30p 215 SILL Kinczkowski 32817 5 L RFS 8:00a-5:30p FL1 KRESGE Hannan 
32817 Meets at Fish Lake: http://www.ce.emich.edulkeec BMMT 220 Wordllnfo Processing Operation 3.0 Gr 
32817 Start Date: 512912008 End Date: 611412008 32739 1 DEO WW1 Fulkert 
BOTN 497 Special Probs in Botany 1.0 Cr 32739 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31182 1ST DP STAFF BMMT 250 Personal Finance 3.0 Cr 
32256 1 1ST DP STAFF 32522 1 DEO WW1 Leapard 
32522 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
BOTN 498 Special Probs in Botany 2.0 Cr 32799 1 DEO WW1 Leapard 31183 DP STAFF 
32799 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
BOTN 499 Special Probs in Botany 3.0 Cr BMMT 363 Curriculum for BusServ&Tech Ed 3.0 Cr 31184 DP STAFF 32516 1 L MW 5:30p-8:00p 138 SILL Fulkert 
BOTN 550 Systematic Botany \ 3.0 Cr BMMT 387 Co-op Educ in Business Educ 3.0 Cr 32820 5 L RFS 8:00a-5:30p FL5 KRESGE Hannan 31954 1 CP DP STAFF 
32820 Meets at Fish Lake: http://www.ce.emich.edulkeec 
32820 Start Date: 512912008 End Date: 6114/2008 BMMT 396 Information and Media Administ 3.0 Cr 
32521 1 L TR 5:30p-8:00p 138 SILL White BOTN 591 Special Topics 2.0 Cr 
Section Title: Spring Ecology for Teachers BMMT '487 Co-op Educ in Business Educ 3.0 Cr 32830 5 L S 9:00a-5:30p FL5 KRESGE Hannan 32078 1 CP DP STAFF 
L S 9:00a-5:30p KRESGE 
L S 9:00a-5:30p KRESGE BMMT 496 Records Admin Using Database 3.0 Cr 
32830 Meets at Fish Lake: 3 Saturdays - 5/31. 6/7. 6/14 32524 1 DEO WW1 Fulkert 
32830 Start Date: 5/31/2008 End Date: 6/14/2008 32524 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
BOTN 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32800 1 DEO WW1 Fulkert 
31185 DP STAFF 32800 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Independent Study 2.0 Cr BMMT 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr BOTN 698 32072 1 1ST DP STAFF 31186 DP STAFF 
BOTN 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr BMMT 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 32204 1 1ST DP STAFF 31187 DP STAFF 
Bus, Mgmnt & Mrktg Tchnlgy BMMT 499 Independent Study 
. 3.0 Cr 
BMMT 100 Contemporary Business 3.0 Cr 
32210 1 1ST DP STAFF 
32519 1 DEO WW1 Leapard BMMT 597 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32519 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 32216 1 1ST DP STAFF 
32736 1 DEO WW1 Leapard 
32736 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu BMMT 598 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32880 1 L MW 9:00a-11 :30a 207 SILL Kinczkowski 32242 1 1ST DP STAFF 
BMMT 123 Word Process/Keyboarding Appl 2.0 Cr BMMT 599 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32518 1 DEO WW1 Fulkert 32248 1 1ST DP STAFF 
32518 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
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Business Education 
BEDU 692 Thesis 
31153 1 L DP 
CT A Activities 
CT AA 167 Theatre Practice 
30919 5 L DP 
CT AA 267 Theatre Practice 
30920 5 L DP-
CT AA 367 Theatre Practice 
30921 5 L DP 
CT AA 467 Theatre Practice 
30922 5 L DP 
CTA Communication 
CT AC 224 Public Speaking 
30923 5 L MTWR 1:00p-2:35p 
CT AC 225 Listening Behavior 
30924 5 MTWR 8:00a-9:35a 
31074 5 L TR 5:15p-8:40p 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
Stevens 
1.0 Cr 
Stevens 
1.0 Cr 
Stevens 
1.0 Cr 
Stevens 
3.0 Cr 
101 QUIRK STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
304 PRAY-H STAFF 
304 PRAY -H McCracken 
CTAC 226 Non-Verbal Communication 3.0 Cr 
30925 5 L MW 5:15p-840p 98 QUIRK STAFF 
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication 3.0 Cr 
30926 5 MTWR 10:00a-11:35a 97 QUIRK STAFF 
31746 5 L MTWR 1 :00p-2:35p 304 PRAY -H McCracken 
31747 5 L MTWR 3:00p-4:35p 304 PRAY-H Sturgis Hill 
CTAC 260 Gender Communication 3.0 Cr 
32465 5 L MTWR 10:00a·11:35a 98 QUIRK Stacey 
CTAC 274 Intercultural.Communication 3.0 Cr 
32466 5 L MTWR 3:00p-4:45p 320 PRAY-H STAFF 
CTAC 275 Inter Racial/Ethnic Comm 3.0 Cr 
32467 5 L MTWR 1 :00p-2:35p 93 QUIRK Sturgis Hill 
CTAC 307 The Teaching of Speech 3.0 Cr 
32468 5 L MW 5:15p-8:40p 210 PRAY-H Tew 
CTAC 354 Organizational Comm 3.0 Cr 
30927 5 L MTWR 1 :00p-2:35p 96 QUIRK Kindred 
CTAC 357 Interviewing as Communct 3.0 Cr 
31075 5 L TR 5:15p-8:40p 320 PRAY -H Stacey 
CTAC 359 Small Group Communicatin 3.0 Cr 
30928 5 L MTWR 10:00a-11:35a 93 QUIRK Kindred 
CTAC 376 Commnctn & Conflict Resolution 3.0 Cr 
32549 5 HLE S 9:00a-3:00p DT1 NWAC McCracken 
32549 One course meeting @EMU-DetroitiCourse has online components 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
CTAC 387 Co-op Educ in Communication 
31217 5 CP DP 
CTAC 388 Co-op Educ in Communication 
31218 5 CP DP 
CTAC 389 Co-op Educ in Communication 
31220 5 CP DP 
CT AC 485 Communication Theory 
1.0 Cr 
Kindred 
2.0 Cr 
Kindred 
3.0 Cr 
Kindred 
3.0 Cr 
32469 5 L MTWR 1 0:00a-11 :35a 219 PRAY-H Patrick 
CTAC 497 Independent Study 
30932 51ST DP 
CT AC 498 Independent Study 
30931 51ST DP 
CT AC 499 Independent Study 
30949 51ST DP 
CTAC 506 Persuasion in Modn World 
32550 1 DEO WW5 
32550 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32550 Start Date: 5/27/2008 End Date: 6/24/2008 
CTAC 511 Rdgs:lnterracial/interethnical 
32551 5 DEO WW5 
32551 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
CTAC 512 Conflict Resolution Skills 
32552 L S 9:00a-5:30p WC5 
L 
L 
L 
S 
F 
F 
9:00a·5:30p 
5:00p-9:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
32552 Meets 2 weekends: 5/9-10 & 5/16-17 
32552 Start Date: 5/9/2008 End Date: 5/17/2008 
CTAC 690 Degree Requirement 
Section Title: Exam 
30959 5 ~ DP 
Section Title: Project 
30960 5 L DP 
Section Title: Thesis 
30961 5 L DP 
CTAC 691 Degree Requirement 
Section Title: Project 
30962 5 L DP 
Section Title: Thesis 
30963 5 L DP 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
Fields 
2.0 Cr 
Fields 
2.0 Cr 
EAGCCC McCracken 
EAGCCC 
EAGCCC 
EAGCCC 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
Stille 
Stille 
CTAC 692 Degree Requirement 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Project 
30964 5 L DP Stille 
. Section Title: Thesis 
30965 5 L DP Stille 
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CTA Communication 
CT AC 697 Independent Study 
30966 51ST DP 
CT AC 698 Independent Study 
30967 51ST DP 
CT AC 699 Independent Study 
31440 51ST DP 
CTA InterpretationlPerformance 
CTAO 205 Voice & Articulation 
30970 . 5 L MW 5:15p-8:40p 
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading 
32470 5 L MTWR 10:00a-11:35a 
CTASpeech 
CTAS 124 Fundamentals of Speech 
31006 5 L MTWR 8:00a-9:35a 
31007 5 L MTWR 1 0:00a-11 :35a 
31763 5 L 
31764 5 L 
32471 5 L 
32472 5 L 
32824 9 L 
L 
MTWR 1 :OOp-2:35p 
MW 5:15p-8:40p 
MTWR 3:00p-4:35p 
TR 5':15p-8:40p 
MTWR 8:00a-2:00p TC1 
FU 
S 4:00p-9:00p 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
95 gUIRK Stille 
3.0 Cr 
131 QUIRK Rich 
3.0 Cr 
101 QUIRK Rich 
95 QUIRK STAFF 
98 QUIRK STAFF 
97 QUIRK STAFF 
101 QUIRK Tew 
98 QUIRK STAFF 
TRAVRS Sturgis Hill 
TRAVRS 
32824 Exact times and syllabus: www.ce.emich.edu/oneweektc 
CTA Telecommunications & Film 
CTAT 130 Introto Electronic Media 
32776 5 L MW 5:15p-8:40p 219 
CTAT 141 Audio&Video Prd for Non.Majors 
32473 5 L MW 5:15p-8:40p 93 
CT AT 145 Intro to Film Appreciatn 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
QiJlRK Damron 
3.0 Cr 
31009 5 LRE MTWR 10:00a-11:35a STU B FORD Aldridge 
31010 5 LRE TR 5:15p-8:40p STU B FORD Aldridge 
CTAT 241 Radio·TV·Film Announcing 3.0 Cr 
32474 5 L MTWR 1:00p-2:35p . 320 PRAY-H Hammill 
CTAT 334 Radio·Television ~ews 3.0 Cr 
31011 5 L MTWR 10:00a-11:35a 304 PRAY-H Hammill 
. CTAT 336 Studies in Electronic Media 
32770 1 DEO WW1 
32770 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
CTAT 379 Special Topics 
Section Title: Writing for Episodic T elevisio 
32905 1 L W 6:00p-10:00p LV1 
32905 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
Cooper 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Damron 
CRN Q prr QI DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm ~ 
CTAT 487 Internship in Radio·TV.Film 
31012 5 L DP 
32362 1 L 
CTAT 488 Internship in Radio·TV·Film 
31013 5 L DP 
CTAT 489 Internship in Radlo·TV.Film 
31014 5 L DP 
CT AT 497 Independent Study 
31474 51ST DP 
CT AT 498 Independent Study 
32289 51ST 
CTAT 499 Independent Study 
32290 51ST 
CTAT 592 SpeCial Topics 
Section Title: Writing for Episodic T elevisio 
32980 1 L W 6:00p-10:00p LV5 
32980 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
CTA Theatre & Educatnl Drama 
CTAR 151 African·American Thtr:An Intr 
32553 1 DEO WW1 
32553 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
1.0 Cr 
Watson 
Watson 
2.0Cr 
Watson 
3.0 Cr 
Watson 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Damron 
3.0 Cr 
Bridges 
CTAR 222 Drama & Play in Human Expernce 3.0 Cr 
32475 5 L MTWR 8:00a-9:35a 131 QUIRK Tanner 
CTAR 323 Improvising & Role Play 
. 3.0 Cr 
31762 5 MTWR 1 :00p-2:35p 131 QUIRK Tanner 
32884 9 L MTWR 8:00a-2:00p TCl TRAVRS Zimmer 
FU 
S 4:00p-9:00p TRAVRS 
32884 Exact times and syllabus: www.ce.emich.edu/oneweektc 
CT AR 387 Co·op Educ in Arts Management 
30971 5 CP DP 
CTAR 388 Co-op Educ in Arts Management 
30972 5 CP DP 
CTAR 389 Co·op Educ in Arts Management 
30973 5 CP DP 
CTAR 487 Internship in Arts Management 
30974 5 L DP 
CTAR 488 Internship in Arts Management 
30975 5 L DP 
CT AR 489 Internship In Arts Management 
30976 5 L DP 
1.0 Cr 
Stevens 
2.0 Cr 
Stevens 
3.0 Cr 
Stevens 
1.0 Cr 
Stevens 
2.0 Cr 
Stevens 
3.0 Cr 
Stevens 
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CTA Theatre & Educatnl Drama 
CTAR 497 Independent Study 
30977 51ST DP 
CT AR 498 Independent Study 
30982 51ST DP 
CT AR 499 Independent Study 
30987 51ST DP 
CTAR 657 Improvisation 
31080 5 L MTWR 1 :00p-2:35p 
32885 9 L MTWR 8:00a-2:00p TC5 
FU 
L S 4:00p-9:00p 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0Cr 
131 QUIRK Tanner 
TRAVRS Zimmer 
TRAVRS 
32885 Exact times and syllabus: www.ce.emich.edu/oneweektc 
CTAR 671 Drama Theatre for Young Intern 
31511 5 L DP 
CTAR 672 . Drama Theatre for Young Intern 
31512 5 L DP 
CTAR 673 Drama Theatre for Young Intern 
31513 5 L DP 
CTAR 674 Drama Theatre for Young Intern 
31506 5 L DP 
CTAR 690 Degree Requirement 
Section Title: Exam 
30992 5 L DP 
Section Title: Project 
30993 5 L DP 
Section Title: Thesis 
30994 5 L DP 
CTAR 691 Degree Requirement 
Section Title: Project 
30995 5 L DP 
Section Title: Thesis 
30996 5 L DP 
CT AR 692 Degree Requirement 
Section Title: Project 
30997 5 L DP 
Section Title: Thesis 
30998 5 L DP 
CTAR 697 Independent Study 
30999 51ST DP 
CT AR 698 Independent Study 
31000 51ST DP 
CTAR 699 Independent Study 
31002 51ST DP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
1.0 Cr 
Tanner 
2.0 Cr 
Tanner 
3.0 Cr 
Tanner 
4.0Cr 
Tanner 
1.0 Cr 
Stille 
Stille 
Stille 
2.0Cr 
Stille 
Stille 
3.0 Cr 
Stille 
Stille 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
Qfili § PfT [[ DP Qm Class Time QID1!R Rm !l!Qg ~ 
Career, Technical&Workforce Ed 
CTWE 597 Independent Study 
31804 liST DP 
CTWE 598 Independent Study 
31806 liST DP 
CTWE 599 Independent Study 
31808 liST DP 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
CTWE 611 Curr Framewrk:CareerTechWrkfre 3.0 Cr 
STAFF 31810 IDEO WW5 
31810 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
CTWE 692 Theses 
31811 1 L DP 
CTWE 697 Independent Study 
31813 liST DP 
CTWE 698 Independent Study 
31815 liST DP 
CTWE 699 Independent Study 
31817 liST DP 
Chemistry 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
CHEM 101 Chemistry for Elementary Tchrs 3.0 Cr 
30088 L TR 8:00a-9:50a 103 MARKJ STAFF 
31131 
31132 
LAB TR 1 0:00a-l1 :50a 
LAB TR 10:00a-ll :50a 
CHEM 115 Chemistry & Society 
30089 1 L MTR 12:30p-2:20p 
CHEM 116 Chemistry & Society Lab 
30344 LAB TR 2:30p-4:20p 
30345 1 LAB TR 2:30p-4:20p 
CHEM 120 Fund of Organic & Biochm 
30090 L MTWR 8:30a-9:45a 
30091 1 LAB MW 10:00a-l1 :50a 
30092 LAB MW 1 O:OOa-ll :50a 
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I 
30093 1 L MTWR 12:30p-1:45p 
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Lab 
30094 LAB TR 2:00p-4:50p 
30095 1 LAB TR 2:00p-4:50p 
233 MARKJ STAFF 
234 MARKJ STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
104 MARKJ STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
424 MARKJ STAFF 
431 MARKJ STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
104 MARKJ STAFF 
424 MARKJ STAFF 
431 MARKJ STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
103 MARKJ STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
211 MARKJ STAFF 
224 MARKJ STAFF 
CHEM 270 Survey of Organic Chemistry 4.0 Cr 
31643 1 L MTWR 10:00a-ll:50a 105 MARKJ STAFF 
CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Lab 1.0 Cr 
31644 1 LAB MW 1:00p-3:50p 435 MARKJ STAFF 
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Chemistry Section Title: Medicinal Chemistry 
CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis 4.0Cr 31647 1 L TR 5:30p..7:20p 105 MARKJ STAFF 
30096 1 L MTWR 8:30a·9:20a 120 MARKJ STAFF CHEM 598 Independent Stu~y 2.0 Cr 
30097 1 LAB MTWR 9:30a·12:20p B121 MARKJ STAFF 31529 liST STAFF 
CHEM 287 Co-op Education In Chemistry 1.0 Cr CHEM 697 Research in Chemistry 1.0 Cr 
30098 1 CP DP STAFF 30116 liST DP STAFF 
CHEM 288 Co-op Education In Chemistry 2.0 Cr CHEM 698 Research In Chemistry 2.0 Cr 
30099 1 CP DP STAFF 30119 liST DP STAFF 
CHEM 289 Co-op Education In Chemistry 3.0 Cr CHEM 699 Research In Chemistry 3.0 Cr 
30100 1 CP DP STAFF 30122 liST DP STAFF 
CHEM 297 Undergrad Rsrch In Chem 1.0 Cr Children's Literature 
30101 liST DP STAFF . CHl 207 Intro to Children's literature 3.0 Cr 
32385 L MW 9:00a·ll :40a 307 PRAY·H Wojclk·Andr 
CHEM 351 Foundations of Biochemistry 
.- 4.0Cr 32386 1 L MW 1 :00p·3:40p 307 PRAY·H Wojclk·Andr 30350 1 L MTWR 10:00a·ll:50a 120 MARKJ STAFF 
CHEM 361 Fundamentals of Physical Chem 3.0 Cr CHl 208 Multicultural Children's liter 3.0 Cr 32383 1 L MTR 9:00a·l0:50a 306 PRAY·H Wannamake 32533 1 L MTWR 8:30a·9:45a 106 MARKJ STAFF 
32384 1 L MTR 11 :OOa·12:50p 306 PRAY·H ,Wannamake 
CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I 3.0 Cr 
30102 1 L MTWR 8:30a·9:45a 105 MARKJ STAFF CHl 450W Chldrns llt:Crlt&Respncs 3.0 Cr 
32388 1 L TR 9:00a·ll :40a 319 PRAY·H Eiss 
CHEM 387 Co-op Education In Chemistry 1.0 Cr 
'Clinical Laboratory Science 30103 1 CP DP STAFF 
ClSC 456 Clin Microbiology Pract 4.0Cr CHEM 388 Co-op Education In Chemistry 2.0 Cr 30793 5 L Shetron 
30104 1 CP DP STAFF 
ClSC 459 Clfn Microbiology Practlcum If 3.0 Cr CHEM 389 Co.op Education In Chemistry 3.0 Cr 30794 5 L TR 4:30p·8:00p 106 MARSHL Lebar 
30105 1 CP DP STAFF 
Clinical Research Admin 
CHEM 397 Undergrad Rsrch in Chem 1.0 Cr ClRA 550 Preceptorshlp In Drug Developm 3.~Cr 30106 liST DP STAFF 32582 1 L BR5 Sonstein 
CHEM 487 Co·op Education In Chemistry 1.0 Cr 32582 Individual meetings arranged with instructor. 
30107 1 CP DP • STAFF ClRA 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr 
32583 liST BR5 Sonstein CHEM 488 Co-op Education in Chemistry · 2.0 Cr 
32583 Individual meetings arranged with instructor. 30108 1 CP DP STAFF 
ClRA 691 Thesis 2.0 Cr CHEM 489 Co·op Education In Chemistry 3.0 Cr 32584 liST BR5 Sonstein 
30109 1 CP DP STAFF 
32584 Individual meetings arranged with Instructor . 
• 
CHEM 497 Undergrad Research·Chemlstry 1.0 Cr ClRA 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr 30110 liST DP STAFF 32585 liST BR5 Sonstein 
CHEM 498 Undergrad Research·Chemistry 2.0 Cr 32585 Individual meetings arranged with instructor. 
30112 liST DP STAFF ClRA 695 Special Project 3.0 Cr 
32586 liST BR5 Sonstein 
CHEM 499 Undergrad Research·Chemlstry 3.0 Cr 32586 Individual meetings arranged with instructor. 30114 liST DP STAFF 
College Arts & Sciences 
CHEM 591 Special Topics 2.0 Cr , CASI 680 Internship in Bloinformatics 3.0 Cr 
31149 1 L DP STAFF 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 Page 25 
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College of Business Genl Stds 
COB 200L Introduction to Business 
32761 1 DEO WW1 
32761 Delivered Online. More Info:· www.emuonline.edu 
COB 285 Pre·Professionallnternship 
31462 1 CP D,P 
COB 286 Pre-Professional Internship 
31463 1 CP DP 
COB 287 Pre-Professional Internship 
31464 1 CP DP 
College of Technology 
COT 704 Legal & Policy Aspects of New 
32873 1 HLL DP S WC7 207 SILL 
COT 712 Qualitve Rsrch Mthds&Dsgn Tech 
32479 1 L TR 5:30p-8:50p 107 SILL 
COT 767 Continuous Enrollment 
32330 1 L DP 
COT 797 Independent Study 
31978 DP 
COT 799 Independent Study 
31980 DP 
COT 
32225 
896 Dissertation Research 
1 1ST DP 
COT 897 Dissertation Research 
32305 1 1ST DP 
Communication Technology 
CMT 
32930 
CMT 
32506 
121 ' Graphic Communication 
1 L TR 5:30p-9:30p 
204 Photo Communication 
1 ELL MW 10:00a-1 :50p 
CMT 205 Digital Photo-Technology 
101 SILL 
101 SILL 
31887 1 L TR 9:00a-11:30a 209 SILL 
CMT 421 Web Publishing Technology 
31888 1 L TR 12:00p-3:00p 209 SILL 
CMT 436 Electronic Publishing Technlgy 
32513 1 L MW 5:30p-9:30p 101 SILL 
Computer Aided DesignlManufacg 
CADM 387 Co-op Educ in CAD/CAM Technlgy 
30711 5 CP DP 
CADM ' 487 C~-op Educ in CAD/CAM Technlgy 
30720 5 CP DP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
Barton 
1.0 Cr 
McKnight 
2.0 Cr 
McKnight 
3.0 Cr 
McKnight 
3.0 Cr 
Kustron 
2.0 Cr 
Kalaian 
1.0 Cr 
Buchanan 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Majeske 
3.0 Cr 
Gore 
2.0 Cr 
Majeske 
3.0 Cr 
Majeske 
3.0 Cr 
Gore 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
CADM 497 Independent Study 
30731 51ST DP 
CADM 498 Independent Study 
30756 5 1ST DP 
CADM 499 Independ~nt Study 
30760 51ST DP 
CADM 692 Development ProjectIThesls 
31638 1 L DP 
CADM 697 Independent Study 
31639 1 1ST DP 
Computer Aided Engineering 
CAE 591 Special Topics 
Section Title: Engineer Appli using FEA 
31293 1 L" R 5:30p-9:20p 
CAE 698 Independent Study 
31621 1 1ST DP 
Computer Engineering Technolog 
115 SILL 
1.0 Cr 
Shay 
2.0 Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Wang 
1.0 Cr 
Wang 
2.0 Cr 
Shay 
2.0 Cr 
Shay 
CET 487 Coop Ed in Comp Engineer Tech 3.0 Cr 
32538 CP DP Lin 
32540 1 CP DP Shay 
Computer Science 
COSC 101 
30405 
Comp Sci Concepts & Pratcl App 3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Bahorski LLA MW 8:00a-9:50a 303 
30406 
30407 
LLA MW 10:00a-11 :50a 
LLA TR 8:00a-9:50a 
LLA TR 
LLA TR 
1 0:00a-11 :50a 
5:30p-7:10p 
521 PRAY-H 
303 PRAY -H Tehranipour 
521 PRAY-H 
303 PRAY-H Tehranlpour 
LLA TR 7:15p-8:55p 521 PRAY-H 
Computing & Social Responsibil 3.0 Cr COSC 105 
31820 L MW 12:00p-1 :50p 301 PRAY-H Poh 
PRAY-H MW 2:00p-3:50p 520 
COSC 111 Intro to Programming 
31062 LLA MW 8:00a-9:50a 
LLA MW 10:00a-11 :50a 
3.0 Cr 
301 PRAY-H Poh 
520 PRAY-H 
COSC 211 Programming !!lata Structures 3.0 Cr 
31821 L!-A TR 8:00a-9:50a 301 PRAY-H Evett 
LLA TR 10:00a-11:50a 520 PRAY-H 
COSC 341 Programming Languages 3.0 Cr 
30419 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 302 PRAY -H BahQrski 
COSC 342 Programming for Educators 3.0 Cr 
30420 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 302 PRAY-H Bahorski 
COSC 388 Co-op Educ in Computer Science 
30834 5 CP DP 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Computer Science 
COSC 405 Switching Theory 3.0 Cr 
32566 1 LLA TR 8:00a-10:45a 302 PRAY -H Chaudhun 
COSC 436 Web Programming 3.0 Cr 
32567 1 L MW 8:00a-10:45a 302 PRAY -H Zhang 
COSC 488 Co-op Educ in Computer Science 3.0 Cr 
STAFF 30501 1 CP DP 
COSC 497 Independent Study 
30835 5 DP 
COSC 498 Independent Study 
30836 5 DP 
cose 499 Independent Study 
30907 5 DP 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
COSC 562 Info Retrieval&Recommendation 3.0 Cr 
32569 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 301 PRAY-H Zhang 
COSC 597 Independent Study 
30908 51ST DP 
COSC 598 Independent Study 
30909 5 DP 
COSC 599 Independent Study 
30910 5 DP 
COSC 661 Automated Reasoning 
32570 1 L" TR 5:30p-8:10p 
COSC 690 Thesis 
30911 5 L DP 
COSC 691 Thesis 
30912 5 DP 
COSC 692 Thesis 
30913 5 L DP 
COSC 697 Independent Study 
30916 51ST DP 
COSC 698 Independent Study 
30917 5 DP 
COSC 699 Independent Study 
309f8 5 DP 
Construction Management 
CNST 201 Construction Systems 
32606 1 L MW 1 0:00a-1 :50p 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
302 PRAY-H Evett 
125 SILL 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Stein 
CNST 387 Co-op Educ-Construction Mngmnt 3.0 Cr 
STAFF 30795 5 CP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
CNST 487 Co-op Educ-Construction Mngmnt 
30798 5 CP DP 
CNST 497 Directed Study Const Mgt Techn 
30801 51ST DP 
CNST 498 Directed Study Const Mgt Techn 
30804 51ST DP 
CNST 499 Directed Study Const Mgt Techn 
30807 51ST DP 
CNST 598 Independent Study • 
32292 1 HLE 
CNST 690 Development ProjectrThesis 
30816 5 L DP 
CNST 6~1 Development ProjectrThesis 
30819 5 L DP 
CNST 692 Development ProjectrThesis 
30822 5 L DP 
CNST 697 Independent Study 
30825 51ST DP 
CNST 698 Independent Study 
30828 51ST DP 
CNST 699 Independent Study 
30831 51ST DP 
Counseling 
COUN 505 Counselor Develop:Basic Skills 
32480 1 L MW 5:30p-8: 1 Op 
COUN 530 Career Devlp & Informatn Serv 
32481 1 HLE MW 5:30p-8:10p 
COUN 540 Group Process I 
32482 1 L TR 4:40p-7:20p 
COUN 574 Couple and Family Counseling 
32483 5 L MW 7:00p-9:10p 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER Broughton 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER Callaway 
2.0 Cr 
PORTER Parfitt 
COUN 580 Counselor Devl:Counseling Proc 3.0 Cr 
32484 1 L TR 7:30p-10:10p PORTER Callaway 
COUN" 650 Org&Adm of Sch Counseling Srvs 2.0 Cr 
32485 1 L TR 4:40p-6:20p PORTER Stickel 
COUN 660 Comm Resources in Counseling 
31681 5 L MW 4:40p-6:50p 
COUN 684 Counseling Praticum I 
30439 L DP T 5:00p-9:00p 
31956 1 L DP R 5:00p-9:00p 
2.0 Cr 
PORTER Choudhuri 
2.0 Cr 
Choudhuri 
Parfitt 
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Counseling 
COUN 689 Fldbased Exp I-Coli Stu Aft Pr 
31085 1 L DP 
Section Title: Field Based Experience I 
31193 1 L DP 
COUN 690 Fieldbased Experience II 
31086 1 L DP 
COUN 696 Eth, Legl & Prof Iss - School 
32487 1 L TR 6:30p-8: 1 Op 
COUN 697 Independent Study 
30486 1 1ST DP 
COUN 698 Independent Study 
30529 1 1ST DP 
COUN 699 Independent Study 
31087 1 1ST DP 
COUN 785 The Counseling Internship 
30434 L DP M 7:00p-8:30p 
31467 L DP T 8:20p-9:50p 
COUN 786 The Counseling Internship 
30435 L DP M 7:00p~:30p 
31468 1 L DP T 8:20p-9:50p 
COUN 787 The Counseling Internship 
30436 L DP M 7:00p-8:30p 
31469 1 L DP T 8:20p-9:50p 
COUN 788 The Counseling Internship 
30437 L DP M 7:00p~:30p 
31470 1 L DP T 8:20p-9:50p 
COUN 789 The Counseling Internship 
30438 L DP M 7:00p-8:30p 
31471 1 L DP T 8:20p-9:50p 
Creative Writing 
2.0 Cr 
Broughton 
Dugger 
2.0 Cr 
Broughton 
2.0 Cr 
PORTER Stickel 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
Choudhuri 
Stickel 
2.0 Cr 
Choudhuri 
Stickel 
3.0 Cr 
Choudhuri 
Stickel 
4.0 Cr 
Choudhuri 
Stickel 
6.0 Cr 
Choudhuri 
Stickel 
CRTW 201 Introduction to Creative Wrtng 3.0 Cr 
32366 L MW 1 :00p-3:40p 325 PRAy·H Biando 
32367 1 L TR 9:00a-11 :40a 325 PRAY -H Cobler 
Criminology 
CRM 300 Criminal Justice 3.0 Cr 
31324 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 415 PRAY-H Barak 
CRM 301 Criminology 3.0 Cr 
30342 1 L MTR 9:00a-10:50a 415 PRAY-H Cao 
CRM 333 Violence and Society 3.0 Cr 
32574 1 L MTR 11 :00a-12:50p 415 PRAY-H Kemsmith 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
CRN 12 prr ST DP!@y§ Class Time Camp Rm !lli!9. 
CRM 354 Juvenile Delinquency 
32576 1 L MTR 12:00p-1 :50p 
CRM 499 Independent Study 
31522 1 1ST DP 
CRM 599 Independent Study 
31525 1 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
317 PRAY-H Cao 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
CRM 611 Soc of Crime & Its Correction 3.0 Cr 
32577 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 416 PRAY-H Killingbeck 
CRM 681 Special Topics 
Section Title: Violence & Non Violence 
30343 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
CRM 697 Independent Study 
31533 1 1ST DP 
Curriculum 
CURR 304 Curric & Mthds-Elemntry 
30473 L MW 1 :00p-3:30p 
30475 L MW 9:00a-11:30a 
TR 1 :00p-3:30p 
3.0 Cr 
416 PRAY-H Barak 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Johnson 
Johnson 
Treat 32064 
32464 
32650 
L 
L 
L 
MW 1 :00p-3:30p 300A PORTER Sanford 
MW 5:0"Op-7:30p LV1 EMULIV Sanford 
32650 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu . 
CURR 305 Curric & Mthds-Secondary 
30474 L TR 9:00a-11:45a 
32864 1 L MW 5:00p-7:30p LV1 
32864 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
CURR 497 Independent Study 
32281 1 1ST 
CURR 560 School & Clrm Discipline 
32382 1 L MTWR 9:00a-3:30p 
32382 Star! Date: 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/26/2008 
32874 9 L MTWR 8:30a-1:30p FT5 
F 
32874 Meets at EMU-Flint: www.ce.emich.edu 
32874 Star! Date: 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/27/2008 
3.0 Cr 
Harder 
EMULIV Hardy-Franci 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
Williams-Boy 
Moncc Agauas 
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Curriculum 32661 5 L M 5:30p-8:20p DT5 NWAC Harmon 
CURR 591 Sp~cial Topics 2.0 Cr 32661 Meets at EMU-Detroij: www,ce,emich,edu 
Section Title: Effective Teaching 32730 5 L M 5:30p-8:20p FT5 MOnCC Simmons III 
32798 5 DEO WW5 Adamczyk 32730 Meets at EMU-Flint: www,ce,emich,edu 
32798 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu CURR 665 Differentiation in Classroom 3.0 Cr Section Title: ST: Curriculum & Clrm Grants 32597 5 L S 9:00a-4:00p JX5 JCC Williams-Boy 32651 1 L MTWR 9:00a-2:00p FT5 MOnCC Lewis 
F L S 9:00a-4:00p JCC 
32651 Meets at EMU-Flint: www,ce,emich,edu L S 9:00a-4:00p JCC 
32651 Start Date: 6/16/2008 End Date: 6/20/2008 S 9:00a-4:00p JCC 
Section Title: Affective Teacher 32597 Meets at EMU-Jackson: www,ce,emich,edu 
32654 5 L S 8:00a-4:00p MN5 MONCCe Adamczyk 32597 Start Date: 5/17/2008 End Date: 6/14/2008 
S 8:00a-4:00p MONCCC CURR 674 Creating Culturally Resp Clasr 3.0 Cr 
L F 5:00p-9:00p MONCCC 32381 5 L TR 5:30p-8:20p Harmon 
L F 5:00p-9:00p MONCCC 
32654 Section meets 5/16·17, 5/30-31 at EMU-Monroe CURR 687 Internship Teacher Ed 2.0 Cr 
32654 Start Date: 5/16/2008 End Date: 5/31/2008 31267 1 L DP STAFF 
Section Title: Creative Active Leaming Env 
32655 1 L MTWR 9:00a-2:00p JX5 JCC Adamczyk CURR 690 Thesis/Curriculum Project 1.0 Cr 
F 31266 1 L DP STAFF 
32655 One week course, 6/16-6/20 Meets at EMU-Jackson, 
32655 Start Date: 6/16/2008 End Date: 6/20/2008 CURR 691 Thesis/Curriculum Project 2.0 Cr 
Section Title: Affective Teacher 31015 5 L DP STAFF 
32656 1 L S 8:00a-4:00p LV5 EMULIV Adamczyk 
L S 8:00a-4:00p EMULIV CURR 692 Thesis/Curriculum Project 3.0 Cr 31016 5 L DP STAFF L F 5:00p-9:00p EMULIV 
L F 5:00p-9:00p EMULIV CURR 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 32656 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu 32309 1 1ST DP STAFF 32656 Start Date: 5/212008 End Date: 5/1012008 
Section Title: Hip Hop in K-12 Classroom CURR 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 32657 1 L M 9:00a-3:00p DT5 NWAC Simmons III 32274 1 1ST STAFF 
W 9:00a-3:00p NWAC 
W 9:00a-3:00p NWAC CURR 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
L R 9:00a-3:00p NWAC 30511 1 1ST DP STAFF 
32657 One week course, Meets 6/18,19,23,25 ~t EMU-Detroit. Dance 32657 Start Date: 6/18/2008 End Date: 6/25/2008 
Critical Issues in Education 3.0 Cr DANC 102 Modern Dance Fundamentals 3.0 Cr CURR 616 31957 5 L TR 9:00a-11 :50a 106 WARNER Wilkinson 32917 9 L MTWR 8:00a-3:30p FL5 KRESGE Johnson 
F 
32917 Meets at Fish Lake: http://www,ce,emich,edu/keec DANC 112 Pilates Mat Exercises 2.0 Cr 
32917 Start Date: 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/27/2008 32923 5 L TR 12:00p-1 :50p 106 WARNER McNamara 
CURR 652 Into to Urban/Diversity Ed 2.0 Cr DANC 320 Dance Workshop 1.0 Cr 
32658 5 L T 5:30p-7:20p FT5 MOnCC Simmons III 32924 5 L W 5:00p-9:00p 106 WARNER McNamara 
32658 Meets at EMU-Flint: www,ce,emich,edu Decision Science 
32658 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/10/2008 
OS 265 Business Statistics I 3.0 Cr 
CURR 653 Intro to Curriculum Portfolios 1.0 Cr 31355 5 ELE MW 9:00a-12:20p 326 OWEN Scazzero 
32814 1 HLE T 5:30p-7:30p Williams-Boy 
31356 5 ELE MW 1 :00p-4:20p 326 OWEN Scazzero 
32814 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/25/2008 
31376 5 ELE TR 1 :00p-4:20p 326 OWEN Kramer 
CURR 656 Currie Dsgn,lmplmtn&Eval 3.0 Cr 31636 5 ELE TR 6:00p-9:20p 326 OWEN Kramer 32662 5 L TR 5:30p-8:20p LV5 EMULIV Harder 
32662 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu OS 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
32662 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/1212008 31369 DP STAFF 
CURR 664 Multicultural Curr Development 3.0 Cr 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 Page 29 
CRN ~ PfT ST DP ~ Class Time 
Decision Science 
OS 605 Economics of Strategy 
32816 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9: 1 Op LV5 
32816 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
OS 699 Independent Study 
31370 DP 
Dietetics 
DTC 108 Intro:CareerslnNutrition&Diete 
32904 1 DEO WW1 
32904 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32954 1 DEO WW1 
32954 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 251 Experimental Foods 
32922 1 DEO WW1 
32922 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 358 Food & Culture 
32955 1 DEO WW1 
32955 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32956 1 DEO WW1 
32956 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 518 Interdisciplinary Team Functns 
32957 1 DEO WW5 
32957 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 
32958 
600 Research I 
1 DEO WW5 
32958 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 650 Research III 
32959 1 DEO WW5 
32959 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 690 Thesis III 
32960 1 DEO WW5 
32960 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 691 Thesis I 
32961 1 DEO ' WW5 
32961 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 692 Thesis II 
32962 .1 DEO WW5 
32962 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 695 Research II 
32963 1 DEO WW5 
32963 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
I DTC 
32352 
697 Independent Study 
1 1ST 
Early Childhood Education 
ECE 318 Play & Creativity in ECE 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3,0 Cr 
EMULIV Chou 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
Rainville 
Rainville 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Haque 
Pemecky 
3.0 Cr 
Brooks 
2,0 Cr 
Liepa 
1.0 Cr 
Liepa 
1.0 Cr 
Liepa 
2.0 Cr 
Liepa 
3.0 Cr 
Liepa 
3.0 Cr 
Liepa 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
CRN ~ PfT ST DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm §lQg Instructor 
PORTER Grossman 31358 5 L MW 1 :00p-4:00p 223 
ECE 341 Assessment ofthe Young Child 3.0 Cr 
31359 5 L TR 1 :00p-4:00p 223 PORTER Baiyee 
ECE 601 Helping Young Chldrn in Crisis 
32598 5 L TR 5:30p-7:35p LV5 
32598 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
2.0 Cr 
EMULIV Beaubien 
ECE 615 Soc Relatshp & Comp in EC Sett 2.0 Cr 
32423 5 LRE MW 5:30p-7:35p 223 PORTER Grossman 
ECE 641 Dev Asses/Yg Chd:Th&Prc 
31018 5 L TR 5:30p-7:35p 
ECE 697 Independent Study 
31257 1 1ST DP 
Earth System Science 
ESSC 108 Earth Science for Non·Sci Mjrs 
2.0 Cr 
223 PORTER Baiyee 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
32389 1 L MTR 8:00a-9:50a 208 
3.0 Cr 
STRONG Bradley 
ESSC 109 Earth Science Lab:Non·Sci Mjrs 1.0 Cr 
32390 LAB TR 10:00a-11 :50a 216 STRONG STAFF 
32391 1 LAB TR 10:00a-11:50a 220 STRONG STAFF 
ESSC 110 The Dynamic Earth System 4.0 Cr 
32392 L MTR 11:00a-12:50p 222 STRONG Bradley 
32393 1 LAB M 1 :00p-2:50p 114 STRONG STAFF 
ESSC 120 Dinosaurs, Mammoths& Trilobites 3.0 Cr 
STRONG LoDuce 32395 1 L MTR 9:00a-10:10a 140 
32396 1 LAB TR 10:15a-12:00p 
ESSC 387 Co·op Ed in Earth Sys Science 
32405 DP 
140 STRONG LaDuca 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
ESSC 414 Teaching Science wi Dinosaurs 3.0 Cr 
32397 1 L TR 5:3pp-8: 1 Op 239 STRONG LaDuca 
ESSC 488 Internship 
32398 DP 
ESSC 489 Internship 
32399 DP 
ESSC 490 Internship 
32400 DP 
ESSC 497 Independent Study 
31199 1 1ST DP 
ESSC 498 
32402 
Independent Study 
DP 
ESSC 499 Independent Study 
31203 1 1ST DP 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
STAFF 
6.0 Cr 
STAFF 
'1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
Page 30 
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Economics 
ECON 100 Intro to Econ Prob & Policies 3.0 Cr 
30156 1 L TR 10:00a-12:40p 406 PRAY-H Hayworth 
ECON 201 Principles of Macroeconomics 3.0 Cr 
30157 L MW 10:00a-12:40p 406 PRAY-H Crary 
30158 L TR 12:00p-2:40p 407 PRAY-H Erenburg 
30159 L MTR 1:00p-1:50p 417 PRAY-H Vogt 
31060 L MW 1 :00p-3:40p 407 PRAY -H Dewan 
ECON 202 Principles of Microeconomics 3.0 Cr 
30160 L TR 6:30p-9:10p 407 PRAY-H Rice 
30161 
30162 
30163 
ECON 301 
L 
L 
L 
30454 1 L 
ECON 302 
31061 1 L 
MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
MW 6:30p-9:10p 
TR 12:00p-2:40p 
Int Macroecon Analysis 
TR 6:30p-9: 1 Op 
Int Microecon Analysis 
MW 1 :00p-2:40p 
ECON 387 Co·op Education in Economics 
31222 1 CP DP 
ECON 445 Econ Flctuation&Frcsting 
32441 1 L TR 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 480 International Economics 
31884 1 L MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 499 Independent Study 
3120f 1 1ST DP 
407 PRAY -H Moreland 
407 PRAY·H Dewan 
40B PRAY-H Rice 
406 
406 
408 
415 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Erenburg 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Moreland 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Crary 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Vogt 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
ECON 500 Foundtns of Economic Analysis 3.0 Cr 
30166 1 L TR 6:30p-9:10p 422 PRAY-H Bahkali 
ECON 501 Macroeco Theory & Policy 
32038 1 L TR 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 502 Microeco Theory & Policy 
32039 1 L MW 12:00p-2:40p 
ECON 545 Econ Forecasting &Policy 
32442 1 L TR 6:30p-9: 1 Op 
ECON 561 Econ of Multinatl Enterp 
30167 1 L MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 597 Independent Study 
32357 1ST DP 
32356 DP 
ECON 686 Co·op Education in Economics 
30532 CP DP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 216/2008 
3.0 Cr 
406 PRAY-H Erenburg 
406 
408 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY·H Moreland 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Crary 
3.0 Cr 
40B PRAY -H Hayworth 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
ECON 691 Thesis 
32363 1 L DP 
ECON 699 Independent Study 
31509 1 1ST DP 
Educational Leadership 
EDLD 509 Ed Ldrshp Pluralistic Society 
32539 5 HLE TR 5:30p-B:45p LV5 
32539 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Zamani-Gall 
EDLD 513 Community Ed & Commun Relation 3.0 Cr 
32546 5 HLE R 5:30p-9:30p LV5 MOTTCC Burton 
32546 Early Start Date. Meets May 1,15,29 June 12 
32546 Start Date: 51BI200B End Date: 6/12/2008 
EDLD 514 Orgztn & Admin of K·12 Schools 
31552 5 HL-E T 5:30p-B:45p 
32541 5 HLE W 5:30p-B:45p BR5 
32541 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.ce.emich.edu 
32541 Start Date: 51712008 End Date: 6/11/200B 
EDLD 515 Instructional Leadership 
31081 5 HLE M 5:30p-8:45p 
EDLD 517 Ldrshp for 5choollmprovement 
3257B 5 L S B:30a-3:30p JX5 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
S 
S 
F 
F 
F 
B:30a-3:30p 
B:30a-3:30p 
4:00p-9:00p 
4:00-9:00p 
4:00p-9:00p 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER Flowers 
BRIGHT Berry 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER Berry 
JCC 
JCC 
JCC 
JCC 
JCC 
JCC 
3.0 Cr 
Burton 
32578 "Early Start: 5-2-0B. Meets at EMU.Jackson 5/2,3,16,17,30,31 
3257B Start Date: 5/2/200B End Date: 5/31/200B 
EDLD 518 Multimedia Tech for 5ch Admin 
3272B 5 HLE M 5:30p-B:45p LV5 
3272B Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
EDLD 612 Economics of Public Educ 
32542 5 L TR 5:30p-8:45p FT5 
32542 Meets at EMU-Flint: www.ce.emich.edu 
32542 Start Date: 5/6/200B End Date: 6/12/200B 
EDLD 615 Collective Negotiations 
32587 5 L U 12:00p-6:15p WC5 
32587 Early start May 4: NO CLASS on May 25 
32587 Start Date: 5/4/2008 End Date: 6/15/2008 
• 
EDLD 617 Admin Human Resources in Educ 
32588 5 L S 9:00a-3:00p FT5 
32588 Meets at EMU-Flint: Early Start Date May 3. 
32588 Start Date: 5/3/2008 End Date: 6/14/200B 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Margerum-L 
3.0 Cr 
MOTTCC Price 
3.0 Ct 
Price 
3.0 Cr 
MOTTCC Farber 
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Educational Leadership 
EDLD 838 Legal, Ethical, & Policy Issue 2.0 Cr 
32625 9 ELE MTWR 8:00a-2:00p TC5 TRAVRS Broughton 
ELE F 8:00a-12:00p TRAVRS 
32625 Exact times and syllabus: www.ce.emlch.edu/oneweektc 
32625 Start Date: 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/27/2008 
EDLD 880 Grantwrltlng 
32543 5 DEO . WW5 
32543 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
EDLD 881 Special Topics 
Section Title: Access Equlty&Affrm Act Ed Ins 
32589 5 HLE U 12:00p-6: 15p WC5 
HLE U 
HLE U 
12:00p-6:15p 
12:00p-6:15p 
32589 Hybrid Course. Early State Date. Meets 5/4,18,June 1 
32589 Start Date: S/4/2008 End Date: 6/1/2008 
EDLD 686 Masters Internship 
30124 1 L DP 
EDLD 687 Masters Internship 
30125 1 L DP 
EDLD 888 Masters Internship 
30126 1 L DP 
EDLD 689 Masters Internship 
30127 1 L DP 
EDLD 696 Seminar·Educ Leadership 
Section Title: Women In Leadership 
32645 9 ELE MTWR 8:00a-2:00p TC5 
ELE F 8:00a-12:00p 
32645 Exact times-and syllabus: www.ce.emlch.edu/oneweektc 
32645 Start Date: 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/27/2008 
EDLD 697 Independent Study 
31147 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 698 Independent Study 
30333 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 712 Anlys of Rsrch In Admin 
32544 5 HLE S • 9:00a-3:00p FT7 
32544 Meets at GVSU: Meets May 10,17,31 June 14 
32544 Start Date: 5/10/2008 End Date: 6/14/2008 
32590 5 HLE U 12:00p·6:15p LV7 
2.0 Cr 
Broughton 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER Zaman I-Gall 
PORTER 
PORTER 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
TRAVRS Zamanl-Gall 
TRAVRS 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
GVSU Anderson 
EMULIV Anderson 
HLE U 12:00p-6:15p EMULIV ' 
HLE U 12:00p-6:15p EMULIV 
HLE U 12:00p-6:15p EMULIV 
32590 Hybrld crs.Early Start 5/4.Meets 5/4 ,18,6/1,15 @ EMU-LIvonia 
32590 Start Date: 5/4/2008 End Date: 6/15/2008 
.EDLD 186 Internehlp.Educ Admin 
30128 1 L DP 
EDLD 787 Internehip·Educ Admin 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
Q£lli § ill.s.r Qf Qm ~ Qmru! Rm §ldg I!l§.lru£tQr 
30129 1 L DP STAFF 
EDLD 788 Internshlp·Educ Admin 
30130 1 L DP 
EDLD 789 Internshlp.Educ Admin 
30131 1 L DP 
EDLD 797 Independent Study 
30335 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 798 Independent Study 
30441 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 799 Independent Study 
30336 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 820 The POlitics of Educ Leadershp 
32591 5 L TR 5:30p-8:45p LV? 
32591 Meets at EMU-LIvonia: www.ce.emlch.edu _ 
32591 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/12/2008 
EDLD 896 Dissertation Research 
30132 1 L DP 
EDLD 897 Dissertation Research 
30141 1 L DP 
EDLD 898 Dissertation Reaearch 
30149 1 L DP 
EDLD 899 Dillertation Research 
30340 L DP 
32257 1 L DP 
Educational Media & Technology 
EDMT 330 Instructnl Applies of Med&Tech 
32515 1 DEO WW1 
32515 Delivered online. More Info www.emuonline.edu 
32599 5 DEO WW1 
32599 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32600 5 DEO WW1 
32600 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
31389 5 L TR 10:00a-12:05p 
32422 5 L MW 10:00a-12:05p 
EDMT 603 Technology Enhanced Lrng Envlr 
32601 5 DEO WW5 
32601 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
EDMT 623 Instr Dee&Dev Multlmd Inet Mat 
32602 5 DEO WWS 
32602 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
EOMT 697 Independent Study 
31029 51ST 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0Cr 
EMULIV Barot! 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0Cr 
STAFF 
4.0Cr 
STAFF 
8.0Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
Bednar 
Margerum-L 
Margerum-L 
Jones 
Copeland 
3.0 Cr 
Copeland 
3.0 Cr 
Bednar 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Educational Media & Technology Electronics 
EDMT 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr ELEC 200 Circuit Analyalll 3.0Cr 
31030 51ST DP STAFF 30548 5 LLA MW 10:00a-1:10p 210 SILL Barl 
EDMT 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr ELEC 387 Co·op Educ In Electrn Technlgy 3.0 Cr 
31031 51ST STAFF 30549 5 CP DP Bart 
Educational Psychology ELEC 479 Special Topici 3.0 Cr 
EDPS 322 Human Oevelpmnt&Learnlng 4.0Cr 32672 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:50p 210 SILL Bart 
31032 5 L TWR 1 :30p-4:30p 202 PORTER Beauvais 
32527 5 L MW 11:00a-3:10p Jones ELEC 487 Co·op Educ In Electrn Technlgy 3.0 Cr 30551 5 CP DP Bart 
EDPS 325 Life Span Hum Grwth &Dev 4.0 Cr ELEC 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 32659 1 DEO WW1 Jose·Kampf 30553 51ST DP Bart 
32659 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu 
31033 5 L MTWR 4:30p·6:40p 301A PORTER Gould ELEC 498 Independent Study 2.0Cr 
31034 5 L MTWR 2:00p-4:10p 301A PORTER Gould 30555 51ST DP Bart 
EDPS 340 Intro to Assessmnt & Evaluat 3.0 Cr ELEC 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
31035 5 L MW 2:00p-5:15p Bums 30557 51ST DP Bari 
31036 5 L TR 9:00a-12:15p 231 PORTER Carpenter Elementary Science 
31037 5 L TR 1:00p-4: 15p Carpenter ESCI 694 Seminar In Science Educ 2.0 Cr 
10:00a·1 :15p Section Title: Outdoor Science Education 32526 5 L MW PORTER Bums 32692 9 L M ,9:00a-2:30p MN5 OAKMP Stevens 
EOPS 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr L T 9:00a·2:30p OAKMP 
31 524 1 1ST STAFF L W 9:00a-2:30p OAKMP 
L F 10:00a-12:30p OAKMP 
EDPS 504 Nature & Ident of Gifted 2,0 Cr L R 2:30·10:30p OAKMP 
32663 5 DEO WW5 Kim 32692 Meets at Oakwoods Metro Pari< 6/23 through 6/27 
32663 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu 32692 Start Date: 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/27/2008 English 
EOPS 600 Human Development 2.0 Cr ENGL 121 Comp II: Resrchng the Publ Exp 3.0 Cr 32660 5 DEO WW5 Jones 
30347 1 L TR 9:00a-11 :40a 608 PRAY·H Cassidy 
32660 Delivered Online, More Info: www,ernuonllne,edu 
31148 1 L MW 1:00p-3:40p 606 PRAY·H Flannery 
EDPS 626 Prlnclplea & lasues Ed Asseasm 3.0 Cr 
32528 1 L TWR 8:30a-3:30p Maylone ENGL 300W Writing About Literature 3.0 Cr 
32425 1 L MW 11:30a·2:10p 308 PRAY·H George 
EDPS 640 A Holistic Apprch Prevent&lnt 3.0 Cr 
32664 5 DEO WW5 Jose·Kampf ENGL 323 Wrtg In the Profe .. lone' World 3.0 Cr 
32664 Deliverea Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu 32380 1 L MW 1 :00p-3:40p 314 PRAY·H ~ummlngs 
EDPS 677 Methods In Quantitative Resrch 3.0 Cr ENGL 324 Prln of Tech Communication 3.0 Cr 
32731 5 DEO WW5 Kim 31986 L TR 9:00a·11:408 314 PRAY·H Benninghoff 
32731 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu 32368 1 L TR 1 :00p·3:40p 314 PRAY·H Benninghoff 
32732 5 DEO WW5 Kim 
32732 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu ENGL 328 Writing, Style, and Technology 3.0 Cr 
32683 1 DEO WW1 Krause 
EDPS 691 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 32683 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu 31156 1 1ST DP STAFF 32428 1 L TR 1 :00p·3:40p 312 PRAY·H Cassidy 
EDPS ~98 Independent Study 2.0 Cr ENGL 387 Co·op Education In English 3.0 Cr 31157 1 1ST DP STAFF 
30175 DP STAFF 
EDPS 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
31158 1 1ST DP STAFF 
Spring Class Schedule as of 216/2008 Page 33 
• 
eRN .Q PfT ST DP Q.m Class Time 
English 
ENGL 408 Writing for Writng Tchrs 
30176 1 L MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ENGL 444 Writing for the World Wide Web 
32684 1 DEO WW1 
3.0 Cr 
608 PRAY -H Tucker 
3.0 Cr 
Krause 
32684 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
ENGL 487 Co·op Education in English 
30177 DP 
ENGL 488 Internship in Techncl Writing 
30178 DP 
ENGL 489 Internship In Techncl Writing 
30179 DP 
ENGL 490 Internship In Techncl Writing 
30180 1 L DP 
ENGL 497 Independent Study 
30181 DP 
ENGL 498 Independent Study 
30182 DP 
ENGL 499 Independent Study 
30183 1 1ST DP 
ENGL 692 Thesis 
30224 1 L DP 
ENGL 693 Masters Writing Project 
32298 1 L 
ENGL 697 Independent Study 
30226 1 1ST DP 
ENGL 698 Independent Study 
30227 1 1ST DP 
ENGL 699 Independent Study 
30228 1 1ST DP 
English as a Second Language 
ESLN 210 Intermediate ESL·Grammar 
32372 1 L DP MW 10:00a-11:40a 
32372 12·week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 212 Intermediate ESL·Writing 
32373 1 L DP MW 1 :00p-2:40p 
32373 12-week course meels 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 214 Intermediate ESL·Reading 
31295 1 L DP TR 10:00a-11:40a 
31295 12·week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
217 ALEXAN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
215 ALEXAN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
215 ALEXAN STAFF 
ESLN 216 Intermed ESL·Spkng&Lstng 3.0 Cr 
32743 1 L DP TR 1:00p-2:40p 204 ALEXAN STAFF 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
CRN .Q PfT §I DP Q.m Class Time Camp Rm 
ESLN 279 Special Topics 
32745 1 L DP MW 3:00P-4:40p 217 
3.0 Cr 
ALEXAN STAFF 
ESLN 310 Advanced ESL: Grammar 
31296 1 L DP MW 10:00a-11 :40a 
31296 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 312 Advanced ESL: Writing 
31297 1 L DP MW 1 :00p-2:40p 
31297 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 314 Advanced ESL: Reading 
31298 1 L DP TR 10:00a·11:40a 
31298 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
3.0 Cr 
2188 ALEXAN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
214 ALEXAN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
2188 ALEXAN STAFF 
ESLN 316 Adv ESL:Speaking&Llsteng 3.0 Cr 
31299 1 L DP TR 1:00p-2:40p 214 ALEXAN STAFF 
31299 12:week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 379 Special Topics 
32747 1 L DP TR 3:00p-4:40p 
ESLN 410 Academic ESL Grammar 
31300 1 L DP MW 10:00a-11:40a 
31300 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 412 Academic ESL Writing 
32374 1 L DP MW 1:00p-2:40p 
32374 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 414 Academic ESL Reading 
31301 1 L DP TR 1 0:00a-11 :40a 
31301 12-week course meets 5/5/08·7/25/08 
3.0 Cr 
217 ALEXAN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
218A ALEXAN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
217 ALEXAN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
218A ALEXAN STAFF 
ESLN 416 Acad ESL:Llsteng&Speakng 3.0 Cr 
31302 1 L DP TR 1:00p-2:40p 217 ALEXAN STAFF 
31302 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 512 Acad Wrtg For Intnl Grad Studs 3.0 Cr 
31303 1 L DP TR 3:00p-4:40p 214 ALEXAN STAFF 
31303 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 515 Seminar:ESL Academic Communlca 3.0 Cr 
31590 1 L DP Mw 3:00p-4:40p 214 ALEXAN STAFF 
31590 12-week course meets 5/5/08-7/25/08 
ESLN 697 Independent Study 
30430 1 1ST DP 
ESLN 698 Independent Study 
30185 1 1ST DP 
ESLN 699 Independent Study 
30186 1 1ST DP 
• 
1.0 Ct 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Field Experience Teacher Ed 
FETE 201 Field Experience I 
32779 5 L 
32779 See LiveText for oourse orientation 
WC1 
32780 5 L WC1 
32780 See LiveTextfor oourse orientation 
32782 5 L WC1 
32782 See LiveText for oourse orientation 
FETE 301 Field Experience II:Elementary 
32784 5 L DP WC1 
32784 See LiveText for oourse orientation 
3?786 5 L DP WC1 
32786 See LiveText for course orientation 
FETE 302 Field Experience II: Secondary 
32787 5 L DP WC1 
32787 See Live Text for course orientation 
32788 5 L DP WC1 
32788 See LiveText for course orientation 
FETE 401 Field Experien III: Elementary 
32791 5 L DP WC1 
32791 See LiveText for course orientation 
32792 5 L DP WC1 
32792 See LiveText for course orientation 
FETE 402 Field Experien III: Secondary 
32793 5 L DP WC1 
32793 See LiveText for course orientation 
32794 5 L DP 
32794 See LiveText for course orientation 
Finance 
FIN 350 Principles of Finance 
31341 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 
31343 ELE MW 9:00a-11:40a 
32458 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p 
FIN 354 Investments 
31332 1 ELE TR 9:00a-11:40a 
WC1 
1.0 Cr 
Grewal 
Grewal 
Grewal 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
Adamczyk 
Burke 
1.0 Cr 
DOkes-Brow 
Finch 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
227 OWEN Diallo 
227 OWEN Tessema 
227 OWEN Rahman 
3.0 Cr 
224 OWEN Kiss 
FIN 357 Financial Markets 3.0 Cr 
31342 1 ELE TR ' 1 :OOp-3:40p 224 OWEN Garg 
FIN 359 Intermediate Financial Theory 3.0 Cr 
31842 1 ELE MW 1 :OOp-3:40p 224 OWEN Diallo 
FIN 370 International Business Finance 3.0 Cr 
32459 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 224 OWEN Tessema 
FIN 387 Co-op Education in Finance 
30006 1 CP DP 
FIN 450W Problems in Financial Managemt 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
Diallo 
3.0 Cr 
CRN ~ prr ST DP 12m Class Time Camp Rm !lli!9. Instructor 
32902 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9: 1 Op 224 OWEN Rahman 
FIN 487 Co-op Education in Finance 
31368 1 CP DP 
FIN 489 Internship 
30352 1 ELE DP 
FIN 499 Independent Study 
Section Title: Directed Studies 
31245 1 1ST DP 
FIN 540 International Finance 
32460. 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 
FIN 620 Financial Admin Policies 
32534 1 ELE MW 5:30p-8:10p LV5 
32534 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.j:e.emich.edu 
FIN 699 Independent Study 
30007 1 1ST DP 
Foreign LanguagefBicult Stds . 
3.0 Cr 
Diallo 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
224 OWEN T ~ssema 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Moeller 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
FLAN 215 Cultr Mexicn-Amer&Cubans in US 3.0 Cr 
31850 1 L TR 9:00a-11:40a 217 ALEXAN lIIingworth-Ri 
FLAN 387 Co-op Educ in Foreign Lang 
30187 1 CP DP 
FLAN 388 Internship 
30188 1 L DP 
FLAN 412 Mth ofTch Mdrn Lang-EI 
31139 5 L DP MTWR 8:30a-11 :45a 
F 
L MTWR 12:30p-3:45p 
F 
32369 L DP MTWR 8:30a-11 :45a 
F 
L MTWR 12:30p-3:45p 
F 
FLAN 487 Co-op Educ In Foreign Lang 
30189 1 CP DP 
FLAN 488 Internship 
30190 1 L DP 
FLAN 489 Internshp:Lang&for Trade 
30191 1 L DP 
FLAN 490 Intrnsp Lang&lntrntl Trd 
30192 1 L DP 
FLAN 497 Independent Study 
30193 1 1ST DP 
FLAN 498 Independent Study 
30194 1 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
216 ALEXAN Nerenz 
216 ALEXAN 
Nerenz 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
ST~FF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
Page 35 
CRN ~ PIT ~ DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm illQR 
Foreign LanguagelBicult Stds 
FLAN 499 Independent Study 
30195 1 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
FLAN 612 Mthds-Tchng Mod Lang Elem Grds 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Mthds of T ch Mdrn Lng Elm Grds 
31380 5 L DP MTWR 8:30a-1'1 :45a 216 ALEXAN Nerenz 
F 
L MTWR 12:30p-3:45p 
F 
32370 5 L DP MTWR 8:30a-11 :45a 
L 
F 
MTWR 12:30p-3:45p 
F 
FLAN 613 Usg Tech Forgn Lng Clsrm 
32449 1 ELL DP MW 6:00p-9:30p 
FLAN 688 Intern-Lang&lntrnti Trde 
30196 1 L DP 
FLAN 697 Independent Study 
30197 1 1ST DP 
FLAN 698 Independent Study 
30560 51ST DP 
FLAN 699 Independent Study 
30198 1ST DP 
French 
FRNH 121 Beginning French 
30199 1 L MTWR 1 :00p-3:30p 
Nerenz 
216 ALEXAN 
3.0 Cr 
216 ALEXAN Dugan 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
2188 ALEXAN Vosteen 
FRNH 261 Intro to Professnl Lang Study 3.0 Cr 
32488 5 L DP MTWR 1 0:00a-11 :30a 204 ALEXAN Peden 
FRNH 497 Independent Study 
30200 1 1ST DP 
FRNH 498 Independent Study 
30201 1 1ST DP 
FRNH 499 Independent Study 
30202 1 1ST DP 
FRNH 616 
30358 1 L 
French(4 Skills)for Non-Mjrs 
MTWR 1 :00p-3:30p 
FRNH 692 Research Paper 
30203 1 L DP 
FRNH 697 Independent Study 
30204 1 1ST DP 
FRNH 698 Independent Study 
30205 1 1ST DP 
FRNH 699 Independent Study 
30206 1 1ST DP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
2188 ALEXAN Vosteen 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
CRN ~ PIT ST DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm illQR 
Geography 
GEOG 107 Intro to Geography 
32831 5 DEO WW1 
32831 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
31871 5 L MTR 9:00a-11:25a 200 
GEOG 110 World Regions 
32833 5 DEO WW1 
32833 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
3.0 Cr 
Victor 
STRONG Welsh 
3.0 Cr 
Victor 
32477 5 L MTR 11 :30a-1 :35p 207 STRONG Nazzaro 
GEOG 276 Principles Geog Inform Systems 
32311 1 L MTR 2:00p-3:50p 226 
3.0 Cr 
STRONG Semple 
GEOG 318 Geography of Asia 
30463 1 L MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
GEOG 319 Geography of Europe 
32834 1 DEO WW1 
3.0 Cr 
239 STRONG Victor 
3.0 Cr 
Wagner 
32834 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline.edu 
GEOG 320 Geography of US & Canada 
31129 1 L MTR 9:00a-10:50a 
GEOG 387 Co-op Education in Geography 
30568 5 DP 
GEOG 487 Co-op Education in Geography 
30570 DP 
GEOG 488 Internship 
30575 DP 
GEOG 489 Internship 
30579 5 DP 
GEOG 490 Internship 
30624 5 L DP 
GEOG 497 Independent Study 
, 30632 51ST DP 
GEOG 498 Independent Study 
30521 1 1ST DP 
GEOG 499 Independent Study 
30643 51ST DP 
GEOG 579 Geographic Info Systems 
31866 1 L ,MTR 2:00p-3:50p 
GEOG 587 Co-op Educ in Geog/Geol 
30644 5 DP 
3.0 Cr 
241 STRONG STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
STAFF 
6.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
226 STRONG Semple 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
GEOG 591 Special Topics 2.0 Cr 
Section Title: Spec Top Econ Develop for Plan 
32061 1 L R 5:30p-9:00p 241 STRONG STAFF 
Page 36 
IMPORTANT 
PHONE 
NUMBERS 
Ie-mail 
Area Code (734) 
EMU Information ... . ....... . . . ............... 487.1849 
Academic Advising Center ................. . .... 487.2171 
academic.advising@emich.edu 
Academic Programs Abroad .. . . . ......... . ...... 487.2424 
Academic Service-Learning ............ . .....•.. 487.6570 
Admissions Office 
Undergraduate .......... . ................... 487.3060 
undergraduate.admissions@emich.edu 
Graduate ...... . .......... . . . ....... . ...... 487.3400 
graduate.admissions@emich.edu 
Cashier's Office ........ . .................. . .. 487.3331 
Career Services Center ...... . ................. 487.0400 
Continuing Education ................. . ....... 487.0407 
Counseling Services ...................... . .... 487.1118 
Eagle Card Office ...... . ...................... 487.3176 
EMU Bookstore .... .. ........ . ................ 483.2850 
Financial Aid .. . ................... . .......... 487.0455 
financial.aid@emich.edu 
Health Service ..... . . . ....... . ................ 487.1122 
Holman Learning Center ....................... 487.2133 
learning.center@emich.edu 
Parking . . . . ....... . ......................... 487.3450 
Records ' 
Undergraduate ......................... . .... 487.4111 
Graduate ... . ........... . ......... . ......... 487.0093 
records_and_registration@emich.edu 
Registration Helpline .. . .................. . .... 487.2300 
records_and_registration@emich.edu 
Student Business Services ... . ......... ~ ....... 487.3335 
Transfer Services ......... . ................... 487.1442 
transfer.services@emich.edu 
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ration 
EMU has instituted a Web-based registration 
Step 1: 
process through the 
my.emich system. 
All students must use the online 
registration system to register for classes. 
Web-based registration is part of a 
University-wide upgrade of Information 
Technology, which also includes an e-mail 
system, calendar, and Web-CT virtual 
classroom technology. 
Get your my.emich account 
If you already are using the my.emich system, skip this step and go to Step 2. 
If you are not using my.emich, you will need to get your login 
username and password before you can register. To get your 
my.emich account username, you must: 
a. Be eligible to register as defined on page G12. 
If you still need to take care of any admission details, please visit 
our Web site at www.emich.edu and click on "Future Students" 
and then click on "Admissions" or call 1.800.GO.TO.EMU 
(734.487.3060 for local calls). 
b. Have access to a computer connected to the internet, capable 
of running "a Web browser. my.emich supports Internet 
Explorer 5.5 SP2 and 6.0 plus latest security patch (Windows), 
5.1 (Macintosh) and Netscape Communicator. 4.79 or 6.2.x 
(Windows), 4.79 (Macintosh). Connection to the intern~t 
can be either dial-up (such as AOL) or broadband (such as 
SBC DSL or Comcast cable internet). 
SPRING 2008 G2 EMU STUDENT GU I D E 
If you meet these criteria, do the followinS to set your my.emich 
account information: 
On the main page for my.emich.edu, click on IIHow do I get my user-
name and password!1 
Once the page for my.emich Accountadivation 
opens, follow these steps: 
1. Choose "Studentll under Activate a 
new account 
2. Click "Next stepll »> 
3. Type in your student ID and PIN 
4. Click "Submitll 
Write down/print page with your username and 
temporary password 
5. Remember to visit password.emich.edu once 
you have activated your account to change your 
temporary password. 
Step 2: 
LoSSinS in and navisatins to School Services 
Now that you have your my.emich 
username and password, you must log 
into my.emich before you can register. 
Use your Web Browser to go to 
http://my.emich.edu, and enter your 
username and password in the spaces 
provided. 
If you have not changed your 
my.emich password within the last two 
months, you may want to do so. 
Click the IIChange your 
Password II link in the EMU 
Links section of the 
my.emich tab (you 
may need to scroll 
down). 
• 
• 
: When you are ready to register, select 
• the Student tab. Scroll down to the 
Services Main Menu section. Click the 
"Student Services & Financial Aid" 
link, then click "Registration", and 
then cI ick "Add or Drop Classes" . 
Follow the instructions to enroll for 
your classes. 
" If you have any questions, select the 
Tutorial tab. The Tutorial tab 
G3 
provides step by step instructions 
along with pictures of 
what you should be see-
ing for many common 
my.emich functions 
including registering 
for classes. 
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SPRING 2008 CALENDAR 
Part of Term Dates/length last date to last date to last date for last date for last date for last date for 
PIT of Part of add courses add courses 100% tuition Individual 50% tuition 25% tuition 
Term via the web with retund class refund (total refund (total (a) (a) departmental (Individual or withdrawal withdrawal withdrawal 
authorization total (with "W" only) with only) with 
(a) withdrawal grades) "W" grades "W" grades 
from term) No Refund 
1 5/5/08-6/25/08 5/7/08 5/30/08 5/8/08 6/9/08 5/16/08 5/30/08 
(7 Y2 weeks) 
5 5/5/08-6/16/08 5/7/08 5/30/08 5/8/08 6/2/08 5/16/08 5/30/08 
(6 weeks) 
9 6/21/08-6/27/08 6/21/08 6/23/08 6/21/08** 6/24/08 6/22/08** 6/23/08 
(1 week) 
(a) Initial registrations occurring on or after the start of the Part of Term wi ll incur a one-time $110 late reg istration fee. 
(b) Date applicable on ly if student's classes are ALL within the same Part of Term and/or a later starting Part of Term. 
Last date for Last date to last date to 
total wldrawal declare remove 
from tenn (willi pass/tall paSS/ta1l 
"W" grades) grading option grading 
No Refund or select to option and 
audit a course receive letter 
grade 
6/18/08 (b) 5/8/08 6/18/08 
6/9/08 5/8/08 6/9/08 
6/24/08 6/21/08 6/24/08 
2 **A written request must be faxed to the Office of Records and Registration at 734.487.6808 before midnight. 
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OTHER IMPORTANT DATES 
RECORDS AND REGISTRATION: 
April" 15, 2008 International and domestic student undergraduate re-enrollment deadline. 
May 14,2008 Undergraduate and Graduate graduation applications for June 2008 graduation priority processing due. 
Applications for Provisional Certification for post-baccalaureate students due. 
STUDENT BUSINESS SERVICES: 
Late May 2008 
ADMISSIONS: 
March 1, 2008 
March 15,2008 
April 15,2008 
Spring 2008 FULL payment due. 
Go to http://www.emich.edu/controller/sbs/index.html for payment options. 
International student admission and re-enrollment to graduate degree/non-degree programs, certificate, and certification programs. 
International student admission to undergraduate degree programs, post bach teacher certification, 
second bachelor programs, and guest status. 
Domestic student admission and re-enrollment to graduate degree/non-degree programs, certificate, and certification programs. 
Domestic student admission to undergraduate degree programs, post bach teacher certification, second bachelor programs, and 
guest status. 
STUDENIS WHOSE ADMISSION OR RE-ENROUMENT APPUCATION IS RECEIVED AFTER THE DATES ABOVE 
MAY BE SUBJECT TO A LATE REGISTRATION FEE 0/$110.00. 
MARCH 2008 
S M T "W T F S 
1 priori~ due date for 
Internat'l a mission apps 
and re-enrollments 
WINTER RECESS· NO CLASSES 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
WINTER RECESS -
NO CLASSES 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Priority due date for 
domestic grad admission 
apps and re-enrollments 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
SPRIN RECESS 
UNIVERSI Y CLOSED 
Librar Open 
23 UNIW~RJEJNo 24 25 26 Begins at Noon: 27 Graduate Degree 2Lm.ate Non-Degree, 29 u Honors, Doctoral Students, Certificate Undergrad Post-Bach, Post Bach Cert, 
30 31 Senionl Fellows and Graduate Programs and Graduate Teacher Cert, and Non-Degree Students Assistents Certification Second Bacheionl and Seniors 
APRIL 2008 
S M T "W T F S 
2 3 
Juniors Sophomores Fmshmen 
6 7 8 9 10 
0 P E N W E B R E G S T 
13 14 15 Priority due date for domestic UG admissions 16 17 
apps and all Intemational and 
domestic UG re-enrollments 
0 P E N W E B R E G S T 
20 21 22 23 24 
0 P E N W E B R E G S T 
27 28 29 30 
Winter Commencement 
0 P E N W E B R G I S T A T I 0 N 
• 
PRIORITY • OPEN • LATE • DROP WITHDRAW 
REGISTRATION REGISTRATION REGISTRATION ONLY ....J ONLY 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE G5 
4 
11 
R 
18 
R 
25 
R 
Freshmen 
A 
A 
A 
LAST 
DAY 
T 
T 
T 
5 
OPEN WEB 
REGISTRATION 
12 
0 
19 
0 
26 
0 
HOLIDAY/ 
EMU CLOSED 
N 
N 
N 
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M AY 2 008 
5 M T W T F 5 
5 M 
1 2 ~:~~at~~ ~n=ku(~wt~i 
classes with W grade-no 
refund. 
W E B I N D I V I 0 U 
8 9 last~'or:'i"'ividuaJ WEB INDIVIDUAL w/drnwallrom P 1 classeswilf1W 
C~SS WITHDRAW~L grade - 00 refund • Iotal w/drawaJ rom PIT 5 classes wiIf1 W irades -
-NO REFUND 00 refund· remove pass-fait fOf PIT 5 classes 
15 16 Last Day of 6 wk 
(prr 2) classes. 
SEE PAGE G7 FOR 
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
22 23 last Day'lo add PIT 9 classes Last Day: • for PIf 9 tatal 
withdrawal at 50% tuition refund with departmental authorization 
andWgrades • lor total withdrawal for Pff 9 al 
25% tuition refund and W grades 
29 30 
C L A S 
21 
L C L A S 
28 
l8jliDIv;liJiiautOOrilatXxllXij . 
• Last day to drq) PITI aoo PII5 
classes at 100% refund 
• Last day to dEdIre IIISS-til for 
PIT1 am PII5 
15 
WIT H D 
29 
WITHDRAW 
JUNE 2008 
T W T 
3 4 5 
~ L C L A S W I T H D R A W A L 
10 11 12 
17 18 19 last Day: • for total w/drawal 
from PIT 1 classes with W grades 
- no refund· to remove pasSllail 
for PIT 1 classes 
24 last Day. lor individ,," with- 25 26 
drawaJtrorn PIT9c1asseswilf1W Last Day of Close of Spring Session grades - no refu""lorlot> with- 7.5 wk (prr 1) Session drawaJfromPIT9c1asseswilf1W 
grades-oorefuod - torerT'lOVe SEE PAGE G7 FOR 
pass/fai1'orPIT9c1asses FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
I PRIORITY REGISTRATION OPEN I LATE REGISTRATION REGISTRATION I DROP I WITHDRAW ONLY ONLY 
SPRING 2008 G 6 
2 
F 
6 
- N 0 
13 
20 
Last Day 10 process first 
reoistratioo without late fee 
lor PIT 9 
27 
Last DAY of one week (P 9) classes 
SEE PAGE G7 FOR 
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
LAST 
DAY 
3 
R A T I ON 
UAL CLAS S 
NO REFU ND 
FU N D 
E F U N D 
31 
E FUN D 
5 
7 
E F U N D 
14 
21 
lat .. Startino C~sses lor PIT 9 
and Last Day: • 10 add classes via 
the wot> lor PIT 9 ' 10 drop PIT 9 
at 100% tuition refund 
' 10 declare passlfail lor PIT 9 
28 
HOLIDAY! 
EMU CLOSED 
EMU S TUDENT GUIDE 
SPRING 2008 FINAL EXAM SCHEDU LE 
Whether or not a final examination shall be required will be determined by the instructor in line with departmental policy. 
The schedule below shall be followed. If a final examination is not given, the scheduled exam period shall be used for other 
class activity. Instructors are not permitted to change the schedule of examinations. Students are to take their exam with 
their regular class during the last class session. Any deviation must be approved by the instructor and the department head 
in which the course is offered. Approval will be given only in cases of extreme emergency. Consult the University Catalog 
for other regulations governing examinations. 
DAY and EVENING CLASSES - 6 \NEEK SESSION 
DAY(S) CLASS MEETS 
T 
W 
R, TR 
F 
S 
M, MW, MWF, MTR, MTWR, MTWRF 
DATE OF EXAMINATION 
Tuesday, June 10 
Wednesday, June 11 
Thursday, June 12 
Friday, june 13 
Saturday, June 14 
Monday, June 16 
DAY and EVENING CLASSES - 7.5 \NEEK SESSION 
DAYIS) CLASS MEETS 
R 
F 
S 
M 
T, TR, MTR 
W, MW, MWF, MTWR, MTWRF 
DATE OF EXAMINATION 
Thursday, June 19 
Friday, June 20 
Saturday, June 21 
Monday, June 23 
Tuesday, June 24 
Wednesday, June 25 
DAY and EVENING CLASSES - 1 \NEEK SESSION 
DAYIS) CLASS MEETS DATE OF EXAMINATION 
F Friday, June 27 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE G7 SPRING 2008 
Spending a few minutes to become familiar with this guide will help you take care of your 
educational program, receive services and prevent costly problems. 
OFFICE OF RECORDS AND REGISTRATION SERVICES 
The Office of Records and Registration Service Counter is located in 303 Pierce Hall. Here you will receive assistance with ques-
tions or problems regarding your undergraduate or graduate academic record as well as any registration issues. Service hours are: 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The following services are available in the Office of Records and Registration: 
• Class schedule books 
• Total withdrawal requests 
• Individual course withdrawal for students with holds 
• Enrollment verification/deferment forms 
• Late registration for students with departmental authorization 
• Declaration of class audit 
• Removal of pass/fail option 
(declaration made at Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce) 
• Processing of course substitutions and waivers 
• Undergraduate graduation audit 
• Undergraduate re-enrollment applications 
• 400/500 course level processing 
• Application for graduation 
(payment through the Cashier's Office, 201 Pierce) 
• Eastern Michigan University Transcripts (ordered through the 
Cashier's Office or online at www.getmytranscript.com) 
PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANOTHER PERSON TO HANDLE YOUR RECORDS AND REGISTRATION BUSINESS! By federal law, 
we can only accept transaction requests from the student, with photo identification and a signature. 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION POLICY 
By registering for classes at Eastern Michigan University, you accept responsibility for reading and conforining to all policies, 
procedures, required dates, fees and other requirements published in the University catalogs and in the class schedule book. 
You will also incur the $40 non-refundable registration fee. 
ADDRESS CHANGE 
File your ADDRESS CHANGE with the 
post office and the University. Each 
time you change your address, you 
must update your address in the 
University's records. You can make 
address changes online by logging 
into your my.emich.edu account, 
clicking on the Student tab, choosing "Personal 
Information" and following the links to the address correction 
page. If you have activated your Higher One card, you must 
also change your address with Higher One. 
SPRING 2008 G8 
COURSE LOAD 
Undergraduate: 
During the spring and summer semesters, the recommended 
course load is 6 to 9 credit hours in the 7 -1t2 week session and 
5 to 6 credit hours in the 6 week session. Students must take 
at least 6 hours to be considered full-time. 
First semester freshmen and students on academic probation may 
not take more than the recommended academic load without 
special permission from the Academic Advising Office, 301 Pierce. 
Graduate: 
During the spring and summer semesters, the minimum full-
time graduate course load is 4 credits, and half-time is 2 credits. 
EMU STUDENT G U IDE 
COURSE OPTIONS 
See the EMU Catalog for guidelines for all of the following: 
Auditing Classes: Courses may be audited (no credit or grade 
is given) subject to the approval of the head ofthe department 
offering the course. Tuition and fees apply the same as if 
credit is given. Forms may be obtained at the Office of 
Records and Registration, 303 Pierce Hall. 
Credit/No credit: The creditlno credit option is utilized by 
departments in courses where the standard letter grades do 
not seem appropriate. 
Incompletes: An I (incomplete) grade is never applied to 
poor work or non-attendance by the student. An incomplete is 
granted by the instructor at hislher discretion. A maximum of 
one (1) year is allowed for completion of the course work. 
Pass/Fail Option: A pass/fail option is available to any regu-
larly enrolled junior or senior in good standing within the 
guidelines set forth in the EMU catalog. A student who quali-
fies and wishes to elect this option should fill out a pass-fail 
form and submit it to the Academic Advising Center, 301 
Pierce Hall. Graduate students enrolled in undergraduate 
classes who would like to elect pass/filii should consult with an 
academic department advisor or the Graduate School. Consult 
the calendars in this student guide for deadlines. 
Repeat of Course: Undergraduates may elect to repeat any 
course, regardless of the grade received, within guidelines 
outlined in the EMU catalog. A course may be repeated, there-
by eliminating prior grade and hours, no more than twice 
without approval of the department head of the course. 
Graduate students may only repeat a course once, and only if 
the grade obtained in the first enrollment is less than a B. 
COURSES BELOW THE 100 LEVEL 
Developmental courses, those with course numbers below 
100, will appear in total hours attempted, completed and 
passed. The grades will also be used in calculating the term 
and cumulative grade point average. However, they will not 
count toward the minimum 124 hours required for graduation. 
GRADUATE COURSES FOR SENIORS AND 
400-LEVEL COURSES FOR GRADUATE CREDIT 
Seniors may take 500-level graduate courses for undergradu-
ate credit and graduate students may take certain 400-level 
courses for graduate credit. See the EMU Catalog or the 
Graduate School Web site (go to www.emich.edu and click on 
Academics and Research and then Graduate Programs) for 
guidelines and information. 
GRADUATION INFORMATION: 
When To Apply 
Students who anticipate complet-
ing graduation requirements 
must file a graduation application 
at the beginning of the semester in 
which they plan to graduate. For 
more graduation information, go to 
www.emich.edulregistrar and click 
on Graduation Information. 
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INSTRUCTOR ASSIGNMENTS 
The University reserves the right to make necessary changes 
in instructor assignments as listed in this class schedule book. 
LATE REGISTRATION 
1. Students must be registered in order to attend classes. 
2. After the first day of classes, you have a short grace period 
. in which to register by Web. If your first registration for the 
term is on or after the first day of the term, you will be 
assessed a single, one-time $110 late registration fee. 
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3. After the grace period, registration is permitted on an excep-
tion basis only. Authorization from the appropriate academic 
department is required for each course. Registration with 
departmental authorization is permitted through 50 percent of 
the semsterlsubterm. See calendars in this guide section for 
specific deadlines. 
4. After the registration (by departmental authorization) dead-
line, students will not receive credit for any c1ass( es) in which 
they are not officially registered. If a student believes they have 
extenuating circumstances and should be permitted to register 
after the deadline, he/she must submit a late registration 
appeal. AIl appeals must be reviewed and endorsed by the 
instructor, department head and dean of the college in which the 
course is taught. Final approval rests with the Registrar. 
A request does not constitute approval. A late add fee of $110 
per class will be assessed on all approved appeals. The $110 late 
registration fee will also be assessed if the student has not pre-
viously registered for at least one class. 
NOTIFICATION OF STUDENT RIGHTS UNDER 
FERPA 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) 
affords students certain rights with respect to their education 
records. Please refer to the EMU catalog or our Web site 
(www.emich.edulregistrar) for complete information on FERPA. 
SPECIAL·NEEDS STUDENTS 
Special priority enrollment is available for special-needs stu-
dents. Services are also provided for serious injury or other 
crises. Contact the Access Services Office in Student Center 
for information or call 734.487.2470. 
Student ID Cards: 
The Eagle Card 
The Eagle Card is required 
for the use of the library, 
ReclIM facility, computer 
labs, all meal plans, for entrance to the residence halls after 10 
p.m., and for refund processing. 
TRANSCRIPTS 
You can request an official transcript online, by mail or in person. 
Information and forms are available through the Records and 
Registration Web site at www.emich.edulregistrar. Transcripts 
may also be ordered online at www.getmytranscriptcom. A $5 
charge per copy applies for each transcript ordered. 
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WITHDRAWAL - INDIVIDUAL 
After the 100 percent drop deadline, there is a period for with-
drawal from classes. Withdrawal results in a Won your academic 
record. Individual course withdrawal will produce no tuition cred-
it or refund. 
Students may withdraw from individual classes via the Web, or at 
the Records and Registration Service Counter, 303 Pierce Hall or 
Service EMU in the Student Center, 2nd floor, through two-thirds of 
the semesterlsubterm. See calendars in this guide for specific dead-
lines. For undergraduates after this time, individual late with-
drawals are made by petition only, at the Academic Advising Center, 
30l Pierce Hall, 734.4872171; students must provide evidence of 
extenuating circumstances. 
For graduate students after this time, individual late withdrawals 
are made at the Graduate School, Starkweather Hall. Graduate 
students must provide evidence of extenuating circumstances. 
WITHDRAWAL - TOTAL 
If you decide not to attend a semester for which you have reg-
istered, you must cancel your entire class schedule or be sub-
ject to financial and/or academic penalties. If you neglect to 
notify the Office of Records and Registration, the University 
has no way to know that you do not plan to attend, and will 
continue to reserve your space in class. Non-attendance and 
non-payment of bills will not result in any class being dropped. 
You may cancel all classes by: 
1. coming in person to the Office of Records and Registration 
Service Counter, 303 Pierce Hall or Service EMU, Student 
Center, 2nd floor, or 
2. mailing by certified mail the cancellation form in this book 
or sending a certified letter, including your student number, 
term, year and main reason for withdrawal, to the Office of 
Records and Registration, 303 Pierce Hall, Eastern 
Michigan University, Ypsilanti, MI 48197; or 
3. calling registration at 734.487.2300 
4. in writing by fax to 734.487.6808 
Through the calendar 100 percent deadline, a total withdrawal 
will result in a refund of 100 percent of tuition and fees. The 
$40 non-refundable registration fee will remain. Through the 
50 percent deadline, total withdrawal will result in a 50 per-
cent refund of tuition and fees and W grades. Through the 25 
percent calendar deadline, total withdrawal will result in a 
25 percent refund of tuition and fees and W grades. 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
RECEIVING AND PAYING 
BILLS 
Detailed information about 
services provided by Student 
Business Services may be found at: 
http://www.emich.edulcontrollerlsbsl 
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TUITION AND FEES 
Subject to Revision 
All tuition and fees are subject to change by action of the Eastern 
Michigan University Board of Regents without prior notice and at 
any time. Such changes may be retroactive to the date of original 
registration. Rates in effect for 2007-2008 (Subject to change and 
published here for informational purposes only) are as follows: 
MVOH RESIDENT 
Undergraduate tuition per credit hour: 
Course levels 000-499 · $213.00 
Graduate tuition per credit hour: 
Course levels 500-699 $373.00 
Post-Graduate tuition per credit hour: 
Course levels 700 and above $429.00 
Fees 
Registration fee: $40 (non-refundable) 
NON·RESIDENT 
$627.50 
$734.75 
$828.25 
Late registration fee: $110 additional (one-time per term) 
General fee: $21 per credit hour 
Installment Payment fee: $33 (falVwinter only) 
Late payment fee: $33/month 
Returned Check/Charge card fee: $20 
Program fees: variable 
Student Union fee: variable 
Technology fee: $10 per credit hour 
Drop Fee: $11 per course drop 
Records Initiation Fee: $82 (one time fee) 
Payment Plan fee: $27 per term 
Orientation fee: $185 
Transcript fee: $5 per copy 
Required fees approved by the Board of Regents are not 
disputable. See , http:www.emich.edulcontrollerlsbsl for 
details regarding fees. 
RECEIVING AND PAYING BILLS 
EMU uses electronic billing only. No paper bills are mailed. It is 
each student's responsibility to check their "my.emich" email 
account. E-bill emails are always sent and received through 
"my.emich". Bills are posted monthly and can be paid by web 
check at: https:Jlebill.emich.edul. Credit card payments are also 
accepted at this site on line via PayPath. PayPath is a third party 
that processes all credit card payments for a 2.75% fee (min 
$3.00). Payments can also be made in person by cash or check 
or via mail by check at: EMU Cashier, 201 Pierce Hall, Ypsilanti, 
MI 48197 or at the night depository at Pierce Hall (check only). 
EZ Payment Plan 
Located on the same website as E-bill and E-Pay is EZ Payment 
Plan: http://www.emich.edulsbsl. For a nominal fee, a student 
or authorized parent can set up an installment plan, ranging 
from two months to four months, depending on the timing 
within a term. The plan is flexible based upon adjustments 
made to the account from added classes or other charges, 
dropped classes or other reversed charges, as well as payments 
by cash, check or credit card and financial aid. The important 
thing to remember is that the original payments may change 
based upon account activity! 
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Third Party Billing and Payment Process 
A company that will pay student charges using a company 
voucher is a third party vendor. Please mail or deliver the third 
party voucher to 201 Pierce Hall. After the voucher is received, 
it is verified and the approved amount is credited to the stu-
dent account. Third party payments will show on your E-bill as 
a TPPV. The Michigan Education Trust (MET) program is 
applied to the student account when the third party office 
receives a student report from MET. The following fees are not 
covered by MET: student teaching and fast track. 
REFUNDS 
When financial aid awards exceed tuition costs, academic fees, 
campus room and board, a refund will be issued to the student's 
Higher One Card. Financial aid cannot be used by the University 
to pay non-educational charges (e.g., telephone charges, parking 
fines, libnuy fines) nor can it be used to pay charges from 
semesters other than the term for which it was designated. All 
refunds are processed through Higher One. Exception: (Credit 
card payments that create a refund are credited back to the cred-
it card. If a convenience fee is paid, it is NOT refunded.) When 
a student activates their Eagle One card they are given three 
options to process their refund. The card can be used as a debit 
card, a check can be printed and mailed from Higher One or the 
balance can be transferred to a third party bank). Please see this 
site for refund inquiries: bttps:flwww.ernueaaIeone.com 
RESIDENT STATUS FOR TUITION ASSESSMENT 
Students are responsible for payment of tuition according to 
their resident or non-resident status at the time of their 
admission. If, after admission, a student feels his or her res-
idence status has changed, an application for reclassification 
along with documentation, must be submitted to Student 
Business Services no later than the end of the 100% tuition 
refund period. Failure to file an application before the dead-
line may result in not being considered for reclassification or 
refunded for the semester for which the student has regis-
tered. If an appeal is pending, and a bill is received, the stu-
dent should pay the minimum payment due on the bill. If the 
appeal is approved, any amount overpaid will be refunded. 
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT PLAN 
See EZ payment plan information above. 
LATE PAYMENT FEE 
If your payment is received after the bill due date, you will be 
charged a $33 late fee each month until it is paid in full. If the 
MINIMUM payment is not received by the due date, you will be 
charged both a late fee and an installment fee. 
Tuition Refunds for Dropping Classes . 
When you register for a class, you have contracted with the 
University to reserve space in that class and you are responsi-
ble, by virtue of your registration, for payment of tuition and 
fees. If you find that you cannot take a class, you must DROP 
THE CLASS OR CLASSES VIA THE WEB REGISTRATION SYS-
TEM or IN WRITING by the 100% drop date in order to be 
relieved of your responsibility for payment of tuition. If you 
dropped using the Web Registration system, you need to veri-
fy that the drop was processed correctly. 
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CAU Y'IOft! 
If you decide not to attend the University, you must: 
l.CANCEL ALL YOUR CLASSES at the Records 
Registration Service Counter at 303 Pierce, Service EMU at 
268 Student Center or by certified mail or by fax. A mail-in 
cancellationlwithdrawal form is included in this book for 
your convenience or you can obtain the form from the web-
site at www.emich.eduiregistrarJorms.htm. You may also 
contact Records and Registration at 734.487.2300. 
2.1f you are receiving financial aid, NOTIFY THE OFFICE OF 
FINANCIAL AID that you will not be attending. 
3.1f you are in the residence halls, CONTACT THE HOUSING 
OFFICE to arrange for CONTRACT WITHDRAWAL. 
FAILURE TO DO THE ABOVE MAY LEAVE YOU WITH 
TUITION AND HOUSING CHARGES THAT WILL NOT BE 
PAID BY FINANCIAL AID. 
Returned Checks and Charge Card 
Authorizations 
A check or charge returned from your bank or other financial 
institution unpaid (returned item) will not automatically can-
cel your registration with a refund of tuition charges. The 
University will hold you responsible for your original enroll-
ment plan unless you follow the published procedures and 
schedules for dropping classes or withdrawing. We will charge 
the returned item to your account, along with the returned 
check fee, and request immediate payment. If you do not ten-
der payment when requested, administrative action may be 
taken to place holds on future registration privileges, release 
of transcripts and other University services. You will also face 
collection action for the unpaid amount. 
TUITION APPEALS 
EMU allows the fi rst 10 percent of the semester (eight days for 
fall and winter, four days for spring and summer) to drop your 
classes with full credit, minus the non-refundable registration 
fee . . If you fail to drop within the time allotted, you will be 
charged the entire tuition and fees for the class(es). If you 
feel there is a University error that resulted in your failure to 
drop the class ( es) in a timely manner, you may file a tuition 
appeal with all supporting documentation at Student Business 
Services, 203 Pierce Hall, until 15 business days after the end 
of the semester. You must have an extenuating circumstance 
with supporting documentation for an appeal approval. 
Appeals will not be approved for changes in 
your work schedule or because you failed to 
verify a drop transaction. 
HELP! THERE'S A HOLD ON MY 
ACCOUNT SO I CAN'T REGISTER ... 
Eastern Michigan University may place a 
hold on a student's registration if either financial or academic 
performance obligations are not met. To settle your account 
and clear a financial hold, contact Student Business 
Services at 734-487-3335 or 203 Pierce Hall. You will then 
be allowed access to the Web Registration System. 
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DO NOT attempt to register before your 
appointment time. During the open 
registration period, you may register 
or add/drop any time during or after 
your scheduled appointment. 
To verify your total earned hours, see your online Academic 
Transcript accessible through your my.emich account. 
NEW UNDERGRADUATE AND TRANSFER 
STUDENTS: 
If you are a new undergraduate or transfer student, you will not 
be able to register online. You must call Academic Advising 
at 734.487.2171 to schedule an advising session. 
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO REGISTER ONLINE IF: 
• You do not have current admission status. 
• You were admitted or re-enrolled for a term, but did not 
register and need to update your admission. 
• You have been academically dismissed. 
• You try to register before your appointment time. 
• You have an academic or financial hold. 
• You are a new undergraduate or second bachelor's student 
and have not contacted the Academic Advising Office. 
• You have not registered for eight or more consecutive terms 
and need to re-enroll. 
\Neb Registration System Hours 
The my.emich.edu system is available 24 hours. Occasionally, the system may be unavailable due 
i~~~_liiiiiriii': to required maintenance. Scheduled system closures are posted at http://www.emich.edulsystemsl 
\: REMINDER: DO NOT attempt to register before your online appointment time. During the open 
online registration period, you may register or add/drop any time during or after your scheduled appointment. 
HONORS Students (admitted to University Honors 
College), DOCTORAL FELLOWS, and GRADUATE 
ASSISTANTS 
MARCH 26, WEDNESDAY 
TIME 
12 noon 
3 p.m. 
EARNED HRS. 
60 or more 
0-59 
GRADUATE Students admitted to Degree or 
Certificate Programs and Graduate Certification 
MARCH 27, THURSDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 50 or more 
11 a.m. 30-49 
2 p.m. 10-29 
4 p.m. 0-9 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
GRADUATE Students not in degree programs, POST 
BACHELORS CERnFICATE, TEACHER CERTIFICATION, 
and SECOND BACHELORS Students 
MARCH 28, FRIDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 60 or more 
11 a.m. 40-59 
2 p.m. 20-39 
4 p.m. 0-19 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
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UNDERGRADUATE POST BACHELOR NON-DEGREE 
STUDENTS 
MARCH 29, SATURDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. All 
SENIORS (earned 85 or more credit hours) 
MARCH 29, SATURDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 170 or more 
9 a.m. 150-169 
10 a.m. 130-149 
11 a.m. 126-129 
12 noon 123-125 
1 p.m. 120-122 
2 p.m. 117 -ll9 
3 p.m. 115-ll6 
4 p.m. 113-114 
5 p.m. 111-112 
6 p.m. 109-llO 
7 p.m. 106-108 
8 p.m. 103-105 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
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MARCH 31, MONDAY - SENIORS continueC! 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 101-102 
9 a.m. 99-100 
10 a.m. 97-98 
11 a.m. 95-96 
12 noon 93-94 
1 p.m. 91-92 
2 p.m. 89-90 
3 p.m. 87-88 
4 p.m. 85-86 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
JUNIORS (earned 5~4 credit hours) 
APRIL 1, TUESDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 82-84 
9 a.m. 80-81 
10 a.m. 78-79 
11 a.m. 76-77 
12 noon 74-75 
1 p.m. 72-73 
2 p.m. 70-71 
3 p.m. 68-69 
4 p.m. 66-67 
5 p.m. 64-65 
6 p.m. 62-63 
7 p.m. 59-61 
8 p.m. 56-58 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
SOPHOMORES (earned 25-55 credit hours) 
APRIL 2, WEDNESDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 53-55 
9 a.m. 50-52 
10 a.m. 48-49 
11 a.m. 46-47 
12 noon 44-45 
1 p.m. 42-43 
2 p.m. 40-41 
3 p.m. 38-39 
4 p.m. 36-37 
5 p.m. 34-35 
6 p.m. 31 -33 
7 p.m. 28-30 
8 p.m. 25-27 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
FRESHMEN (earned 0-24 credit hours) 
APRIL 3, THURSDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 24 
9 a.m. 23 
10 a.m. 22 
11 a.m. 21 
12 noon 20 
1 p.m. 19 
2 p.m. 18 
3 p.m. 17 
4 p.m. 16 
5 p.m. 15 
6 p.m. 14 
7 p.m. 13 
8 p.m. 12 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
APRIL 4, FRIDAY - FRESHMEN continued 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 11 
9 a.m. 10 
10 a.m. 9 
11 a.m. 8 
12 noon 7 
1 p.m. 6 
2 p.m. 5 
3 p.m. 4 
4 p.m. 3 
5 p.m. 2 
6 p.m. 1 
7 p.m. 0 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
. OPEN ONLINE REGISTRATION AND ADD/D'ROP: See page Gl2 in this Guide for system huurs. 
LATE ONLINE REGISTRATION & ADD/DROP: See Calendar in this Guide for additional dates and system hours. 
I 
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SAMPLE SELECTION 
S I'lI ST DP Days Class limll Camp Rm mu Inslmcl!!r 
101 Hist ofWestm Civ-1648 3 Cr 
1 DEO WWI Delph 
Delivered online. More info: www.emuonline.edu 
L 8:00a-9:15a 401 PRAY-H Purs 
L M 1 O:OOa-1 0:50a 204 PRAY-H Cassar 
L 12:30p-I:45p 417 PRAY-H Purs 
21336 L M 1 :OOp-1 :50p 401 PRAY-H Purs 
L M 5:30p-8:IOp 401 PRAY-H Purs 
102 Hist Westm Civ 1648-WWI 3 Cr 
L M 1l:00a-1l:50a AVD ROOSEV Cassar 
L M 1 O:OOa-1 0:50a 401 PRAY-H Purs 
21345 H L 12:30p-I:45p 402 PRAY-H Delph 
L M 1 :OOp-1 :50p 402 PRAY-H Erickson 
L 3:30p4:45p 401 PRAY-H Erickson 
EXPLANATION OF HEADINGS 
• CRN stands for Course Reference Number. This is a five-digit number that uniquely identifies a particular section of a course. 
• S stands for Status. This column denotes whether sections are Honors sections (H), Freshmen Interest Group sections (F), PASS 
sections (P), or CSIE Program (E). If any of these four codes appear in that column, students will not be able to register for the 
section unless they are in that particular program. Sections with no Status code are open to the general population, provided course 
restrictions and prerequisite requirements are met. 
• PIT stands for Part of Term (also used interchangeably with Sub-term). There are several Parts of Term within each term. For 
example, Spring term consists of a 7-112 week Part of Term and a 6 week Part of Term. For specific Part of Term begin and end 
dates, see Page G4. 
• ST stands for Schedule Type. The following codes are used: 
DEI = Distance Education Independent Learning 
DEO = Distance Education Fully-Online Lecture 
DLB = Distance Education Fully-Online Lab 
DLL = Distance Education Fully-Online LecturelLab 
EBR = Web Enhanced LablRecitation 
ELB = Web Enhanced Lab 
ELE = Web Enhanced Lecture 
ELL = Web-Enhanced LecturelLab 
ELR = Web Enhanced LecturelRecitation 
HLB = Hybrid Lab 
HLE = Hybrid Lecture 
H LL = Hybrid LecturelLab 
1ST = Independent Study 
L = Lecture 
LAB = Laboratory 
LBR = Combined Lab and Recitation 
LLA = Combine Lecture and Lab 
LLR = Combined Lecture, Lab and Recitation 
LRE = Combined Lecture and Recitation 
REC = Recitation 
• DP stands for Department Permission. If a DP code appears in this column for a particular section, then that section requires 
department permission. Students will be unable to register for the section until they secure authorization from the proper acade-
mic department. 
• Camp stands for Campus. This code tells where the section is held and is used to denote Continuing Education sections. If 
there is no campus code, then the class is not offered through Continuing Education and is most likely on the EMU main campus. 
For a list of Campus Codes and descriptions, please see the beginning of the schedule book. 
• Rm and Bldg denotes the Room and Building in which the class is held. For a list of Building codes and descriptions, please see 
the beginning of the schedule book. . 
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SPRING 2008 HANGTAGS 
, ': - A commuter hangtag may be ordered on the ~ ~ "!C: Web at http://ict.emich.edulservice/online. 
',~ II This link win take you to the Commuter 
= p ~ Hangtag Request application. You win be asked 
for your Campus Pipeline account name and your PIN. Hangtags 
ordered via the Web win be charged to your student account 
Hangtags ordered March 31, thru April 20, 2008, win be mailed. For 
orders placed on or after April 21, 2008, the hangtag must be picked 
up after 4 p.rn. the fonowing business day at the Public Safety 
Department located on the ground floor of the Parking Structure. Photo 
identification wiD be required to pick up the hangtag. 
There is a $25 fine for parking a vehicle on campus without a valid 
hangtag in any lot other than designated guest pay lots. Failure to dis-
play the hangtag is a violation of the parking reguIations and wiD result 
in the issuance of parking violations (tickets). A lost hangtag must be 
replaced by purchasing another from the Parking Department 
Hangtags may be purchased in person starting April 21, 2008 at the 
Parking Department, Monday through Friday, from 8:30 am. to 4:30 p.rn. 
The Parking Department win be open until 7 p.m. on May 5-8, 2008. If 
you need further information, please caD the Parking Department at 
734.487.3450 or view the Web site http://my.emich.edu. 
Vehicle registration fees: (subject to revision) 
Commuter $37.50 
Parking is aDowed between 6 a.m. to 2 a.m. with a valid hangtag. 
Overnight parking is only aDowed in resident lots with a valid guest or 
resident hangtag. 
Residents of University Apartments may purchase their hangtag by pre-
senting their current student 10, vehicle registration and a copy of their 
apartment lease to the Parking Department 
Residents of University residence haUs may purchase a resident hang-
tag at the Parking Department with their current student 10 and vehi-
cle registration. 
Graduate assistants must obtain a "Hangtag Request" form from their 
sponsoring department They must present the completed form and stu-
dent 10, in person, at the Parking Department, to obtain a hangtag. 
CAMPUS MAP INDEX (see next page for map) 
Building Index (numerical) 
Sculpture Studio 
Central Receiving 
Hoyt Conference Center . 
Heating Plant ............ .. . . . 
Parking Structure .. . 
Halle Library 
Terrestrial and Aquatics Ecology 
2 
3 
8 
10 
11 
12 
Research Facility 13 
Mark Jefferson Science Building 14 
Strong Physical Science Building . 15 
Briggs Hall 17 
McKenny Hall 18 
Administration Building 19 
Welch Hall 19 
Starkweather Hall 20 
Sherzer Hall 21 
Hover Building. . 22 
Rackham Building 23 
Geddes Town Hall School House . 24 
Bowen Field House . 25 
Warner Gymnasium .. 26 
Olds-Robb Student Recreation Center 27 
Lake House 28 
Jones Pool 
Snow Health Center .......... . . 
Porter College of Education Building 
Marshall Building .. 
King Hall .......... . . . . 
Ford Hall ............ ... . 
Martin Luther King Jr. Gardens . 
Boone Hall 
Pierce Hall ........... . 
Roosevelt Hall ............. . 
Pray-Harrold Classroom Building 
Physical Plant . 
526 SI. Johns 
Quirk Dramatic Arts BuildingfTheatre . 
Sponberg Theatre . .. 
600 W. Forest 
Alexander Music Building 
Sill Hall .................. .. . 
Coatings Research Institute 
Pease Auditorium ............ . . 
University House. 
611 W. Cross .......... . 
Corporate Education Center . 
Eagle Crest Golf Club . 
College of Business ............ . . 
Convocation Center .......... . . 
Rynearson Stadium (West Campus) 
Olds-Marshall Track (West Campus) 
Team Building (West Campus) . 
Oestrike Stadium (West Campus) 
Cooper Building ............. . . 
Student Center . . . ...... .... . 
Building Index (alphabet ical) 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
43 
51 
52 
52 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
66a 
67 
68 
70 
71 
526 SI. Johns 51 
600 W. Forest 54 
611 W. Cross. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 60 
Administration Building 19 
Alexander Music Bui lding 55 
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Boone Hall 
Bowen Field House 
Briggs Hall 
Central Receiving 
Coatings Research Institute 
College of Business 
Convocation Center 
Cooper Building .. ............. . 
Corporate Education Center. 
Eagle Crest Golf Club . 
Ford Hall 
Geddes Town Hall School House . 
. Halle Library . . 
Heating Plant 
Hover Building. 
Hoyt Conference Center 
Jones Pool .........•. .. . 
King Hall 
Lake House ............ . 
Mark Jefferson Science Building 
Marshall Building. 
Martin Luther King Jr. Gardens. 
McKenny Hall 
Oestrike Stadium (West Campus) 
Olds-Marshall Track (West Campus) 
Olds-Robb Student Recreation Center 
Parking Structure 
Pease Auditorium . . ....... .. . . . 
Physical Plant ............ . 
Pierce Hall ................. .. . 
Porter College of Education Building 
Pray-Harrold Classroom Building ... . 
Quirk Dramatic Arts BuildingfTheatre . 
Rackham Building 
Roosevelt Hall ................ .. . 
Rynearson Stadium (West Campus) 
Sculpture Studio 
Sherzer Hall . . 
Sill Hall 
Snow Health Center 
Sponberg Theatre . 
Starkweather Hall 
Strong Physical Science Building 
Student Center 
Team Building (West Campus) . 
Terrestrial and Aquatics Ecology 
Research Facility 
University House. 
Warner Gymnasium 
Welch Hall. 
Housing and Dining Facilities 
Best Residence Hall . 
Brown Apartments 
Buell Residence Hall . 
Cornell Courts Apartments . 
Dining Commons ONE ... j . 
Dining Services. 
36 
25 
17 
3 
57 
64 
65 
70 
62 
63 
34 
24 
12 
10 
22 
8 
29 
33 
28 
14 
32 
35 
18 
68 
66a 
27 
11 
58 
43 
37 
31 
39 
52 
23 
38 
66 
2 
21 
56 
30 
52 
20 
15 
71 
67 
13 
59 
26 
19 
50 
16A 
40 
1 
48 . ,. 
48 
49 
44 
Downing Residence Hall . . 
Eastern Eateries ... 
Goddard Residence Hall 
Hill Residence Hall ........• . . 
Housing Office ........ . . 
... . 53A 
5 
48 
Hoyt Tower. 6 
Jones Residence Hall . 53 
Munson Residence Hall 16 
Phelps Residence Hall 42 
Pittman Residence Hall. 7 
Putnam Residence Hall 45 
Sellers Residence Hall 41 
Village Residence Halls 4 
Walton Residence Hall 46 
Westview Apartments (West Campus) 69 
Wise Residence Hall . 47 
Department Index 
Admissions ........ ........ . ..... 37 
Alumni Relations . . . ... 61 
Career Services Center ..... 33 
Cashier's Office ......... . .•...... 37 
Children'S Institute ...... . .. • ...... 23 
Crime Prevention Office ...... 7 
Graduate School. . .20 
Housing .............. .... • . ... . .48 
Human Resources .........•...... 30 
Mail Room ....................... 3 
Parking Department ..... 11 
Public Information ..... 19 
Public Safety. . ............ 11 
Purchasing ............ . ..... 43 
Registration . . ....... .... 37 
Shipping and Receiving ...... 3 
Special Education ............ . .... 31 
Student Government .............. 71 
Student Involvement. . .. 71 
University Publications ... .48 
WEMU-89FM .... 33 
Parking Facilit.ies Index 
Commuter Hangtag Parking 
S ..................... Ann Street Lot 
D2 ..... Bowen Lot (Commuter Sections) 
N . .Bowman-Roosevelt Lot (after 5 p.m.) 
V ... College of Business Structure 
Q .... Ford Lot A (after 7:30 p.m.) 
R .................. Ford Lot B 
C ................. . Hoyt Lot 
U .................... Key Bank Lot 
(after 6 p.m., M-Th, fall and winter) 
Z ..................... Mayhew Lot 1 
Z2 ................ . ... Mayhew Lot 2 
F .McKenny Staff Lot (after 5 p.m.) 
L ..... Normal Street Lot (after 6:30 p.m.) 
I . . .North Campus Lot 1 
B ................ North Campus Lot 2 
D1 ..... Oakwood Lot (North) 
E .... Oakwood Lot (South) 
o ,. .. , I , ' , " ~ ~ . .. .Parking Structure 
'02 .............. Pease Loi 
P ... Pease Lot (after 5 p.m.) 
T ...... .sill Lot (after 5 p.m.) 
W . . . ... . .washington Street Lot 
G15 
Graduate Assistant Hangtag Parking 
S . . ... Ann Street Lot 
D2 .... . . . .. Bowen Lot 
N .. Bowman-Roosevelt Lot 
V ........ College of Business Structure 
Q ............ Ford Lot (after 7:30 p.m.) 
C ................. . ....... Hoyt Lot 
U .... . . . .............. Key Bank Lot 
(after 6 p.m. ,M-TH, fall and winter) 
Z . . ... Mayhew Lot 1 
Z2 ................... Mayhew Lot 2 
F .... McKenny Staff Lot (after 5 p.m.) 
L .... Normal Street Lot (after 6:30 p.m.) 
I ................. North Campus Lot 1 
B ................ North Campus Lot 2 
D1 .... Oakwood Lot (North) 
E ..... • . • .• . .... Oakwood Lot (South) 
D ... Parking Structure 
02 ............... Pease Lot 
P ..... Pease Lot (after 5 p.m.) 
T ....... . •. . ........... . Sill Lot 
M .. . Snow Lot 
W ............. .washington Street Lot 
Faculty/Staff Hangtag Parking 
S . . .Ann Street Lot 
D2 ......... . . .... Bowen Lot 
N ......... . ... Bowman-Roosevelt Lot 
V ........ College of Business Structure 
Q. . ................... . Ford Lot A 
C ............. . ....... . . Hoyt Lot 
U ................. Key Bank Lot 
(after 6 p.m.,M-TH, fall and winter) 
H ........ Mark Jefferson Lot 
Z ............... . ...... Mayhew Lot I 
Z2 .... . Mayhew Lot 2 
F . . . .McKenny Staff Lot 
L .... . . .•. •. . ... Normal Street Lot A 
L2 .... 611 W. Cross Lot 
D1 ......... Oakwood Lot (North) 
E .Oakwood Lot (South) 
D .Parking Structure 
02 ....... Pease Lot 
P ....... • . • .............. Pease Lot 
T . . .Sill Lot 
M .... Snow Lot 
W ............. .washington Street Lot 
Reserved Parking Areas 
Y .................... Ford Reserved 
K .................. Normal Reserved 
J ................... Smith Reserved 
Guest Parking Areas 
T2 ......... Alexander Lot ($1 per hour) 
G . . ... McKenny Lot ($1 per hour) 
o ... Pease Lot ($1 per hour) 
D3 ...... Oakwood Paid Lot ($1 per hour) 
A • .StudeQt Center Lot ($1 per hour) 
Residence Hangtag Parking Lots ' 
C ............ . ....... .. . .. Hoyt Lot 
Z ....... Mayhew Lot 1 
I . . ... North Campus Lot 1 
B ..........•..... North Campus Lot 2 
Z2 ............ Mayhew Lot 2 
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II 
Corporate Education Center, 
Golf Course and EMU Foundation 
7 
/ 
" 
EMERGENCY 911 iIjiiIiiIijiiI SHUTTlE PICKUP 
'. 
./ 
EMERGENCY INFORMATION PHONE 
Red on Map It ACCESSIBLE PARKING 
w+. 
All University meters enforced 
7 •. m. to 10 p.m. 
Monday through Frkiay 
lot signs take precedence ' 
' PwIdng_~lOc:t'owIIIII 
• SERVICE PARKING 
~ MOTORCYCLE PARKING 
-
-
-
STAFF/FACULTY PARKING 
PREMIUM RESERVED PARKING 
Spodal perm~ required 
FAMILY HOUSING RESIDENT PARKING 
Main Campus 
~ ACCESSIBLE BUILDING 
, PARKING METERS 
(Slperhour) 
c:::J 
~ 
-~ 
COMMUTER PARKING 
COMMUTER!STAFFIFACUlTY/GRADUATE ASST PARKING 
COMMUTERISTAFFIFACULTY/GRADUATE ASST 
RESIDENCE HALL PARKING 
PAID GUEST PARKING !'eo_ .... 
COMMUTERIGUESTIFACULTYISTAFF/GRADUATE ASST PARKING 
Fee required forgu&st parking 
RESIDENT PARKING 
CRN 2 prr ST DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm ~ 
Geography 
GEOG 674 Professional Publicatn/Report 
30645 5 L DP 
GEOG 687 Intern Geography/Geology 
30646 5 L DP 
GEOG 688 Intern Geography/Geology 
30647 5 L DP 
GEOG 689 Intern Geography/Geology 
30648 \ 5 L DP 
32224 1 L DP 
GEOG 690 Thesis 
30649 5 L DP 
GEOG 691 Thesis 
30650 5 DP 
GEOG 692 Thesis 
30651 5 DP 
GEOG 697 Independent Study 
30652 51ST DP 
GEOG 698 Independent Study 
30653 51ST DP 
GEOG 699 Independent Study 
30654 51ST DP 
31528 1ST DP 
German 
GERN 261 Intro to Professnl Lang Study 
32535 1 DEO WW1 
32535 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
GERN 497 Independent Study 
30207 1 1ST DP 
GERN 498 Independent Study 
30208 1 1ST DP 
GERN 499 Independent Study 
30209 1 1ST DP 
GERN 697 Independent Study 
30210 1 1ST DP 
GERN 698 Independent Study 
30211 1 1ST DP 
GERN 699 Independent Study 
30212 1 1ST DP 
Gerontology 
GERT 478 Special Topics 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
STAFF 
6.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Zinggeler 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
. 2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
( 
CRN 2 prr §I DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm 
Section Title: Aging Through Eyes of the Old 
31347 1 L R 5:00p-8:20p 
GERT 488 Practicum/Seminar 
30655 1 L M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 489 Practicum/Seminar 
30656 1 L M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 497 Independent Study 
30657 DP 
GERT 498 Independent Study 
30658 DP 
GERT 499 Independent Study 
30659 DP 
GERT 515 Sexuality and Aging 
32888 5 L S 8:30a-4:00p WC5 
F 12:30p-8:00p 
32888 Start Date: 6/6/2008 End Date: 61712008 
GERT 523 Desgn Prgm- People wi Dementia 
32889 L 
L 
L 
F 9:00a-4:00p WC5 
S 9:00a-4:00p 
S 9:00a-4:00p 
S 9:00a-4:00p 
GERT 532 Aging Through Eyes ofthe Old 
31348 1 L R 5:00p-8:20p 
GERT 688 Gerontology Practicum 
30660 1 L ,~ M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 689 Gerontology Practicum 
30661 1 L M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 697 Independent Study 
30662 1 1ST DP 
GERT 698 Independent Study 
30665 DP 
GERT 699 Independent Study 
30666 1 1ST DP 
Health & Human Serves Intrdspl 
IHHS 110 Rediscovering Your Creativity 
31741 5 L M 3:00p-5:10p 
31742 5 L 3:00p-5:10p 
Schuster 
2.0 Cr 
Schuster 
3.0 Cr 
Schuster 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
MARSHL Grabinski 
MARSHL 
2.0 Cr 
MARSHL STAFF 
MARSHL 
MARSHL 
MARSHL 
2.0 Cr 
Schuster 
2.0 Cr 
Schuster 
3.0 Cr 
Schuster 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
32920 5 
W 
S 
F 
9:00a-5:00p WC 1 224 PORTER Chiasson 
L 4:00p-9:00p 224 PORTER 
32920 Course meets 1 weekend: 5/9-10 
32920 Start Date: 5/9/2008 End Date: 5/10/2008 
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, Health & Hu~an Serves Intrdspl 
IHHS 226 Computers for Health&Human Svc 
32537 1 DEO WW1 
32537 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
32554 1 DEO WW1 
32554 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
.IHHS 260 Aglng-lnfncy:Life Crse Retrosp 
32964 1 DEO WW1 
32964 Delivered Online, More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
IHHS 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Bioterrorism 
32828 1 HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 
HLE R 
HLE R 
10:00a-4:00p 
10:00a-4:00p 
Section Title: Creative Problem Solving 
31740 5 L MW 5:30p-8:40p 
IHHS 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Bioterrorism 
32757 1 HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 
HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 
Health Administration 
HLAD 387 Co-op Educ In Health Adminstr 
31202 1 CP 
HLAD 488 Internship 
30754 5 L blP T 5:30p-8:20p 
HLAD 497 Independent Study 
31069 1 1ST 
HLAD 498 Independent Study 
~0755 51ST DP 
HLAD 499 Independent Study 
31070 1 1ST 
HLAD 510 Medical Care Organizatn 
31063 1 L TR 5:30p-S:20p 
HLAD 520 Healthcare Mgmt Theory 
32644 · 1 HLE M 5:30p-8:30p BR5 
32644 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www,ce.emich,edu 
HLAD 697 Independent Study 
31071 1 1ST 
HLAD 698 Independent Study 
31072 1 1ST 
HLAD 699 Independent Study 
31073 1 1ST, 
Health Education 
HLED 210 Red Cross First Aid 
Spring Class Schedule as o~ 2/6/2008 
203 
203 
203 
203 
203 
113 
101 
~ Instructor 
3.0 Cr 
Holmes 
Holmes 
3.0 Cr 
Brooks 
3.0 Cr 
MARSHL Nelson 
MARSHL 
MARSHL 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
MARSHL Nelson 
MARSHL 
3.0 Cr 
Croxall 
6.0 Cr 
MARSHL Croxall 
1.0 Cr 
Croxall 
2.0 Cr 
Croxall 
3.0 Cr 
Croxall 
3.0 Cr 
MARSHL Douglass 
3.0 Cr 
BRIGHT Croxall 
1.0 Cr ' 
Croxall 
2.0 Cr 
Croxall 
3.0 Cr 
Croxall 
2.0 Cr 
CRN .s.PfT §I DP Qm Class Time Camp 
31785 5 L MW 1:00p-3:15p 
32900 L S 9:00a-4:00p WC1 
L S 9:00a-4:00p 
L U 9:00a-4:00p 
L U 9:00a-4:00p 
32900 Course meets 2 weekends: 5/10-11 & 5/17-18 
32900 Start Date: 5/10/2008 End Date: 5/18/2008 
HLED 320 Health Educ Elem Grades 
31787 1 L W 5:00p-8:30p 
HLED 355 Health Educ Program Planning 
32896 5 L MW 5:00p-8:20p LV1 
32896 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu 
HLED 450 Health Education Assessment 
31307 5 L MW 9:30a-12:45p 
HLED 460 Concepts in SexualltY'Educatio 
32847 5 L TR 12:00p-3:15p 
HLED 570 Measurement In Health Ed 
32897 5 L MW 5:00p--8:20p LV5 
32897 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emlch,edu 
HLED 597 Independent Study , 
31308 51ST DP 
HLED 598 Independent Study 
31497 1 1ST DP 
HLED 599 , Independent Study 
31309 51ST DP 
HLED 697 Independent Study 
31311 51ST DP 
HLED 698 Independent Study 
31312 51ST DP 
HLED 699 Independent Study 
31313 51ST DP 
Health Promotion & Human Perf 
HPHP 505 Basic Statistics in Physical E 
32949 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p LV5 
32949 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emlch,edu 
Historic Preservation 
GHPR 387 Co-op Educ in HistoricPresrvtn 
30667 5 DP 
GHPR 436 Historic Preservation Project 
Section Title: Historic Presrvtn FieldProject 
31918 5 L 
Rm 
111 
111 
111 
111 
111 
101 
101 
~ Instructor 
WARNER Sweet 
WARNER Sigda 
WARNER 
WARNER 
WARNER 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Cowdery 
3.0 Cr 
MARSHL Karshin 
3.0 Cr 
MARSHL McCarthy 
3.0 Cr 
Karshin 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Henman 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Historic Preservation 
GHPR 479 · Special Topics 
Section Title: Issues in American Architectur 
32837 5 L S 9:00a-4:00p BR 1 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
S 
U 
U 
W 
W 
F 
F 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
5:00-9:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
32837 Meets at EMU-Brighton: WWW.ce.emich.edu 
GHPR 487 Co-op Educ in HistoricPresrvtn 
30668 5 DP 
GHPR 488 
30669 5 
Internship 
DP 
GHPR 489 Internship 
30670 .5 DP 
GHPR 490 
30671 5 
Internship 
DP 
GHPR 497 Independent Study 
30672 5 DP 
. GHPR 498 Independent Study 
30673 5 DP 
GHPR 499 Independent Study 
30674 5 DP 
GHPR 587 
30675 5 
Co-op Educ In Cultrl Rsrc Mgmt 
DP 
GHPR 592 Special Topics 
Section Title:' Issues in American Architectur 
32838 5 L S 9:00a-4:00p BR5 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
S 
U 
U 
W 
W 
F 
F 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
5:00-9:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
5:00p-~:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
32838 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.ce.emich,edu 
GHPR 636 Historic Presrvtn Field Projct 
31917 5 L 
GHPR 687 Intern Cultrl Rsrc Mgt 
30676 5 L DP 
GHPR 688 Intern Cultrl Rsrc Mgt 
30677 5 DP 
GHPR 689 Intern Cultrl Rsrc Mgt 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
BRIGHT Conwa~ 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT • 
BRIGHI 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
STAFF 
6.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
BRIGHT Conway 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
BRIGHT 
3.0 Cr 
Ligibel 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
STAFF 
6.0 Cr 
CRN ~ prr ill: DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm §!gg Instructor 
STAFF 30678 5 DP 
GHPR 690 Historic Preservtn Pro] 
30679 5 L DP 
GHPR 691 Historic Preservtn Pro] 
30680 5 L DP 
GHPR 692 Historic Preservtn Proj 
30681 5 L DP 
GHPR 697 Independent Study 
30535 1 1ST 
GHPR 698 Independent Study 
30683 51ST DP 
GHPR 699 Independent Study 
30537 1ST DP 
History 
HIST 100 Comp Study of Religion 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
31606 ELE MTR 10:00a-11:50a 402 PRAY -H Schmitz 
32839 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p DT1 
32839 Meets at tMU-Detroit: www,ce.emich.edu 
HIST 101 Hist of Westrn Civ-1648 
32624 1 DEO WW1 
32624 Delivered Online, More Info: www.emuonline,edu 
NWAC Whitters 
3.0 Cr 
Delph 
HIST 103 20th Century Civilization 3.0 Cr 
32626 1 DEO WW1 Long 
32626 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30685 1 ELE MTR 1 0:00a-11 :50a 403 PRA)r' -H Engwenyu 
HIST 109 World History to 1500 
32627 1 DEO WW1 
32627 Delivered Online. More Info: www:emuonline.edu 
3.0 Cr 
Long 
HIST 110 World History Since 1500 3.0 Cr 
32632 1 bEO WW1 Delph 
32632 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30686 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 402 PRAY -H Citino 
HIST 115 Making Amer Soc: Race,Ethnic 3.0 Cr 
32493 1 ELE MTR 2:00p-3:50p 404 PRAY -H Higbee 
HIST 123 The U.S. to 1877 
32633 1 DEI CE IL 1 
32633 Register at http://ce.emich,edulindependenUearning.html 
32634 1 DEO WW1 
32634 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
3.0 Cr 
Higbee 
Pritchard 
31610 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 405 PRAY-H Nation 
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History 30717 51ST DP' STAFF 
HIST 124 The U.S., 1877 to Present 3.0Cr HIST 534 Soclal/Polltcl His of MI 3.0 Cr 32635 1 DEI CE IL1 Higbee 32636 1 DEO WW5 Vinyard 
32635 Register at http://ce,emlch,edu/independenLieaming,html 32636 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu 
31611 1 L MTR 8:00a·9:50a 402 PRAY·H Hamel 
32840 9 L MTWR 8:00a·2:00p TC1 TRAVRS Mayemik HIST 592 Special Topics 3.0 Cr 
FU Section Title: Death of the Wehrmacht 
L S 4:00p-9:00p TRAVRS 30732 5 L MTR 3:00p·4:50p 402 PRAY·H Citino 
32840 Exact times and syllabus: www,ce,emlch,edu/oneweektc Section Title: Civil War Battlefield Tour 
32842 1 L CE MTWR OC5 Ramold 
HIST 300W Researching & Writing History 3.0 Cr FSU 
32494 1 ELE MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 403 PRAY·H Schmitz 32842 Civil War Battlefield Tour: www,ce,emlch,edu/civllwar 
32842 Start Date: 6/17/2008 End Date: 6/24/2008 
HIST 315 Hlst of Black Americans 3.0Cr 
31330 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 403 PRAY·H Higbee HIST 597 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
31330 Emphasizes Historical Writing 31473 1 1ST DP STAFF 
HIST 323 Greek History 3.0 Cr HIST 687 Co-op Education In History 3.0 Cr 
31612 1 L MTR 9:00a·10:50a 404 PRAY·H Holoka 30733 5 CP DP STAFF 
HIST 324 Roman History 3.0 Cr HIST 689 Local History Internship 3.0 Cr 
31613 1 L MTR 12:00p·1 :50p 404 PRAY·H Holoka 30734 5 L DP STAFF 
HIST 348 20th Century Africa 3.0 Cr HIST 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr 
30700 1 ELE MTR 8:00a·9:50a 403 PRAY·H Engwenyu 30735 5 L DP STAFF 
HIST 365 The Old South 3.0 Cr HIST 691 Thesis 2.0 Cr 
32498 1 ELE MTR 1 0:00a·11 :50a 405 PRAY·H Nation 30737 5 L DP STAFF 
. 
HIST 379 Special TopiCS 3.0 Cr HIST 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Civil War Battlefield Tour 30738 5 DP STAFF 
32841 1 L CE MTWR OC1 Ramold 
FSU HIST 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32841 Civil War Battlefield Tour. www.ce.emlch,edu/civllwar 30538 1 1ST DP STAFF 
32841 Start Date: 6/1712008 End Date: 612412008 
HIST 387 Co-op Education In History 3.0 Cr HIST 698 Independent Study 
2.0 Cr 
30747 51ST DP STAFF 
30703 5 CP DP STAFF 
HIST 479 Special Topics 3.0 Cr HIST 699 Independent Study 
3.0 Cr 
30750 51ST DP STAFF 
Section Title: Death of the Wehnmacht 
30440 1 L MTR 3:00p-4:50p 402 PRAY·H Citlno lIotel &; Restaurant Mgmt 
HIST 481 Teaching Social Studies 3.0 Cr HRM 150 Sanltatlon-Hospltalty IndUstry 2.0 Cr 
31869 1 L TR 10:00a·12:40p 401 PRAY·H Olwell 32907 1 L TR 9:30a·10:45a 112 ROOSEV Roberson Jr 
HIST 487 Co-op Education In History 3.0 Cr HRM 287 Co-op Education In HrM 1.0 Cr 
30705 DP STAFF 
. 30759 5 CP DP STAFF 
HIST 489 Internship 3.0 Cr HRM 288 Co-op Education In HM 2.0 Cr 
30492 1 L STAFF 30761 5 CP DP STAFF 
HIST 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr HRM 289 Co-op Education In HRM 3.0 Cr 30763 5 CP DP STAFF 30706 51ST DP STAFF 
HIST 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr HRM 387 Co-op EdUcation In HM 
1.0 Cr 
30765 5 CP DP STAFF 30712 5 DP STAFF 
HIST 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/611008 Poge 40 
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Hotel & Restaurant Mgnit 
ISEC 543 Sys Op Envlr for Info Sec Admn 2.0Cr 
HRM 388 Co-op Education In HM 2.0Cr 32891 1 HLE 5:30p-8:00p SILL Klnczkowski 
30766 5 ,CP DP STAFF Information Systems 
HRM 389 Co-op Education In HM 3.0Cr IS 215 End-User Computing 3.0 Cr 
30490 1 CP STAFF 31098 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 102 OWEN STAFF 
HRM 441 Commercial Purchasing 3.0Cr 31117 1 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p 102 OWEN Chou 
32912 1 L MW 9:00a-11 :30a 113 ROOSEV Roberson Jr 
IS 247 Intro Web Application Oevelpmn 3.0Cr 
HRM 465 Advanced Topics In Hosp Mgmt 3.0 Cr 31119 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 301M OWEN STAFF 
32908 1 L TR 5:30p-8:20p 112 ROOSEV Jogaratnam 
IS 315 ObjeCt-Oriented Appl Oevelpmnt 3.0 Cr 
HRM 470 Hospltlty Industry Mktg 3.0 Cr 32742 1 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p 216 OWEN MrdalJ 
32913 1 L TR 1:30p4:40p 113 ROOSEV Gregory 
IS 380 Introduction to Databaaes 3.0Cr 
HRM 496 Strategies In Hospitality Mgmt 3.0 Cr 31920 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 301M OWEN Chung 
32909 1 L MW 1:00p4:00p 117 ROOSEV Gregory 
IS 387 Co-op Educ in Info Systems 3.0Cr 
HRM 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 32349 1 CP DP STAFF 
31239 liST DP STAFF 
IS 487 Co-op Educ in Info Systems 3.0 Cr 
HRM 498 Independent Study 2.0Cr 32350 1 CP DP STAFF 
31240 1 1ST DP STAFF 
IS 589 Information Systems Internship 3.0 Cr 
HRM 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 31537 1 L STAFF 
31241 1ST DP STAFF 
IS 624 Web Servers&System Software 3.0Cr 
31406 liST DP STAFF 32740 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 216 OWEN Lee 
HRM 587 Co-op Education In HM 3.0 Cr IS 625 Info Systems Project Mgmt 3.0 Cr 
30778 5 DP STAFF 31919 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 216 OWEN Farah 
HRM 610 Adv Topics In Hsptlty Mngmnt 3.0 Cr Integrated Marketing Communic 
32911 1 L TR 5:30P:8:20P 112 ROOSEV Jogaratnam IMC 604 Marketing Communication Relear 3.0 Cr 
32713 IDEO WWO Edwards 
HRM 683 Workahop 3.0 Cr 32713 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 30780 5 L DP STAFF 
32713 Start Date: 5/13/2008 End Date: 71712008 
HRM 685 Hospitality Operatns Mgmt Prj 3.0 Cr IMC 605 Creative Message Strategy 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Hospitality Operatns Mgmt 32714 1 DEO WWO Sasser 
31971 1 L STAFF 32714 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
HRM 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32714 Start Date: 5/13/2008 End Date: 71712008 
30783 _51ST DP STAFF IMC 606 Multi-Channel Media I 3.0Cr 
32717 1 DEO WWO Sasser 
HRM 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 32717 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 30784 51ST DP STAFF 32717 Start Date: 5/13/2008 End Date: 71712008 
HRM 699 Independent Study' 3.0 Cr IMC 607 Multl·Channel Media II 3.0Cr 
30785 51ST DP STAFF 32718 IDEO WWO Edwards 
. Industrial Distribution 32718 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32718 Start Date: 5/13/2008 End Date: 71712008 
10 440 Inventory Strategiea In Olstr 3.0 Cr 
31889 1 L MW 8:00a-4:00p STAFF IMC 609 PubliC Relations 3.0 Cr 
32719 IDEO WWO Cummings Information Security 
32719 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
ISEC 542 Info Sy. Secur Overview Mgl'll 3.0 Cr 32719 Start Date: 5/1312008 End Date: 71712008 
32890 1 HLE 5:30p-l0:00p SILL Klnczkowski 
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Integrated Marketing Communic 
IMC 631 Campaigns 
32720 1 DEO WWO 
32720 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32720 Start Date: 5/13/2008 End Date: 71712008 
Interior Design 
IDE 218 Hist of Interiors:Ancient-1800 
32258 1 L TR 6:00p-7:40p 
IDE 378 Special Topics 
Section Title: Kitchen Design 
32041 1 L DP TR 6:30p-9:50p 
IDE 501 Problems In Interiot Design 
32234 1 HLL 
IDE 687 Practicum 
32223 1 L DP 
IDE 689 Practicum 
32222 DP 
IDE 690 Thesis '" 
30789 5 L DP 
IDE 691 Thesis I 
30790 5 L DP 
IDE 692 Thesis II 
30791 5 L DP 
International Business 
18 279 Special Topics 
Section Title: Study Abroad In China 
32981 1 L AP1 
32981 Start Date: 5/13/2008 End Date: 5/26/2008 
18 499 Independent Study 
32707 1 1ST 
18 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Study Abroad In China 
32983 5 L AP5 
32983 Start Date: 5/13/2008 End Date: 5/26/2008 
18 699 Independent Study 
32706 1 1ST 
Japanese 
JPNE 212 
31591 1 L 
Journalism 
JRNL 215 
• 31962 1 L 
Intermediate Japane'se II 
MTWR 5:30p-8:00p 
News Writing & Reporting 
TR 6:30p-9:10p 
JRNL 306W Feature Writing 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
Sader 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Schoenherr 
3.0 Cr 
Schoenherr 
3.0 Cr 
Schoenherr 
3.0 Cr 
Schoenherr 
5.0 Cr 
218A ALEXAN Petty 
312 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Simmons 
3.0 Cr 
Qfill. ~ PIT ill: DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm lliQg Instructor 
32412 1 L MW 9:00a-11 :40a 608 PRAY -H Schlagheck 
JRNL 312 Intro Public Relations 3.0 Cr 
32065 1 L MW 9:00a-11 :40a 314 PRAY-H Cummings 
JRNL 314 Writing for Public Relations 
32371 1 L MW .9:00a-11:40a 312 
JRNL 387 Co-op Educ in JournlsmlPub Rei 
30230 DP 
JRNL 423 Magazine Article Writing 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Motschall 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
32413 1 L MW 1:00p-3:40p 609 PRAY -H Schlag heck 
JRNL 454 Contemp Prblms in Jrnlsm 3.0 Cr 
31287 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:40p 306 PRAY -H .Slmmons 
JRNL 487 Co-op Educ in Journlsm/Pub Rei 
30231 1 CP DP 
JRNL 488 Intern Journalism/Pub RI 
31254 1 L DP 
JRNL 489 Intern Journalism/Pub RI 
30233 1 L DP 
JRNL 490 Intern JournallsmlPub/RI 
30234 1 L DP 
JRNL 497 Independent Study 
30235 DP 
JRNL 498 Independent Study 
30236 1 1ST DP 
JRNL 499 Independent Study 
30237 1 1ST DP 
Law 
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Bus 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Ct 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
30028 ELE TR 9:00a-11 :40a 318 OWEN Victor 
31365 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 318 OWEN Victor 
LAW 403 Employment Law 3.0 Cr 
32721 1 DEO WW1 Delebaugh 
32721 Delivered Online. More Inlo: www.emuonline.edu 
LAW 411 Sports Law 
32785 1 DEO WW1 
32785 Delivered Online. More Inlo: www.emuonllne.edu 
LAW 
32722 
503 Law, Enterprise, & Ethics 
1 DEO WW5 
32722 Delivered Online. More Inlo: www.emuonline.edu 
LAW 
32790 
511 Sports Law 
1 DEO WW5 
32790 Delivered Online. More Inlo: www.emuonline.edu 
3.0 Cr 
Delebaugh 
3.0 Cr 
Bartorl 
3.0 Cr 
Delebaugh 
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Law 
LAW 540 Employment Law 
32723 1 DEO WW5 
32723 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Legal Assisting 
LEGL 416 Legal Assistant Internship 
31126 1 L DP MW 5:30p·8:00p 
LEGL 417 Legal Asstnce Cntr Clin Exper 
31127 1 L DP TR 6:00p-8:30p 
LEGL 497 Independent Study 
30031 1ST DP 
31407 1 1ST DP 
LEGL 498 Independent Study 
30032 1 1ST DP 
LEGL 499 Independent Study 
31408 1 1ST DP 
Linguistics 
LING 497 Independent Study 
30238 1 1ST DP 
LING 498 Independent Study 
30239 DP 
LING 
30240 
LING 
30241 
LING 
30242 
499 Independent Study 
1 1ST DP 
692 Thesis 
1 L DP 
697 Independent Study 
1 1ST DP 
LING 698 Independent Study 
30243 DP 
LING 699 Independent Study 
30244 1 1ST DP 
Literature 
LITR 100 Reading of Literature 
141 SILL 
3.0 Cr 
Defebaugh 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Harbour 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
31976 1 L TR 1:00p-3:40p 319 PRAY-H Eiss 
LlTR 101 Reading of Lit: Fiction 
32772 1 • DEO WW1 
32772 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32773 1 DEO WW1 
32773 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LITR 102 Reading of Lit: Poetry 
32774 1 DEO WW1 
32774 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
Csicsila 
Csicsila 
3.0 Cr 
Tange 
CRN ~ PIT g DP Q.m Class Time Camp Rm ~ Instructor 
Tange 32775 1 DEO WW1 
32775 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32561 1 L TR 9:00a-11:40a 417 PRAY-H Jones 
LlTR 103 Reading of Lit: Drama 
32685 1 DEO WW1 
3.0 Cr 
Alvarado 
32685 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32686 1 DEO WW1 Alvarado 
32686 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LlTR 160 African American Literature 3.0 Cr 
31981 1 L MW 9:00a-11:40a 320 PRAY-H Cunningham 
LlTR 161 Native American Literature 3.0 Cr 
31833 TR 9:00a-11:40a 307 PRAY -H Burlingame 
31834 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:40p 307 PRAY -H Burlingame 
LlTR 163 Jewish·Amer Lit & Culture 3.0 Cr 
32431 1 L MW 11 :00a-1 :40p 401 PRAY-H Shichtman 
LlTR ~1 0 Intro to Shakespeare 3.0 Cr 
32427 1 L MW 1 :00p-3:40p 306 PRAY -H Holkeboer 
LlTR 251 The Bible as Literature 3.0 Cr 
32426 1 L MW 9:00a-11:40a 417 PRAY-H Holkeboer 
LlTR 309 Devlpmt of American Lit 3.0 Cr 
32424 1 L TR 9:00a-11 :40a 320 PRAY·H Csicsila 
360 Recent Trends Brit & Amer Litr LlTR 
30346 1 L MW 8:30a-11:10a 319 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Bruss 
LlTR 
32560 
LlTR 
32563 
421 Studies in the American Novel 
1 L TR1 :00p-3:40p 401 
430 Studies in Drama 
1 L MW 2:30p-5:10p 319 
LlTR 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Violence/Love in 17th Century 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Csicsila 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Shichtman 
3.0 Cr 
32562 ' 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:40p 406 PRAY-H Jones 
LlTR 497 Independent Study 
30165 1 1ST DP 
LlTR 498 Independent Study 
30168 DP 
LlTR 499 Independent Study 
30169 1 1ST DP 
LlTR 697 Independent Study 
30170 Dp · 
LlTR 698 Independent Study 
30172 DP 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Literature 
LlTR 699 Independent Study 
30173 1 1ST DP 
Management 
MGMT 202 Business Communication 
32843 1 DEI CE IL 1 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0Cr 
Waltman 
32843 Register at http://ce.emich.edu/independenllearning.html 
32762 1 DEO WW1 Isenhour 
32762 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30008 1 ELE MW 9:00a-11:40a 317 OWEN Endres 
30009 
30010 
ELE TR 1:00p-3:40p 
ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 
230 OWEN Day 
230 OWEN Barley 
MGMT 381 Co-op Education in Management 1.0 Cr 
30495 1 CP DP Day 
MGMT 382 Co-op Education in Management 2.0 Cr 
30496 1 CP DP Day 
MGMT 384 Human Resource Mgmt 3.0 Cr 
30011 1 ELl: TR 1 :00p-3:40p 317 OWEN McEnery 
MGMT 386 Orgznl Behavior & Theory 3.0 Cr 
30012 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p 114 OWEN Knechtges 
30013 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 114 OWEN Camp 
MGMT 387 Co-op Education in Management 
30014 1 CP DP 
MGMT 388 Intro to Entrepreneurshp 
32777 1 DEO WW1 
32777 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MGMT 403 Mangrl Commun:Thry&Applc 
30015 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 315 
32844 1 HLE T 5:00p-7:40p LV1 
32844 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
MGMT 450 Leadership Theories and Pract 
32778 1 DEO WW1 
32778 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MGMT 460 Management Skills 
OWEN 
3.0 Cr 
Day 
3.0 Cr 
Wong 
3.0 Cr 
Waltman 
EMULIV Krolik 
3.0 Cr 
Waltman 
3.0 Cr 
30016 1 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p 317 OWEN Endres 
30016 TBA: Additional meeting one Friday 8am-1pm 
MGMT 480W Mgt Responsibility & Ethics 
32845 1 HLE R 1 :00p-3:40p LV1 
32845 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Milner 
MGMT 484 Management-Union Relations 3.0 Cr 
32610 1 ELE TR 9:00a-11:40a 317 OWEN Knechtges 
MGMT 486 Organizationl Change&Team Bldg 3.0 Cr 
30017 1 ELE TR 1:00p-3:40p 315 OWEN Wong 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
CRN .s. prr.s.I DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm !lli!9. 
MGMT 487 Co-op Education in Management 
30018 1 CP DP 
MGMT 490 Business Policy 
32781 1 DEO WW1 
32781 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
3.0 Cr 
Day 
3.0 Cr 
Newell 
30019 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 315 OWEN Chowdhury 
30020 1 ELE MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
MGMT 497 Independent Study 
30022 1 1ST DP 
MGMT 498 Independent Study 
30023 1 1ST DP 
230 OWEN Bane~i 
1.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
2.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
MGMT 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30024 1 1ST DP Wagner-Mar 
MGMT 505 Org Behavior & Communications 3.0 Cr 
32608 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9: 1 Op 315 OWEN STAFF 
MGMT 600 Management Skills 
·32846 1 HLE MW 6:30p-9: 1 Op LV5 
32846 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV McEnery 
MGMT 604 Strategic Communication&Ethics 3.0 Cr 
Vielhaber 32783 1 DEO WW5 
32783 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32611 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 317 OWEN Day 
MGMT 618 
32849 
Staffing Organizations 
ELE S 9:00a-4:00p 
ELE S 
ELE S 
ELE S 
ELE F 
ELE F 
ELE F 
ELE F 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
6:00-9:00p 
6:00p-9:00p 
6:00p-9:00p 
6:00p-9:00p 
LV5 
32849 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Camp 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
MGMT 648 Commun & Organztnl Development 3.0 Cr 
32609 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 317 OWEN Vielhaber 
MGMT 696 Strategic Management 
30493 ELE MW 6:30p-9: 1 Op 
32850 HLE S 
HLE S 
HLE S 
9:00a-4:00p LV5 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
32850 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
MGMT 697 Independent Study 
30025 1 1ST DP 
MGMT 698 Independent Study 
30026 1 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
230 OWEN Banerji 
EMULIV Chowdhury 
EMULI\l 
EMULIV 
1.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
2.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
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Management 
MGMT 699 Independent Study 
30027 1 1ST DP 
Manufacturing ' 
MFG 
31609 
140 Sc~nce, Technology & People 
1 L MW 10:00a-12:30p 129 
MFG 380 Engineering Cost Estimating 
32759 1 DEO WW1 
32759 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MFG 387 Co-op Educ in Manufactrg Techn 
31602 1 CP DP 
MFG 487 Co-op Educ in Manufactrg Techn 
31603 1 CP DP 
MFG 497 Independent Study 
31604 1 1ST DP 
MFG 498 Independent Study 
31605 1 1ST DP 
MFG 499 Independent Study 
31607 1 1ST DP 
Marketing 
MKTG 261 Contemporary Selling 
SILL 
3.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
3.0 Cr 
Lokensgard 
3.0 Cr 
Kanagy 
3.0 Cr 
Rufe 
3.0 Cr 
Rufe 
1.0 Cr 
Rufe 
2.0 Cr 
Rufe 
3.0 Cr 
Rufe 
3.0 Cr 
30484 1 ELE TR 9:00a-11 :40a 223 OWEN , McCullough 
MKTG 287 Coop Ed in Marketing 
30841 5 CP DP 
MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing 
32789 1 DEO WW1 
32789 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30483 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 219 
32053 1 ELE MW 9:00a-11:40a 215 
MKTG 365 Consumer Behavior 
30485 1 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p 219 
MKTG 368 Marketing Strategy 
30029 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 215 
MKTG 387 Cooperative Educ in Marketing 
30842 5 CP DP 
MKTG 425 Sports and Event Marketing 
31092 1 ELE MW 9:00a-11 :40a 318 
MKTG 470 Marketing Research 
32558 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 215 
MKTG 475 Marketing Management 
30030 1 ELE MW 9:00a-1 1:40a 219 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
Fullerton 
3.0 Cr 
Sauber 
OWEN Pearcy 
OWEN , Sachdev 
3.0 Cr 
OWEN McCullough 
3.0 Cr 
OWEN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Fullerton 
3.0 Cr 
OWEN Fullerton 
3.0 Cr 
OWEN Merz 
3.0 Cr 
OWEN Merz 
MKTG 479 Special TopiCS 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Sponsorship 
32559 1 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 318 OWEN Fullerton 
MKTG 487 Coop Ed in Marketing 
30843 5 CP DP 
MKTG 489 Internship Program 
30844 5 L DP 
MKTG 499 Independent Study 
30482 1 1ST DP 
MKTG 599 Independent Study 
31886 1 1ST DP 
MKTG 610 Marketing Policies & Problems 
32795 1 DEO WW5 
32795 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
3.0 Cr 
Fullerton 
3.0 Cr 
Fullerton 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Sauber 
31455 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:1 0p 318 OWEN Sauber 
MKTG 699 Independent Study 
30517 1 1ST DP 
Master of Liberal Studies 
MLS 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: SpeCial Topics - Virtual Teams 
31973 1 L M 5:30p-8:30p 
MLS 601 Multidisc Seminar Tech 
31972 1 L W 5:30p-9:30p 
Mathematics 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
ST~FF 
MATH 097A Pre-College Math:Arithmetic 3.0 Cr 
31099 L DP MTWR 8:30a-9:50a 215 PRAY-H STAFF 
31100 1 L DP MTWR 10:00a-11 :20a 215 PRAY-H STAFF 
MATH 097B Pre-College Math:Arithmetic 
32435 1 L DP MTWR 11 :30a-12:50p 215 
MATH 098A Pre-College Math:Begin Algebra 
31101 DP MTWR 8:30a-9:50a 214 
31102 1 L DP MTWR 11:30a-1 2:50p 214 
MATH 098B Pre-College Math:Begin Algebra 
31363 1 L DP MTWR 10:00a-11:20a 214 
MATH 104 Intermediate Algebra 
311 03 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 408 
MATH 105 College Algebra 
31104 1 L MTR 10:00a-11 :50a 
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry 
31105 1 L TR 1:00p-2:50p 302 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H STAFF 
PRAY-H STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Liu 
3.0 Cr 
Rescona 
2.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Folk 
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Mathematics 
MATH 108 Prob Solv/Num Concept Elem Tch 3.0 Cr 
31106 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 305 PRAY-H Durham 
32436 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
MATH 110 Mathematical Reasoning 
31108 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
31109 
32437 
L 
L 
MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
MW 5:30p-8:10p 
323 PRAY -H Durham 
3.0 Cr 
414 PRAY-H Curran 
414 PRAY-H Han 
414 PRAY-H Carroll 
MATH 110E Mth Resning:Appls Elem Sch Tch 3.0 Cr 
31682 L MTR 8:00a-9:50a 321 PRAY-H Howard 
32438 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 
MATH 118 Linear Models and Probability 
31110 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 
31111 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
MATH 120 Calculus I 
31112 L MTWR 10:00a-11:50a 
31362 1 L MTWR 1 :00p-2:50p 
MATH 121 Calculus II 
31113 1 L MTWR 10:00a-11:50a 
MATH 122 Elem Linear Algebra 
31114 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
MATH 170 Elementary Statistics 
31115 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
323 PRAY -H Leapard 
329 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Carroll 
321 PRAY-H Calin 
4.0 Cr 
321 PRAY-H Folk 
321 PRAY -H Curran 
4.0 Cr 
322 PRAY-H Han 
3.0 Cr 
303 PRAY-H Liu 
3.0 Cr 
305 PRAY -H Howard 
MATH 210 Algebra Elem/Middle Schl Teach 3.0 Cr 
31116 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 324 PRAY-H Britton 
MATH 211 Into to Mathematical Proof 3.0 Cr 
32439 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 421 PRAY-H Rescorla 
MATH 240 Geometry Elem/Middle Teachers 3.0 Cr 
31118 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 322 PRAY-H Tayeh 
MATH 325 Differential Equations 
32440 1 L MTR 8:00a-9:50a 
MATH 341 College Geometry 
31120 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
MATH 360 Statistical Methods 
31121 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
MATH 381 Teaching Math in Elem School 
31122 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
32447 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
3.0 Cr 
322 PRAY -H Ramanathan 
3.0 Cr 
326 PRAY -H Calin 
3.0 Cr 
324 PRAY -H Shapla 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Britton 
324 PRAY-H Tayeh 
MATH 382 Technology in the Math Classrm 3.0 Cr 
31124 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 329 PRAY-H Leapard 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
MATH 411 Abstract Algebra 
31796 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
MATH 497 Independent Study 
31243 1 1ST 
MATH 498 Independent Study 
31478 1 1ST 
MATH 499 Independent Study 
31197 1 1ST 
MATH 573 Data Analysis 
31748 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
MATH 586 Multicult Perspectvs Mth Tchrs 
32682 9 L MTWR 8:00a-2:00p TC5 
F 8:00a-12:00p 
3.0 Cr 
239 STRONG Ramanathan 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
322 PRAY -H Shapla 
2.0 Cr 
TRAVRS Jones 
TRAVRS 
32682 Exact times and syllabus: www.ce.emich.edu/oneweektc 
32682 Start Date 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/27/2008 
MATH 589 • Geometry for Secndry Tch 2.0 Cr 
32448 1 L TR 5:30p-7:20p 323 PRAY -H Caniglia 
MATH 592 Special Topics 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Introductory Statistics 
32760 1 DEO WW5 Shapla 
32760 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MATH 597 Independent Study 
31215 1 1ST 
MATH 598 Independent Study 
31208 1 1ST 
MATH 690 Research Study 
32307 1 1ST 
MATH 691 Research Study 
31477 1 1ST 
MATH 692 Research Study 
32266 1 1ST 
MATH 699 Independent Study 
31192 1 1ST DP 
Mechanical Engineering Technol 
MET 387 Co-op Education in MET 
31224 CP DP 
31225 1 CP DP 
MET 434 Finite Element Analysis 
32446 1 LLA R 5:30p-8:00p 
MET 499 Independent Study 
32092 1 1ST 
133 SILL 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.U Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Brake 
Lyons 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Brake 
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Microbiology 
MICR 328 Introductory Microbiology 
30072 ELB TR 1 :00p-2:50p 
30073 
3051 2 
30071 
ELB TR 3:30p-5:20p 
ELB TR 6:00p-7:50p 
ELE TR 9:00a-11:50a 
MICR 387 Co-op Educ in Microbiology 
30074 1 CP DP 
'MICR 487 Co-op Educ in Microbiology 
30075 1 CP DP 
MICR 497 Special Problems 
30076 1 1ST DP 
MICR 498 Special Problems 
~0077 1 1ST DP 
MICR 499 Special Problems 
30078 1 1ST DP 
MiCR 587 Co-op Educ in Microbiology 
30079 1 CP DP 
MICR 698 Independent Study 
32318 1 1ST DP 
Military Science & Lea4ership 
MSL 497 Independent Study 
30431 '1 DP 
MSL 498 Independent Study 
30432 1 1ST DP MWF 8:00a-8:50a 
MSL 499 Independent Study 
Section Title: Amer Army in Our Nations Wars 
30433 1 1ST DP MWF 10:00a-10:50a 
Music 
MUSC 107 Music Appreciation 
32948 5 DEO WW1 
3.0 Cr 
533 MARKJ Clemans 
533 MARKJ Clemans 
533 MARKJ Clemans 
102 MARKJ Clemans 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAfF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Prince 
32948 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
MUSC 320 Elementary Music Educ 
30845 5 L TR 7:50a-11 :OOa 
30846 5 L TR 5:00p-8:10p 
MUSC 326 Con~ucting 
31383 5 L DP MTWR 9:15a-10:20a 
MUSC 413 Orchestration 
31384 5 L DP MTWR 10:30a-11 :35a 
MUSC 488 Clin Trng Intern in Mus Thera 
30847 5 L 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
207 ALEXAN Patrick 
213 ALEXAN Kane 
2.0 Cr 
106 ALEXAN STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
106 ALEXAN Prince 
2.0 Cr 
McGuire 
MUSC 497 Independent Study 
31204 1ST DP 
31536 1 1ST DP 
MUSC 498 Independent Study 
31262 1 1ST DP 
MUSC 550 Ensemble 
30848 DP 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
MUSC 572 Psych of Music Teaching & Lear 2.0 Cr 
32925 5 L TR 5:30p-7:10p N108 ALEXAN Skidmore 
MUSC 591 Special Topics 
32928 
MUSC 595 Workshop Music 
31281 DP 
MUSC 687 Graduate Recital 
30539 L DP 
31523 1 L DP 
MUSC 692 Final Project 
30542 1 L DP 
MUSC 697 independent Study 
31242 1 1ST DP 
MUSC ' 698 Independent Study 
30375 1 1ST 
Network & Info Tech Adminstn 
NITA 499 Independent Study 
32287 1ST DP 
Nursing 
NURS 275 Essentials of Nursing I 
32420 L DP W 2:00p-4:50p 
32421 t L DP R 3:30p-6:30p 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Banfield 
3.0 Cr 
206N MARSHL STAFF 
206N MARSHL STAFF 
NURS 304 Nur Care Childbearing Families ~ .o Cr 
32415 1 L DP W 9:00a-12:50p 203 MARSHL STAFF 
NURS 305 Nur Care Childbeamg Famls Lab 
32416 LAB DP MT 3:00p-10:00p 
32417 
32418 
32419 
LAB DP MT 3:00p-10:00p 
LAB DP RF 3:00p-10:00p 
LAB DP RF 3:00p-10:00p 
NURS 450 Community Health Nursing 
32592 1 L W 5:30p-7:50p JX1 JCC 
32592 15 week course, Meets at EMU-Jackson: www.ce,emich,edu 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
32593 1 L R 5:30p-7:50p LV1 EMULIV STAFF 
32593 15 week course, Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu 
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Nursing 32040 liST STAFF 
NURS 451 Community Health Nurs Practice 3.0 Cr Occupational Therapy 
32852 1 L R 8:30a-4:30p LV1 EMULIV STAFF OCTH 201 Exploring Occup Perfor In Comm 3.0 Cr 
32852 Meets at EMU-livonia: Nursing Completion Students Only 32557 1 L TR 9:00a-ll :15a MARSHL Perkey 
32853 1 L R 8:30a-4:30p LVI EMULIV STAFF 
32853 Meets at EMU-LIvonia: BSN Completion Students Only OCTH 600 Supervision & Profess'l roles 3.0 Cr 
32594 1 LAB W 8:30a-2:30p JXl JCC STAFF 31128 L R 12:00p-2:00p 209 MARSHL STAFF 
32594 15 week course. Meets at EMU-Jackson: www.ce.emich.edu L T 1 :00p-5:00p 209 MARSHL 
32595 1 LAB R 8:30a-4:30p LVI EMULIV STAFF OCTH 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr 
32595 15 week course. Meets at EMU-LIvonia: www.ce.emich.edu 30476 l iST STAFF 
NURS 479 SpeCial TopiCS 3.0 Cr OCTH 691 Thesis 2.0 Cr 
Section Title: Emergency Preparedness 30477 1 1ST STAFF 
32825 1 HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 203 MARSHL Nelson 
HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 203 MARSHL OCTH 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr 
HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 203 MARSHL 30851 51ST DP STAFF 
32596 L M 5:00p-l0:00p DT1 NWAC STAFF 
OCTH 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32596 Meets at EMU-Detroit www.ce.emlch.edu 32324 liST STAFF 
32646 1 L T 5:00p-10:00p MN1 MONCCC STAFF 
32646 Meets at EMU-Monroe: www.ce.emlch.edu OCTH 698 Independent Study 2.0Cr 
32646 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/24/2008 30852 51ST DP STAFF 
NURS 502 Advanced Health Assessment 3.0 Cr OCTH 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
32652 1 HLL R 5:00p-7:50p LV5 EMULIV STAFF 30853 51ST DP STAFF 
32652 15-week course. Meets at EMU-LIvonia Operations Management 
NURS 592 Special Topics 3.0 Cr OM 374 Intro to Prod/Operations Mgmt 3.0 Cr Section Title: Emergency Preparedness 32809 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p 109 OWEN Wu 
32758 1 HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 203 MARSHL Nelson 
32810 ELE TR 1:00p-3:40p 109 OWEN Tummala 
HLE R 10;00a-4:00p 203 MARSHL 
HLE R 10:00a-4:00p 203 MARSHL 32811 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 109 OWEN Sokkar 
NURS 599 Independent Study 3.0 Cr OM 503 Production/Operations Mgmt 3.0 Cr 
32037 liST DP STAFF 32812 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p 109 OWEN Wu 
NURS 614 Seminar In Proposal Developmnt 2.0 Cr Philosophy 
32653 1 L T 5:00p-l0:00p MN5 MONCCC STAFF PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy 3.0 Cr 
32653 1 O-week course. Meets at EMU-Monroe. 31319 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 418 PRAY-H STAFF 
NURS 620 Tch Hlth Care Sys:lnstr Stratg 3.0 Cr PHIL 110 Philosophies of Life 3.0Cr 
32854 1 ELE ' W 5:00p-l0:00p LV5 EMULIV Beard 31622 1 L MTR 1 O:OOa-ll :50a 418 PRAY-H Jones 
32854 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
Field Study 2.0 Cr PHIL 130 Introduction to Logic 3.0Cr NURS 688 32637 1 DEO WWl Dieterle 
30849 5 DP STAFF 
32637 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
NURS 693 Thesis 4.0 Cr PHIL 215 Philosophy of Religion 3.0 Cr 
30850 5 DP STAFF 32639 IDEO WWl Bruya 
NURS 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 32639 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32649 1 HLB W 5:30p-7:30p LV5 EMULIV STAFF PHiL 220 Ethics 3.0Cr 
32649 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 32640 IDEO WW1 Heldt 
32649 Start Date: 51712008 End Date: 6/25/2008 32640 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
NURS 699 independent Study 3.0 Cr 
32036 1 1ST STAFF 
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Philosophy 
PHIL 221 Business Ethics 
32641 1 DEO WW1 
32641 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
PHIL 260 Existentialism 
32642 1 DEO WW1 
32642 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline,edu 
PHiL 497 Independent Study 
30857 5 DP 
PHIL 498 Independent Study 
30860 51ST DP 
PHIL 499 independent Study 
30863 51ST DP 
PHiL 597 Independent Study 
30480 1 1ST DP 
PHiL 599 Independent Study 
31476 1 1ST DP 
Physical Education 
PHED 200 Anatomy & Physiology 
30401 1 L MWF 10:00a-12:50p 
3.0 Cr 
Dieterle 
3.0 Cr 
Heidt 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
117 WARNER Sweet 
PH ED 204 Kineslology·Biomech of Phy Act 3.0 Cr 
31851 5 L TR 10:00a-12:30p 119 MARSHL Moreno 
PHED 215 Mthds Tchng Indiv Sports ' 
31053 1 L MTWR 10:00a-11:25a 
PHED 217 Mthds Tchg Team Sports 
32629 1 L MTWR 8:30a-9:45a 
3,0 Cr 
GYMB WARNER Moyer 
3.0 Cr 
GYMB WARNER Smith 
PH ED 219 Mthds Tchg Rhyth Act & Movemnt 3.0 Cr 
32628 1 ELE TR 12:00p-2:40p . GYMB WARNER Bedford 
PH ED 231 Service Teaching 
31054 1 L DP 
PHED 233 Service Teaching 
31055 1 L DP 
PH ED 257 PE for Classroom Teach 
31064 5 L MW 3:00p-5:05p 
PH ED 260 Motor Development 
31318 1 L MW 3:00p-4:50p 
PHED 277 Special Topics 
Section Title: ST: Outdoor Education 
32903 5 L S 9:00a-5:00p WC1 
L F 4:00p-9:00p 
32903 Course meets 1 weekend: 6/6 -6/8 
32903 Start Date: 6/6/2008 End Date: 61712008 
Spring Class .Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
GYMB WARNER Bedford 
2,0 Cr 
119 MARSHL Colon 
1.0 Cr 
WARNER Bedford 
WARNER 
QB!::! 2 PfT ST DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm !lJQg Instructor 
PHED 278 Special Topics 2.0 Cr 
Section Title: Basic Tumbling 
32630 5 L MTWR 9:00a·11 :40a RECIM Bedford 
PHED 300 
30045 
30047 
Physiology of Exercise 
L MWF 7:55a·9:30a 
LAB T 
30070 1 LAB T 
8:00a-9:50a 
10:00a·11 :50a 
4.0Cr 
Levine 
247 WARNER Levine 
247 WARNER Levine 
PHED 315 Mthds ofTeachlng Conditioning 2.0 Cr 
30856 5 L MW 10:00a·12:05p 239 WARNER Moreno 
PHED 331 Service Teaching 
31056 5 L DP 
PHED 333 Service Teaching 
31057 1 L DP 
PHED 360 Motor Learning 
32631 1 L MW 11:00a·1:30p 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr , 
119 MARSHL Colon 
PHED 415 Curriculum & Instructn In P.E. 3.0 Cr 
31852 1 L TR 11:00a·1:15p 117 MARSHL Smith 
PHED 497 Directed Study 
31058 51ST DP 
PHED 498 Directed Study 
31059 51ST DP 
PHED 499 Directed Study 
30516 51ST DP 
PH ED 597 Independent Study 
31791 1 1ST DP 
PHED 598 Independent Study 
31792 1 1ST DP 
PHED 599 Independent Study 
31507 1 1ST DP 
PHED 690 Thesis 
31159 1 L DP 
PH ED 691 Thesis 
31160 1 L DP 
PHED 692 Thesis 
31161 1 L DP 
Physical Education General 
PEGN 101 Weight Control & Fitness 
32823 5 L TR 11 :00a·1:05p 
PEGN 102 Aerobic Dance 
31921 1 L TR 4:00p·5:40p 
1.0Cr 
Nair 
, 2.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0 Cr 
115 MARSHL Zelnik-Geldy 
1.0 Cr 
RECIM STAFF 
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Physical Education General 
PEGN 104 Cardio Kickboxing 
31381 1 L TR 5:30p-7:10p 
PEGN 124 Fitness Walking 
32822 5 L MW 2:30p-4:35p 
PEGN 126 Conditioning Activities 
31152 5 L DP 
PEGN 128 Judo 
32819 1 L TR 6:00p-7:40p 
PEGN 150 Golf 
32918 5 L MW 10:00a-11:50a WC1 
32918 Course meets at Eagle Crest Golf Course 
32918 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/16/200e 
PEGN 179 Special Topics 
Section Title: Fitness Instr & Pers Trnr Prep 
32821 1 L MW 5:50p-8:30p 
PEGN 180 Yoga 
31743 5 L MW 9:30a-11:35a 
PEGN 190 Extramural Club Sports 
31530 1 L DP 
PEGN 210 Lifetime Weliness&Fitnss 
32892 1 DEO WW1 
32892 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
1.0 Cr 
RECIM Lawrence III 
1.0 Cr 
RECIM Pendleton-M 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
1.0 Cr 
RECIM Gerlitz 
1.0 Cr 
EAGCGC STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
RECIM Moreno 
1.0 Cr 
RECIM Pendleton-M 
1.0 Cr 
RECIM Zelnik-Geldy 
2.0 Cr 
Fedel 
30854 5 L TR 2:00p-4:05p 108 MARSHL Zelnik-Geldy 
30855 5 L MW 5:30p-7:35p 
PEGN 224 Jogging 
32899 1 L S 9:00a-12:05p 
PEGN 226 Weight Training 
31067 L DP 
31068 5 L MW 12:00p-2:05p 
PEGN 348 Basic Scuba Diving 
31968 1 L W 1:00p-2:50p 
Physical Science 
108 MARSHL Zelnik-Geldy 
1.0 Cr 
RECIM STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
Nair , 
RECIM Pendleton-M 
1.0 Cr 
241 WARNER Kasper 
PSCI 110 The Science of Everyday Life 4.0 Cr 
32531 L MTWR 9:00a-10:508 339 STRONG STAFF 
32532 LAB TR , 11 :00a-11:50a 310 STRONG STAFF 
Physics 
PHY 100 Physics for Elem Tchrs 3.0 Cr 
31745 1 L TWR 10:00a-12:20p 304 STRONG STAFF 
PHY 101 Physical Science in the Arts 4.0 Cr 
31134 L MWF 10:00a-11:50a 341 STRONG STAFF 
31135 1 LAB MW 12:00p-1:50p 324 STRONG STAFF 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat 
30245 L MTWR 10:00a-11 :50a 307 
4.0 Cr 
STRONG STAFF 
31327 
30246 
31142 
31328 
31329 
MTWR 12:00p-1 :50p 
LAB MW 12:00p-1 :50p 
LAB TR 12:00p-1 :50p 
LAB MW 2:00p-3:50p 
LAB TR 2:00p-3:50p 
PHY 223 Mech(lnics and Sound 
30247 L MTWR 8:00a-9:50a 
F 
30248 
31649 
LAB TR 1 0:00a.11 :50a 
LAB MW 10:00a-11:50a 
PHY 297 Independent Study· Physic 
30382 1 1ST DP 
PHY 299 Independent Study.Physic 
30404 DP 
307 STRONG STAFF 
316 STRONG Marlatt 
316 STRONG Marlatt 
316 STRONG Marlatt 
316 STRONG Marlatt 
5.0 Cr 
307 STRONG STAFF 
316 STRONG Marlatt 
316 STRONG Marlatt 
1.0 Cr 
. STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
PHY 311 Teaching Elem Phy Science 3.0 Cr 
31138 1 L MTW 4:00p-5:50p 339 STRONG STAFF 
PHY 379 Special Topics 
Section Title: Amusement Park Physics 
32857 5 HLL TR 6:00p-9:00p LV1 
32857 Must attend Cedar Point Physics Day on 5-15 
PHY 397 Independent Study 
31494 1 1ST DP 
PHY 398 Independent Study 
31433 1 1ST 
PHY 399 Independent Study 
31495 1 1ST DP 
PHY 511 Mechanics, Sound & Heat 
30491 L 
31143 1 L 
PHY 520 Tchg Physical Science 
31144 1 L MTW 4:00p-5:50p 
PHY 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Amusement Park Physics 
32858 5 HLL TR 6:00p-9:00p LV5 
32858 Must attend Cedar Point Physics Day on 5:15 
PHY 597 Independent Study 
30249 1 1ST DP 
PHY 598 Independent Study 
31496 1 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Kubitskey 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
339 STRONG STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Kubitskey 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Physics 
PHY 690 Thesis-Final Project 
30250 L DP 
31493 1 L DP 
PHY 691 Thesis-Final Project 
30251 1 L DF: 
PHY 692 Thesis-Final Project 
30252 1 L DP 
PHY 697 Independent Study/Resrch 
30253 DP 
PHY 698 Independent Study/Resrch 
30254 liST DP 
PHY 699 Independent Study/Resrch -
30255 DP 
Political 'Science 
PLSC 112 American Government 
32876 1 DEO WWl 
32876 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32877 1 DEO WWl 
32877 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
PLSC 210 Intro Political Analysis , 
32878 1 DEO WWl 
32878 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
PLSC 212 Intro Internat'l Politics 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Carroll 
Pyle 
3.0 Cr 
Lottie 
3.0 Cr' 
32612 1 L . MTR 12:00p-l :50p 420 PRAY·H Sabki 
PLSC 297 Independent Study 
30257 liST DP 
PLSC 298 Independent Study 
30258 DP 
PLSC 299 Independent Study 
30259 liST DP 
PLSC 301 American Legal System 
32879 1 DEO WWl 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF ' 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Carroll 
32879 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline.edu 
PLSC 305 Law&Policy in Const Democracy 3.0 Cr ' 
31717 1 L MTR 11 :00a-12:50p 419 PRAY-H Pyle 
PLSC 330 Urban Politics 3.0 Cr 
32565 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 419 PRAY-H Lottie 
PLSC 387 Co-op Educ in Politicl Science 3.0 Cr 
30260 1 CP DP T S:ISp-6:30p 419 PRAY·H Rosenfeld 
PLSC 456 Criminal Law 3.0 Cr 
32613 1 L MTR 10:00a-l1:50a 420 PRAY -H Pfister 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
PLSC 480 Fld Sem:Poli Sci/Pub Adm 3.0 Cr 
30261 1 L DP T 5:15p-6:30p 420 PRAY -H Rosenfeld 
PLSC 486 Intern Poli Sci/Pub Adm 3.0 Cr 
30262 1 L DP T 5:15p-6:30p 420 PRAY -H Rosenfeld 
PLSC 487 Co-op Educ in Politicl Science 3.0 Cr 
30263 1 CP DP T 5:15p-6:30p 420 PRAY·H Rosenfeld 
PLSC 488 Intern Poli Sci/Pub Adm 6.0 Cr 
30264 1 L DP T 5:15p-6:30p 420 PRAY-H Rosenfeld 
PLSC 489 Intern Poli Sci/Pub Adm 
30265 1 L DP T 5: l yp-6:30p 
PLSC 497 Independent Study 
30266 1 1ST DP 
PLSC 498 Independent Study 
30267 1 1ST DP 
PLSC ' 499 Independent Study 
30268 1 1ST DP 
9.0 Cr 
420 .PRAY -H Rosenfeld 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
PLSC 587 Co-op Educ in Politic I Science 3.0 Cr 
30270 1 CP DP T 5:15p-6:30p 420 PRAY-H Rosenfeld 
PLSC 615 Public Budget Applications 
31151 1 L MW 6:00p-7:50p 420 
2.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Ohren 
PLSC 625 Local Government Management 2.0 Cr 
32568 1 L TR 6:00p-7:50p 419 'PRAY-H Martin 
PLSC 655 Politics of Local Planning 
32886 5 S 9:00a-5:00p L V5 
L 
L 
L 
S 
S 
S 
9:00a-5:00p 
9:00a·5:00p 
9:00a-5:00p 
32886 Meets at EMU·Livonia: www,ce,emich.edu 
32886 Start Date: 5/10/2008 End Date: 6f712008 
PLSC 678 Analytical Techniqs Publ Admin 
32887 1 L TR 6:00p-8:50p LV5 
32887 Meets at EMU·Livonia: www.ce,emich.edu 
PLSC 688 Practicum in Public Affairs 
30271 1 L DP T 5:15p-6:30p 
PLSC 697 Independent Study 
30272 1 1ST DP 
PLSC 698 Independent Study 
30273 liST DP 
PLSC 699 Independent Study 
30274 liST DP 
2.0 Cr 
EMULIV Petrescu 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Petrescu 
3.0 Cr 
420 PRA Y-H Rosenfeld 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Polymer & Coating 
PC 387 Co-op Ed Polymers&Coatings 
31409 1 CP DP 
3.0 Cr 
Mannari 
PC 487 Co-op Educ in Polymers&Coating 3.0 Cr 
Mannari 31410 1 CP DP 
PC 497 Independent Study 
31411 1 1ST DP 
PC 498 Independent Study 
32443 1 1ST 
PC 499 Independent Study 
32444 1 1ST 
PC 690 Thesis 
31423 1 L DP 
PC 691 Thesis 
31426 1 L DP 
PC 692 Thesis 
31429 1 L DP 
PC 697 Independent Study 
31414 1 1ST DP 
PC 698' Independent Study 
31417 1 1ST DP 
PC 699 Independent Study 
31421 1 1ST DP 
Psychology 
PSY 101 General Psychology 
30275 MTR 10:00a-11 :50a 
30277 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
PSY 102 General Psychology 
32499 L MTR 12:00p-1 :50p 
32500 
32504 
32505 
32509 
32510 
L MTR 8:00a-9:50a 
LAB MW 9:00a-10:50a 
LAB TR 9:00a-10:50a 
LAB MW 11 :00a-12:50p 
LAB TR 11:00a-12:50p 
1.0 Cr 
Mannari 
2.0 Cr 
Mannari 
3.0 Cr 
Mannari 
1.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
2.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
3.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
1.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
2.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
3.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
3.0 Cr 
317 PRAY-H Lauterbach 
106 ' MARKJ Rusiniak 
4.0 Cr 
122 MARKJ Bonem 
122 MARKJ Jefferson 
515 MARKJ STAFF 
515 MARKJ STAFF 
515 MARKJ STAFF 
515 MARKJ STAFF 
PSY 205 Quantitative Methods in Psych 3.0 Cr 
30278 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 519 MARKJ Schmitt 
30349 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 518 MARKJ Schmitt 
PSY 240 Psychology of Sex 3.0 Cr 
30279 1 L TR 10:00a-12:40p 101 MARKJ Landau 
PSY 242 Psychology of Women 3.0 Cr 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
CRN .s. PfT §I DP ~ Class Time 
32950 9 L MTWR 8:00a-2:00p 
FU 
Camp Rm §!Q!l Instructor 
TC1 TRAVRS Nabors 
L S 4:00p-9:00p TRAVRS 
32950 Exact times and syllabus: www.ce.emich.edu/oneweektc 
PSY 301 Introductry Expermtl Psy 
30359 LLA MW 1 :00p-2:50p 
LLA TR 1 :00p-3:40p 
PSY 304 Learning 
30280 1 L MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
PSY 309 Social Psychology 
30281 1 L MTR 8:00a-9:50a 
PSY 321 Child Psychology 
30282 1 L MTR 10:00a-11 :50a 
PSY 322 Psych of Adolescence 
30283 1 L MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
PSY 340 Psy Perspctv on Prej&Dis 
31779 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
PSY 356 Motivation and Emotion 
32763 HLE R 6:00p-8:00p LV1 
HLE R 
HLE R 
HLE R 
6:00p-8:00p 
6:00p-8:00p 
6:00p-8:00p 
32763 Course meets 4 Saturdays at EMU-Livonia 
32763 Start Date: 5/8/2008 End Date: 6/19/2008 
PSY 357 Sensation & Perception 
30284 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology 
30285 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
PSY 362 Psych of Stress&Relaxatn 
30286 1 L MW 5:30p-8: 1 Op 
PSY 365 Behavior Modification 
31780 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
4.0Cr 
519 MARKJ Todd 
519 MARKJ 
3.0 Cr 
106 MARKJ Rusiniak 
3.0 Cr 
518 MARKJ Figurski 
3.0 Cr 
122 MARKJ Huth-Bocks 
3.0 Cr 
518 MARKJ McManus 
3.0 Cr 
518 MARKJ Jefferson 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Rusiniak 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
3.0 Cr 
105 MARKJ Westman 
3.0 Cr 
518 MARKJ Lauterbach 
3.0 Cr 
515 MARKJ McManus 
3.0 Cr 
519 MARKJ Bonem 
PSY 387 Co-op Education in Psychology 3.0 Cr 
STAFF 30287 1 CP DP 
PSY 397 Individual Reading-Psych 
30288 1 1ST DP 
PSY 398 Individual Reading-Psych 
30423 1 1ST DP 
PSY 399 Individual Reading-Psych 
32364 1 1ST DP 
PSY 453 History & Systems Psych 
30478 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
106 MARKJ Bonem 
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Psychology 
PSY 487 Co-op Education in Psychology 
30290 1 CP DP 
PSY 497 Individual Research-Psy 
30291 1 1ST DP 
PSY 498 Individual Research-Psy 
32353 DP 
PSY 499 Individual Research-Pay 
32365 DP 
PSY 601 Psych Statistics II 
31360 1 L DP TR 10:00a-12:40p 
PSY 690 Thesis 
30294 1 L DP 
PSY 691 Thesis 
30295 1 L DP 
PSY 692 Thesis 
30296 1 L DP 
PSY 697 Individual Reading 
30297 1 1ST DP 
PSY 698 Individual Reading 
30300 1 1ST DP 
PSY 699 Individual Reading 
30303 1 1ST DP 
PSY 767 Continuous Enrollment 
31361 1 L DP 
PSY 896 Dissertation 
31244 1 1ST DP 
PSY 
31214 
897 Dissertation 
1 1ST DP 
PSY 898 Dissertation 
31216 1ST DP 
Quality 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
518 MARKJ Knapp 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
Koch 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
QUAL 548 Tools for Continuous Improvmnt 2.0Cr 
Chapman 32860 1 DEO . WW5 
32860 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonlinMdu 
QUAL 552 Quality Planning 
32708 1 DEO WW5 
32708 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
QUAL 568 Lean Practices 
32861 1 DEO WW5 
32861 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
2.0 Cr 
Tucker ' 
2.0 Cr 
Tucker 
QUAL 655 Technical Six Sigma 
32712 1 L S ' 9:00a·2:00p LV5 
32712 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu 
QUAL 691 Development ProjectlThesis 
32865 1 DEODP WW5 
32865 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
32866 1 DEODP WW5 
32866 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
32867 1 DEODP WW5 
32867 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
QUAL 692 Development ProjectlThesis 
32868 1 DEODP WW5 
32868 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
32869 1 DEODP WW5 
32869 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
32870 1 DEODP WW5 
32870 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
32871 1 DEODP WW5 
32871 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
32872 1 DEODP WW5 
32872 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
QUAL 697 Independent Study 
30879 51ST DP 
QUAL 698 Independent Study 
30883 51ST DP 
QUAL 699 Independent Study 
30887 1ST DP 
Reading 
2.0 Cr 
EMULIV STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
Chapman 
Soyster 
Tucker 
3.0 Cr 
Fields 
Chapman 
Soyster 
Tucker 
Tucker 
1.0 Cr 
Chapman 
2.0 Cr 
Chapman 
3.0 Cr 
Chapman 
RDNG 220 Instructnl Uses of Trade Books 3.0 Cr 
31592 5 L TR 9:00a-12:15p 300B PORTER Bigler 
RDNG 240 RdngIWrtg Connectn Elem Grades 
30891 5 L MW 9:00a-12:15p 212 
RDNG 300 Early Literacy 
30892 5 L TR 1 :00p-4:15p 
30893 5 L TR 9:00a-12:15p 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER Hart 
3.0 Cr 
Shellhorn 
Williams 
31386 5 L MW 9:00a-12:15p 300A PORTER Gordon 
32603 5 L MW 11 :00a-2: 15p L V1 EMULIV Dokes-Brow 
32603 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emlch,edu 
RDNG 310 Literacy Across Cur-lntrmedGrd 
30894 5 L TR 9:00a-12:15p 
30895 5 L TR 1:00p-4:15p 
32604 5 L MW 5:00p-8: 15p L V1 
32604 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich ,edu 
3.0 Cr 
Finch 
212 PORTER Williams 
EMULIV Dokes-Brow 
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Reading 
RDNG 311 Tch Rdg in Secondary Sci 
32050 5 L TR 9:00a-1 2:15p 
32051 5 L TR 1:00p-4:15p 
RDNG 330 Rdg & Cultur/Ling Divrs Learnr 
3.0 Cr 
300A PORTER Daisey 
300A PORTER Daisey 
31385 5 L - TR 9:00a-12:15p 212 
3.0 Cr 
PORTER Lewis-White 
RDNG 340 Literacy Assessmnt Elem Schls 3.0 Cr 
32376 5 L MW 1:00p-4:15p 212 PORTER Gordon 
RDNG 350 Integrated Lang Arts Instructn 
31593 5 L TR 1:00p-4:15p 
RDNG 498 Independent Study 
32286 1 1ST 
RDNG 499 Independent Study 
31194 1 1ST DP . 
RDNG 503 Meet Ind Needs in Elem Lit Ed 
32733 5 L TR 5:30p-9:40p LV5 
32733 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.ce.emich.edu 
32733 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/12/2008 
3.0 Cr 
300B PORTER Bigler 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Voss 
32734 5 L S 10:00a-4:30p WC5 212 PORTER Voss 
32734 Start Date: 5/10/2008 End Date: 6/14/2008 
RDNG 504 
32735 5 L 
Meet Ind Needs in Secon Lit Ed 
MW 5:00p-9:10p BR5 
32135 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.ce.emich.edu 
RDNG 580 Reading·Writng Conn: K·6 
32377 5 L MTWR 8:30a-2:30p 
F 
32377 Start Date: 6/16/2008 End Date: 6/20/2008 
3.0 Cr 
BRIGHT Voss 
2.0 Cr 
219 PORTER Hart 
RDNG 656 Lang Devl, Litrcy& Young Child 3.0 Cr 
31594 5 L TR 5:00p-8:15p 212 PORTER Lewis-White 
32605 5 L MW 5:00p-8:15p MN5 
32605 Meets at EMU-Monroe: www.ce.emich.edu 
RDNG 672 Practicum I: LiteracyAssessmnt 
32375 5 TR 5:30p-8:45p 
32666 1 L TR 5:00p·8:15p MN5 
32666 Meets at EMU-Monroe: www.ce.emich.edu 
32666 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/12/2008 
RDNG 697 Independent Study 
32278 1 1ST DP 
Recreation 
RECR 100 
32934 1 L 
Intro Recreat & Leisure 
MTR 9:00a-10:40a 
R~CR 110 Rediscovering Your Creativity 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
241 
MONCCC Lewis-White 
3.0 Cr 
Shellhorn 
MONCCC Kinney-Sedg 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
WARNER Ricciardo 
1.0 Cr 
CRN ~ prr ST DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm 
32919 5 L S 9:00a-5:00p WC1 224 
!lJQg Instructor 
PORTER Chiasson 
L F 4:00p-9:00p 224 PORTER 
32919 Course meets 1 weekend: 5/9-10 
32919 Start Date: 5/9/2008 End Date: 5/10/2008 
RECR 120 Business Golf 
32921 L S 9:00a-5:00p 
L F 4:00p-9:00p 
WC1 224 
224 
1.0 Cr 
PORTER Chiasson 
PORTER 
32921 Course meets 1 weekend: 5/16-17 
32921 Start Date: 5/16/2008 End Date: 5/17/2008 
RECR 165 Leisure Lifestyles 
32935 1 L MTW 10:30a-12:20p 
3.0 Cr 
Chiasson 
RECR 390 
32937 1 L 
Outdoor Recreation 
TR 3:00p-6:08p 
3.0 Cr 
GYMB WARNER Ricciardo 
RECR 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Self Defense 
32938 1 L MTWR 1 :00p-2:20p 
RECR 489 Recreation Practicum 
32939 DP 
School of Technology Studies' 
STS 150 Understanding Technology 
32726 1 DEO WW1 
32726 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32727 1 DEO WW1 
32727 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32756 1 DEO WW1 
32756 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31633 1 L MW 10:00a-12:30p 
31974 1 L T 5:30p-8:30p 
STS 201 Microcomputer Applctns in Tech 
32802 1 DEO WW1 
32802 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32808 1 DEO WW1 
32808 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32832 1 DEO WW1 
32832 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32835 1 DEO WW1 
32835 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
STS 224 Solving Quantitve Prblms Tchgy 
32803 1 DEO WW1 
32803 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32836 1 DEO WW1 
32836 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
STS 279 Special Topics 
32511 ELL MW 5:30p-9:30p 
32512 1 ELL MW 1 0:00a·1 :50p 
3.0 Cr 
RECIM STAFF 
133 SILL 
133 SILL 
8.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Teehan 
STAFF 
Bellamy 
STAFF 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Mitchell 
Preston 
Mitchell 
Preston 
3.0 Cr 
Preston 
Preston 
3.0 Cr 
Speelman 
Speelman 
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'School of Technology Studies 
SOFD 541 Field Studies in Comp Ed 2.0Cr 
STS 387 Co-op Educ in Business Educ 3.0 Cr 31515 1 L DP STAFF 
32095 1 CP DP STAFF 
SOFD 550 Philosophy, Ethics, & Teaching 2.0Cr 
STS 420 Women and Technology 3.0 Cr 32668 5 L MW 5:30p-8:40p JX5 JCC Smith 
32916 1 DEO 1NW1 Haddad 32668 Meets at EMU..Jackson: www.ce.emlch.edu 
32916 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 32669 1 L TR 5:30p-8:40p MONCCC Smith 
STS 487 Co-op Educ in Business Educ 3.0 Cr '32669 Meets at EMU-Monroe: www.ce.emlch.edu 
32109 1 CP DP STAFF 32669 Start Date: 5/6/2008 End Date: 6/23/2008 
32673 1 L S 9:00a-12:35p LV5 EMULIV Beaubien 
STS 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 32673 Meets at EMU-Livonia EARLY START 5/3 -6/14 
32123 1 1ST DP STAFF 32673 Start Date: 5/3/2008 End Date: 6/14/2008 
STS 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr SOFD 682 Workshop-Social Foundtns 1.0 Cr 
32136 1 1ST DP STAFF 31520 1 L DP STAFF 
STS 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr SOFD 687 Culminating Project 3.0Cr 
32149 1 1ST DP STAFF 32358 1 L STAFF 
STS 587 Co-op Educ in Business Educ 3.0 Cr SOFD 697 lridependent Study 1.0 Cr 
32162 1 CP DP STAFF 30903 51ST DP STAFF 
STS 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr SOFD 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
32163 1 L DP STAFF 31188 5 1ST STAFF 
STS 691 Thesis 2,OCr SOFD 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
32165 1 L DP STAFF 32235 1 1ST DP STAFF 
Social Work 
STS 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr 
32167 1 L DP STAFF SWRK 120 Intro Swk Serv&Prof Role 3.0 Cr 
31387 1 L MW 10:00a-12:50p 113 MARSHL Gunther 
STS 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32172 . 1 1ST STAFF SWRK 200 Human Diversity & Soc Justice 3.0 Cr 
32693 1 L MW 1 :00p-3:50p 113 MARSHL STAFF 
STS 698 Independent Study 2.0Cr 
32175 1 1ST STAFF SWRK 251 Self Assessment & Develment 1.0 Cr 
32764 1 L S 9:00a-4:00p We1 113 MARSHL STAFF 
STS 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr L S 9:00a-4:00p 113 MARSHL 32177 1 1ST DP STAFF 32764 Course meets 2 Saturdays 5/17 and 6/14 
Social Foundations 32764 Start Date: 5/17/2008 End Date: 6/1412008 
SOFD 328W Schools Diverse/Democratic Soc 3.0 Cr SWRK 315 Theret Bases Soc Wk Prac 3.0 Cr 
32450 1 L TR 5:30p-8:40p 224 PORTER Bishop 31038 1 L TR 10:00a-12:50p 113 MARSHL Wedenoja 
32451 L MW 9:00a-12: 1 Op 224 PORTER Castanler SWRK 409 Gen Social Wk Practice: Groups 3.0 Cr 
32453 L MW 1:00p-4:10p 224 PORTE~ Castanier 31039 . L MW 5:30p-8:20p- 115 MARSHL Gunther 
32454 TR 1:00p-4:10p 224 PORTER Bishop 31088 1 L MW 12:00p-2:50p 115 MARSHL Ragg 
32456 TR 9:00a-12:10p 224 PORTER Holoshitz SWRK 478 Special TopiCS 2.0 Cr 
32882 1 L S 9:00a-2:00p DT1 NWAC LupinaCCi Section Title: Womens Empowerment/Global 
32882 Meets at EMU-Detroit: www.ce.emich.edu 32695 1 L W 5:20p-9:20p 113 MARSHL Wa~ers 
32945 1 L TR 9:00a-12: 1 Op Robbins Section Title: Child Welfare and substance Ab 
32946 1 L TR 1:00p-4:10p Robbins 32696 1 L R 5:30p-9:20p 115 MARSHL Okagbue-Re 
SOFD 540 Field Studies in Comp Ed 1.0 Cr 
32280 L STAFF 
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Social Work 
SWRK 489A Field Experience II 
31090 L DP M 3:00p-4:50p 
3.0 Cr . 
115 MARSHL Gray 
31661 
32765 
L DP M 3:00p-4:50p 117 MARSHL Walters 
MARSHL Crabb S 9:00a-11:50a WC1 115 
32765 Start Date: 5/10/2008 End Date: 6/21/2008 
SWRK 497 Independent Study 
31040 DP 
SWRK 498 Independent Study 
31205 1 1ST DP 
SWRK 499 Independent Study 
31043 1 1ST DP 
SWRK 526 People of Color:NonDeflc Persp 
1.0 Cr 
. STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
31044 1 L T 5:30p-9:20p 117 
2.0 Cr 
MARSHL Gray 
32766 1 L S 9:00a-12:50p WC5 117 MARSHL Gray 
32766 Start Date: 5/10/2008 End Date: 6/21/2008 
SWRK 555 Social Work with Groups 
32951 L F . 9:00a-4:00p WC5 
L 
L 
L 
F 
S 
S 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
SWRK 589A Field Experience II 
31093 1 L DP W 5:30p-9:20p 
31095 1 L DP W 5:30p-9:20p 
SWRK 591 Special Topics 
Section Title: Special Top/Global Women Devel 
31827 1 L W 5:30p-9:20p 
Section Title: SWRK Prac-Family Therapy 
32697 1 L R 5:30p·9:20p 
Section Title: Child Welfare & Sub Abuse 
32699 1 L R 5:30p-9:20p 
2.0 Cr 
MARSHL STAFF 
MARSHL 
MARSHL 
MARSHL 
2.0 Cr 
117 MARSHL Davis 
119 MARSHL Smitl1 
2.0 Cr 
113 MARSHL Walters 
117 MARSHL Smith 
115 MARSHL Okagbue-Re 
SWRK 671 Social Work Assess of Child 2.0 Cr 
32768 1 L F 9:00a-4:00p WC5 119 MARSHL Massie 
L 
L 
L 
F 
S 
S 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
32768 Course meets 2 weekends: 5/9-10 and 6/13-14 
3~768 Start Date: 5/9/2008 End Date: 6/14/2008 
119 MARSHL 
119 MARSHL 
119 MARSHL 
SWRK 680 Special Topics 2.0 Cr 
Section Title: ST: Working with Trauma 
32769 5 L F 9:00a-4:00p WC5 101 MARSHL Bridge 
L 
L 
L 
F 
S 
S 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
32769 Course meets 2 weekends: 5/16-17 and 6/6-7 
32769 Start Date: 5/16/2008 End Date: 6rT 12008 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
101 
101 
101 
MARSHL 
MARSHL 
MARSHL 
SWRK 697 Independent Study 
31045 1 1ST DP 
SWRK 698 Independent Study 
Section Title: Ind SUSWRKCase Mgt Beh Health 
31047 1 1ST DP 
SWRK 699 Independent Study 
31050 1 1ST DP 
Sociology 
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology 
32910 1 DEI CE IL 1 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Wasserman 
32910 Register at http://ce.emlch.eduAndependenUeamlng.html 
30318 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 415 PRAY-H Moaddel 
30460 
31325 
32906 
L 
L 
L 
W 
TR 
10:00a-4:00p 
5:30p-8:10p 
MW 5:00p-7:40p WC1 
32906 Meets at Eagle Crest Conference Center 
SOCL 202 Social Problems 
30319 L MTR 2:00p-3:50p 
415 PRAY-H Corsianos 
401 PRAY -H Corslanos 
EAGCCC Westrum 
3.0 Cr 
417 PRAY-H Kim 
31877 L MTR jO:00a-11:50a 421 . PRAY-H Reiling 
SOCL 250 Quantltetlve Appls In Soclolog 3.0 Cr 
30320 1 L MTR 9:00a-10:50a 416 PRAY-H Kemsmlth 
30461 
31878 
SOCL 304 
L 
L 
30321 L 
32573 ' 1 L 
soct 333 
32575 1 L 
SOCL 403 
30462 1 L 
MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
TR 1 :00p-3:50p 
Methods Social Research 
MTR 1 0:00a-11 :50a 
TR 5:00p-7:40p 
Violence and Society 
MTR 11 :00a-12:50p 
Mod Sociological Theory 
MTR 10:00a-11:508 
SOCL 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Violence & Non Violence 
30459 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
SOCL 690 Thesis 
30327 1 L DP 
SOCL 691 Thesili 
31465 1 L DP 
Spanish 
SPNH 121 Beginning Spanish I 
30387 1 L MTWR 12:00p-1:15p 
30~87 12-week course meets 5/5/08·7/25/08 
415 PRAY-H Moaddel 
416 PRAY-H Killingbeck 
301 
308 
415 
303 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H Kim 
PRAY-H Reiling 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY -H Kemsmith 
3.0 Cr 
PRAY-H ?rrange 
3.0 Cr 
416 PRAY-H Barak 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
5.0 Cr 
218A ALEXAN STAFF 
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Spanis~ SPGN 390 Meas Diagnosis Spec Educ 3.0 Cr 
SPNH 201 Intermediate Spanish I 4.OCr 30905 1 L DP TR 5:30p-8: 1 Op 207 PORTER Dreyer . 
32406 1 L MTWR 9:00a-10:40a 214 ALEXAN STAFF 
SPGN 395 Ch,Ad&YgAdt wi Dis:Sc,Fa & Com 3.0 Cr 
SPNH 222 Introduction to Hispanic Liter 3.0 Cr 30906 5 L TR . 1 :00p-4:00p 214 . PORTER Fries 
32407 1 L MTWR 11:00a-12:40p 210 ALEXAN STAFF 
SPGN 461 Clrm Mgt& Intv Str Stdn wI Dis 3.0 Cr 
SPNH 261 Intro to Professnl Lang Study 3.0 Cr 31065 5 L TR 5:00p-8:00p 215 PORTER STAFF 
32408 1 L DP TR 6:00p-8:40p 215 ALEXAN Cere 31704 5 L TR 1 :30p-4:00p 215 PORTER Burton-Hoyl 
SPNH 343 Spanish Grammar & Comp 3.0 Cr SPGN 471 Curr&Transitions Second Sp Ed 3.0 Cr 30213 1 L DP MW 6:00p-8:40p 215 ALEXAN Cere 3i321 5 L TR 9:00a-12:00p 214 PORTER Fries I / 
SPNH 443 Adv Spanish Grammar&Comp 3.0 Cr SPGN 481 Instrl&Assistive Tech Spec Ed 3.0 Cr 30417 1 L DP TR 5:00p-7:40p 218B ALEXAN Illingworth-Ri 31707 ELE TR 9:30a-12:30p . 131 PORTER Orr 
SPNH 497 Independent Study • 1.0 Cr 31708 5 ELE MW 5:00p-8:00p Orr 
30421 1 1ST DP STAFF 
SPGN 586 Practicum in Special Education 4.0 Cr 
SPNH 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 30969 1 L DP Burton-Hoyl 
30214 1 1ST DP STAFF 
SPGN 621 Law&Pub Pol-Indiv w/Disibllit 3.0 Cr 
SPNH 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 32688 5 ELE MW 5:30p-8:30p BR5 BRIGHT Camron 
30215 1 1ST DP STAFF 32688 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.ce.emich.edu 
SPNH 620 Spanish Grammar & Syntax 2.0 Cr SPGN 630 Integrate CurlEd Prg Mth&Motor 3.0 Cr 
30418 1 L DP TR 5:00p-7:40p 218B ALEXAN lIIingworth-RI 32689 5 ELE TR 6:00p-9:20p BR5 BRIGHT Parks 
SPNH 692 Research Project 32689 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.ce.emich.edu 3.0 Cr 
30216 1 L DP STAFF SPGN 689 Internship· Special Education 6.0 Cr 
31066 1 L DP Lee 
SPNH 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30217 1 1ST DP STAFF SPGN 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30424 1 1ST DP Lee 
SPNH 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30218 1 1ST DP STAFF SPGN 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30425 1 1ST DP Lee 
SPNH 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30219 1 1ST DP STAFF SPGN 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
Special"Ed CognitWe ~mpaiJ:,mnt 30426 1 1ST DP Lee 
SPCI 557 Mnt! Rtrdtn:Ntr,Nds,lss 3.0 Cr SPGN 789 Specialist Internship in Sp Ed 4.0 Cr 
32703 5 ELE MW 5:00p-8:00p Parker 32681 1 HLL DP Camron 
Special Educ Emotionally Imprd Special Educ Learning Imprd 
SPEI 449 Beyond Behavior 3.0 Cr SPLI 468 Educ Child Learn Dis 2.0 Cr 
32676 5 HLEDP M 4:00p-9:00p 221 PORTER Palladino 32691 5 ELE TR 4:00p-5:50p BR1 Parks 
32691 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.ce.emich.edu 
SPEI 510 Theories Emot·Behav Impairmnts 4.0 Cr 
32687 9 HLE MTWR 9:00a-3:00p BR5 BRIGHT Palladino SPLI 678 Assesmnt&Adv Dlagn Prescr Prog 4.0 Cr 
32675 1 L MW 5:30p-9:00p 218 PORTER Stiefel 
32687 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.ce.emich.edu 
32687 Start Date: 6/23/2008 End Date: 6/26/2008 Special Educ Speecb/Lang Imprd 
Special Educ GeneraJ 
_ 't. SPSI 528 Clin Practice Spch.Lang Path I 2.0 Cr · 
SPGN 251 Educ Stdnt wi Exceptionallties 3.0 Cr 30427 1 LLA DP T 11:45a-12:50p Bentrum 
30904 5 ELE TR 10:00a-1 :OOp Li 
SPSI 538 Clin Practice Spch·Lang Pathll 2.0 Cr 31320 5 ELE TR 2:00p-5:00p Li 31710 1 LLA DP T 11 :45a-12:50p Galli 
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CRN § PfT ST DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm ~ 
Special Educ Speech/Lang Imprd 
SPSI 620, Consltg&lntrvwg·Sph Path 
32679 5 HLE T 9:00a·12:00p 
32680 5 HLE T 5:00p-8:00p 
625 Dysphagia SPSI 
32677 HLE M 1 :00p-3:00p 
32678 5 HLE M 5:00p-7:00p 
SPSI 687 Clinicallnternshp Speech Path 
30428 1 L DP 
SPSI 688 Clin Intern Spch·Lang Path II 
30429 1 L DP 
2.0 Cr 
218 PORTER Cupples Jr 
218 
214 
214 
PORTER Cupples Jr 
2.0 Cr 
PORTER Ginsberg 
PORTER Ginsberg 
4.0 Cr 
Cupples Jr 
4.0 Cr 
Ginsberg 
SPSI 694 Sem Prof Issues Spch·Lng Pathl 2.0 Cr 
STAFF 32931 5 L DP W 5:30p-8:50p 
Sport Management 
SMGT 560 Ethics in Sport Management 
32893 1 DEO WC5 
32893 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
SMGT 597 Independent Study 
31578 1 L DP 
SMGT 598 Independent Study 
31579 1 L DP 
SMGT 599 Independent Study 
31580 1 L DP 
SMGT 688 Internship 
32239 1 L DP 
Sports Medicine 
SPMD 280 Pharmacology for Sports Med 
32894 1 DEO WW1 
3.0 Cr 
Riemer 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0 Cr 
McGregor 
32894 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
SPMD 300 Physiology of Exercise 
32236 L MWF 7:55a-9:30a 
32237, 
32238 
LAB R 
LAB R 
8:00a-9:50a 
10:00a-11 :50a 
4.0Cr 
Levine 
247 WARNER Levine 
247 WARNER Levine 
SPMD 380 Behavioral Aspects of SPMD 3.0 Cr 
31314 5 ELE MTWR 10:00a-11:35a 103 MARSHL Riemer 
SPMD 497 Directed Study 
31372 1 1ST DP 
SPMD 498 Directed Study 
31373 1 1ST DP 
SPMD 499 Directed Study 
31374 1 1ST DP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
SPMD 518 Sports Supplements 
32895 1 DEO WC5 
32895 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonllne,edu 
SPMD 597 Independent Study 
31788 1 1ST DP 
SPMD 598 Independent Study 
31789 1 1ST DP 
SPMD 599 Independent Study 
31790 1 1ST DP 
SPMD 640 Lower Extremity Orthotics I 
32746 1 LLA MR 5:30p-8:10p 
SPMD 688 Internship 
31371 1 L DP 
SPMD 698 Independent Study 
31316 1 1ST DP 
SPMO 699 Independent Study 
31317 1 1ST DP 
Student Teaching 
EDUC 495 Student Teaching 
30544 DP 
EOUC 497 Student Teaching 
30547 5 DP 
Supply Chain Management 
3.0 Cr 
McGregor 
1.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
239 WARNER Rhodes 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
2.0 Cr 
Nair 
3.0 Cr 
Nair 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
6.0 Cr 
STAFF 
SCM 380 Intro to Supply Chain Managmnt 3.0 Cr 
Sachdev 32796 1 DEO WW1 
32796 Delivered Online, More Info: \'IIYW,emuonline,edu 
SCM 611 Supply Chain Management 
31697 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p 
SCM 
32851 
618 Logistics in the Supply Chain 
HLE S 9:00a-3:00p L V5 
HLE S 
HLE S 
HLE S 
9:00a-3:00p 
9:00a-3:00p 
9:00a-3:00p 
32851 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu 
Teaching Second Language 
TSLN 521 Con· Bas Inst & Mat for Eng Lan 
32536 1 L W 4:30p-8:00p LV5 
32536 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu 
32536 Start Date: 5012008 End Date: 6/25/2008 
32848 1 L DP W 4:00p-7:30p LV5 
32848 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,ce,emich,edu 
TSLN 532 Tesol Mtd:Lstg,Spkg&Pron 
30220 1 L DP TR 5:00p·6:40p 
3.0 Cr 
219 OWEN STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
EMULIV Sachdev 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV 
EMULIV Day 
2.0 Cr 
EMULIV Day 
2.0 Cr 
216 ALEXAN Cullen 
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CRN 2 PIT 'ST DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm .§!Qg Instructor CRN 2 PIT ST DP Qm Class Time Camp Rm .§!Qg Instructor 
Teaching Second Language 31289 1 L Thomas 
TSLN 533 TESOL Matrls: List, Spk, Prnct 1.0 Cr THRC 251 Fieldwork ReclTherpt Recreatio 1.0 Cr 30408 1 LLR DP TR 7:00p-7:50p 216' ALEXAN Cullen 31290 1 L Thomas 
TSLN 688 Tesol Practicqm 3.0 Cr THRC 252 Fieldwork ReclTherpt Recreatio 1.0 Cr 32018 1 L DP STAFF 31291 1 L Thomas 
TSLN 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr THRC 360 Therapeutic Recr Prg Planng 3.0 Cr 30221 1 1ST DP STAFF 31546 1 L TR 1 :00p-4:00p 119 MARSHL Thomas 
TSLN 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr THRC 449 Therapeutic Recr Practicum 8.0 Cr 30222 1 1ST DP STAFF . 31292 1 L Thomas 
TSLN 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr University Studies 
30223 1 1ST DP STAFF UNIV 101L Introduction to the University 3.0 Cr 
Technology Education 32807 1 DEO WW1 Cebina 
TEDU 253 Technology Educ for Children 3.0 Cr 32807 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
30033 L MW 9:00a-1 1 :30a 15 GODDA Cardon 32813 1 L MTR 11 :00a-12:50p 326 PRAY-H STAFF 
30470 1 L MW 12:30p-3:00p 15 GODDA Dugger III Urban & Regional Planning 
GPLN 276 Principles Geog Inform Systems 3.0 Cr TEDU 387 Co-op Educ in Technology Educ 3.0 Cr 31130 1 L MTR 2:00p-3:50p 226 STRONG Semple 30034 1 CP DP Cardon 
Co-op Educ in Technology Educ 3.0 Cr GPLN 488 Internship 4.0Cr TEDU 487 30464 1 L DP STAFF 30035 1 CP DP Cardon 
GPLN 489 Internship 5.0 Cr TEDU 497 Directed Study - Technology Ed 1.0 Cr 30465 1 L DP STAFF 31051 5 1ST Cardon 
31441 51ST Cardon GPLN 490 Internship 6.0 Cr 
30466 1 L DP STAFF 
TEDU 498 Directed Study· Technology Ed 2.0 Cr 
30036 1 1ST DP Cardon GPLN 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30467 1 1ST DP STAFF 
TEDU 499 Directed Study· Technology Ed 3.0 Cr 
30038 1 1ST DP Cardon GPLN 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30468 1 1ST DP STAFF 
TEDU 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr 
31 195 1 L DP Cardon GPLN 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30469 1 1ST DP STAFF 
TEDU 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr Women's and Gender Studies 30039 1 1ST DP Cardon 
WGST 200 Introduction to Women's Studie 3.0 Cr 
TEDU 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 32797 1 DEO WW1 Barton 
30040 1 1ST DP Cardon 327117 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
TEDU 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 32914 1 DEO WW1 Logwood 
30041 1 1ST DP Cardon 32914 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline.edu 
Technology Management 31549 1 L MTR 1 0:00a-11 :50a 202 PRAY-H Kilboum 
TM 130 Introduction to Technology Mgt 3.0 Cr WGST 260 Gender Communications 3.0 Cr 
32804 1 DEO WW1 Becker 32933 1 L MTWR 10:00a-11:35a 98 QUIRK Stacey 
32804 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu WGST 387 Co-op Educ in Women's Studies 3.0 Cr 32805 1 DEO WW1 Becker 31550 DP STAFF 
32805 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline.edu 
Therapeutic Recreation Program / 
THRC 250 Fieldwork ReclTherpt Recreatio 1.0 Cr 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 Page 59 
CRN § PIT ST DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm §.!Qg 
Women's and Gender Studies 
WGST 420 Women and Technology 
32883 1 DEO WW1 
32883 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
WGST 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Violence/Love in the 17 Centur 
3.0 Cr 
Haddad 
. 3.0 Cr 
32932 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:4Qp 406 PRAY·H Jones 
WGST 497 Independent Study 
31551 DP 
WGST 498 Independent Study 
31553 DP 
WGST 499 Independent Study 
31554 1 1ST DP 
WGST 521 Women and Technology 
32915 1 DEO WW5 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
Haddad 
32915 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
WGST 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Violence & Non Violence 
32434 1 L MW 5:30p..s:10p 
WGST 597 Independent Study 
31556 DP 
WGST 598 Independent Study 
31557 1 1ST DP 
WGST 599 Independent Study 
31558 1 1ST DP 
WGST 686 Practlcum in Women's Studies 
31559 DP 
WGST 687 Practicum in Women's Studies 
31560 DP 
WGST 688 Practicum in Women's Studies 
31561 DP 
WGST 689 Practicum in Women's Studies 
31562 DP 
WGST 690 Thesis 
31563 DP 
WGST 691 Thesis 
31564 DP 
WGST 692 Thesis 
31565 DP 
WGST 694 Final Project 
31566 DP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
416 PRAY·H Barak 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
CRN § PIT ST DP ~ Class Time ~ Rm §.!Qg Instructor 
WGST 695 Final Project 2.0 Cr 
31567 DP STAFF 
WGST 696 Final Project 
31568 DP 
WGST 697 Independent Study 
31569 1 1ST DP 
WGST 698 Independent Study 
31570 DP 
WGST 699 Independent Study 
31571 DP 
Zoology 
ZOOl 292 Human Anat & Physiolll 
31628 ELE MW 9:00a-11:30a 
31096 
31097 
LAB M 
LAB W 
12:00p-3:30p 
12:00p-3:30p 
ZOOl 310 Natural Hist Vertebrates 
32862 5 L MTW 8:00a-5:30p FL 1 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
4.0 Cr 
123 MARKJ STAFF 
B111 MARKJ STAFF 
B111 MARKJ STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
KRESGE Mertz 
32862 Meets at Fish Lake: http://www.ce.emlch.edu/keec 
32862 Start Date: 5/27/2008 End Date: 6/11/2008 
ZOOl 316 Neuroanatomy 
31629 ELE TWR 10:00a·11:40a 
31630 1 LAB T 
31631 
32556 
LAB R 
LAB W 
1 :OOp-2:50p 
1 :00p-2:50p 
1 :00p-2:50p 
ZOOl 387 Co-op Education in Zoology 
30080 DP 
ZOOl 487 Co-op Education In Zoology 
30081 DP 
ZOOl 497 Special Probs in Zoology 
30082 DP 
ZOOl 498 Special Topics 
30083 DP 
ZOOl 499 Special Topics 
30084 1 1ST DP 
ZOOl 571 Nat Hist Vertebrates 
32863 5 L MTW 8:00a-5:30p FL5 
4.0Cr 
104 MARKJ STAFF 
317 . MARKJ STAFF 
317 MARKJ STAFF 
317 MARKJ STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAPF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
3.0 Cr 
KRESGE Mertz 
32863 Meets at Fish Lake: http://www.ce.emich.edu/keec 
32863 Start Date: 5/27/2008 End Date: 6/11/2008 
ZOOl 697 Independent Study 
30085 1 1ST DP 
ZOOl 698 Independent Study 
30086 DP 
1.0 Cr 
STAFF 
2.0 Cr 
STAFF 
Page 60 
CRN 2 prr ST DP ~ Class Time Camp Rm §jQg 
Zoology 
ZOOL 699 Independent Study 
30087 1ST DP 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/6/2008 
3.0 Cr 
STAFF 
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Visit Service EMU in the 
Student Center-2nd floor! 
.The "one stop shop" can accept documents 
and answer questions regarding: 
Financial Aid 
Records & Registration 
St,udent Business Services 
Fall/Winter Hours: 
Student 
Business 
Services 
· 
· 
· 
........ 
Open Until 6:00 Mon.-Thur., 5:00 Fri. 
Records & 
Registration 
Spring / Summer Hours: 
Open Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:00 
service.emu@emich.edu 
. http://www.emich.edu/serviceemu/ 
EASTERN 
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
Education First 
OFFICE OF THE PROVOST 
DIVISION OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
This official advising sheet contains information you need in order to ensure you are following 
the correct path toward graduation. Please review this sheet with your academic adviser. 
GRADUATION REMINDERS 
APPLICABLE TO ALL UNDERGRADUATE FIRST BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS 
• All students must complete general education requirements, major requirements, minor 
requirements (if required for the major), and university requirements. 
• Students must earn a minimum total of 124 credits, excluding credits below the 1 OO-Ievel (e.g. 
MATH 097) 
• Students must earn a minimum of 60 credits from a 4-year college or university. (Some 
articulation agreements waive this requirement. See specific agreement for details.) 
• Students must earn a minimum of 30 credits from EMU. 
• Students must have a minimum of 30 unique credits in their major and 20 unique credits in 
, their minor. A major which does not require a minor must consist of a minimum of 50 unique 
credits. 
• Students must earn a minimum of 9 credits in 300-level or higher courses in their major at 
EMU. 
• Students must earn a minimum of 6 credits in 300-level or higher courses in their minor at 
EMU. r 
• 10 of the last 30 hOurs earned for the degree must be courses offered by EMU. 
• A grade of "C" or better is required to apply transfer credit at EMU. 
• Students must have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0 in order to graduate. In addition, a 
minimum GPA of 2.0 must be earned in the major and minor. (Note: some programs may 
require higher GPA.) 
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 
APPLICABLE TO ALL UNDERGRADAUTE FIRST BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS 
These requirements are for students following the general education program effective fall 2007. For 
a more detailed listing of requirements, course options, and waiver possibilities, as well as 
requirements for students following the general education program in place prior to fall 2007, please 
consult the University catalog or on-line requirements at http://www.emich.edu/aac/generaled.htm 
• Area I: Effective Communication (2 courses, 6 credits) 
• Area II: Quantitative Reasoning (1 course, 3 credits) 
• Area III: Perspectives on Diversity (2 courses, 6 credits) 
• Area IV: Knowledge ofthe Disciplines (8 courses, 25 credits) 
• Area V: Learning Beyond the Classroom (Satisfy two of six areas through a combination of 
experiences and/or courses) 
Notes 
GENERAL INFORMATION FOR GRADUATION APPLICATION 
G RADUATE DEGREES & CERTIFICATES 
Application for Graduation 
Candidates for graduate degrees and certificates must submit 
an Application for Graduation by the deadline date for the 
semester in which they plan to complete program require-
ments (see calendar below). The completed Application, 
together with the graduation fee, should be turned in at the 
Cashier's Office in 201 Pierce Hall. The Cashier's Office will 
validate the form with the date received and fee paid and for-
ward the application to the Office of Records and 
Registration. 
Graduation Process 
The records of each applicant are reviewed to determine 
graduation eligibility. Each student is sent a Graduation 
Check-out sheet. A copy is also for-
warded to the coordinator of advising 
These may vary from one program to another and may include 
attendance at guest lectures or conferences, or even specific 
periods of enrollment on the main campus. 
• Time Limitation: All requirements for master's andspe-
cialist's degrees must be completed within six calendar years 
of the time of the first course used on the program; candi-
dates for the doctorate degree must complete all require-
ments within seven calendar years. 
Graduate Record Updates 
All course work accrued prior to the graduation semester 
must be completed, documented/validated as required, and 
made a matter of record by the degree award date of the 
. expected graduation period. 
• "I" (Incomplete) Thesis! 
Dissertation: Required course compo-for that student's academic department 
for review and recommendation. 
Upon receipt of the department's rec-
ommendation, the student is notified 
by letter of his/her clearance for gradu-
ation. Degree Verification letters are 
sent to all students who have complet-
ed program requirements. Students 
enrolled in the semester in which they 
have applied for graduation are sent 
Degree Verification letters approxi-
mately three weeks after grades are 
received at the end of the semester. 
Diplomas and a complimentary tran-
script are mailed six weeks after the 
semester ends. 
GRADUATION 
CALENDAR 
nents must be completed and "I" 
grades converted to letter grades. 
Thesis/dissertation copies must be in 
SPRING 2008 the Graduate Dean's office by the dead-line date of the expected degree period. 
Application Deadline .... May 14 
• Transfer Cr.edit: Filing of official 
transcript( s) in the Office of Records 
and Registration is required to post 
transfer credit. Students taking their last 
courses at another university to fulfill 
program requirements at EMU should 
apply for the graduation period follow-
ing the semester in which the course is 
completed because of factors involved 
Thesis Deadline ......... .. .. June 1 
Degree Awarded .. ........ June 25 
SUMMER 2008 
Application Deadline .. .. July 9 
Thesis Deadline ............. July 16 
Degree Awarded .......... August 20 
The Office of Records and 
Registration cannot accommodate 
requests for advanced verification. 
The degree recommendation/clearance letter documents the 
University's degree verification process and can be used to 
inform any employer of the date when degree certification 
can be expected. 
Graduation Requirements 
Policies and procedures related to graduation are detailed in 
the Graduate Catalog. Especially note the following 
requirements: 
• Grade Point Averages: No student will be recommended 
or approved for a degree/certificate unless the student has 
achieved a grade point average of 3.0 (master's), 3.3 (special-
ist 's), or 3.5 (doctorate). This grade point average applies to 
all graduate credit taken at EMU and all graduate credit in 
the area of concentration/specialization. 
• Residency: Although the Graduate School does not require 
a specific period of campus residency, it nevertheless encour-
ages the efforts of graduate programs to create a cohesive intel-
lectual community. Some EMU graduate programs do enforce 
a residency requirement even if the Graduate School does not. 
Students should check with their advisers and program descrip-
tions to determine specific expectations and requirements. 
in receiving transcripts and finalizing the 
graduation check-out process. Letters 
from professors or grade reports are not 
acceptable substitutes for transcripts. 
• Out-of-Date Credit: Courses which are between 6 and 10 
years old must be validated for use on a program of study. Any 
course which is over 10 years old may not be validated nor used 
on a degree program. For information on this process, please 
contact Records and Registration at 734.487.0093. Validation 
must be completed and recorded by the deadline date of the 
expected graduation period. 
• Certification: Candidates graduating from the College of 
Education must hold or be eligible for a teaching certificate 
and a copy must be on file with Records and Registration. If 
appropriate, the academic department may submit a signed 
waiver. Certification candidates should contact the College 
of Education, Office of Academic Services, at 206 Porter, 
734.487.0275. 
All questions regarding graduation from 
graduate programs should be directed to 
the Office of Records and Registration, 
Graduate Records area at 734.487.0093. 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
GRADUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION 
Please submit this form with the appropriate fee ($90 for Masters, Specialists, Doctoral Degrees and Graduate 
Certificates) to: The Cashier's Office 
201 Pierce Hall 
Eastern Michigan University 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 
ATTACHING A COPY OF YOUR PROGRAM OF STUDY DATED WITHIN THE LAST 30 DAYS 
WILL ALLOW US TO COMPLETE YOUR AUDIT AS ACCURATELY AS POSSIBLE. 
This form must be submitted by the posted deadline for the indicated semester. Failure to submit an applica-
tion by the deadline may result in a one semester delay in your degree or certificate being awarded. 
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION IN: APRIL JUNE AUGUST DEC YEAR 20o __ 
Student Number _ __________ _ Social Security Number (optional) ________ _ 
lYPE OR PRINr YOUR NAME EXACTLY AS IT SHOULD APPEAR ON YOUR DIPLOMA OR CERTIFICATE: 
(FIRST NAME) (MIDDLE NAME) (LAST NAME) 
CITY STATE ZIP 
Home phone number: ( __ ) _______ _ Work phone number: ( __ ) _____ _ 
PLEASE INDICATE A DIPLOMA MAILING ADDRESS BELOW. THIS IS WHERE WE WILL SEND 
YOUR DEGREE POSTED TRANSCRIPT AND DIPLOMA. (NO P.O. BOXES) 
Diploma mailing address: ________ ==:--________________ _ 
STREET 
CITY STATE ZIP 
Degree applying for: (circle one) Graduate Certificate MA MFA MS MSW MSN MBA MBE MLS MPA MOT SpA EdD PhD 
Program: _____________ _ 
IF YOU ARE USING TRANSFER CREDIT, PLEASE READ AND NOTE: If transfer credit is to be used on the 
degree, the following criteria must be met: An official transcript must be on me in the Graduate School Office no later than one month prior 
to the degree award date; the course must have received a grade of "8 " or better and must be indicated as graduate credit; the course must 
not be over six years old at the time you complete your degree; and the course must appear on a program of study. Failure to comply with 
these guidelines will result in a delay in your degree being awarded. Contact your advisor about the use of transfer credit. 
Please indicate below the name of any institution(s) from which you are using transfer credit: 
Date of application: ________ ___ _ Signature: _ _ _ _ ___________ _ 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
DATE TRACKED: ____ ~ _______ _ DATE ADMITIED: _____________ _ 
DEGREE TO BE AWARDED: MASTER OF ___________________________ _ 
SPECIALIST IN __________________________ _ 
DOCTORATEIN __________________________ _ 
CERTIFICATE IN __________________________ _ 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE OF RECORDS AND REGISTRATION 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADUATION AUDIT REQUEST 
Complete this form upon successful completion of 95 credit hours. 
Student Number: __________ _ Social Security Number: (optional) ________ _ 
Your complete legal name: ____________________________ _ 
(LAST) (FIRST) (MIDDLEIMAlDEN) 
Date degree and/or certificate expected: ______ Catalog year you are following: _____ _ 
(MONTHfYEAR) 
Please update your address with the Office of Records and Registration, if necessary. 
Major: ______________ _ Minor: _____________ _ 
Major: ______________ _ Minor: _____________ _ 
Area (if applicable): _________ _ Minor: _____________ _ 
Full-time student Part-time student 
Check the degree and/or certificate you expect to receive. 
B.A.* B.S. B.A.E. B.B.A. B.B.E. 
B.F.A. B.M.T. B.S.N. B.Mu B.M.E. 
__ State Elementary Provisional Certificate __ State Secondary Provisional Certificate 
*Two semesters of a foreign language, in sequence, required. 
THIS IS NOT AN APPLICATION FOR THE DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE. Please file an application for 
the degree and/or certificate in the Records and Registration Office during the first two weeks of the semester 
in which you will complete your requirements. 
Graduation Audit Request 
We will provide a graduation audit prior to your final semester of enrollment in your undergraduate program., if 
resources permit. Otherwise, we will provide the audit during your final semester. To do this, we need accurate 
information from you. Graduation audits are processed in order of anticipated graduation for students who have 
provided the necessary information. 
Clinical Lab Science, OT, Music Therapy, Sports Med students: Estimate your graduation date as the semester 
in which you will complete all requirements other than your internship. 
Date: _____ ---,-__ Signature: _____________________ _ 
PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO RECORDS AND REGISTRATION, 303 PIERCE HALL, 
YPSILANTI, MI 48197. Direct questions to 734.487.4203. 
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
CANCELLATION/WITHDRAWAL REQUEST 
Please use to request cancellation of your registration or to withdraw from all classes for the semester. A mailed 
request is effective as of the postmark date. See the Student Guide in the Class schedule book for the University 
calendar, deadlines, and withdrawal policy information. 
Please mail, fax or present this form to: 
Office of Records and Registration 
303 Pierce Hall 
Eastern Michigan University 
Ypsilanti, MI 48197 
Fax: 734.487.6808 
If you would like a receipt for a mailed req~est, please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
Circle: 
SP SU FA WI ________ _ 
SEMESTER & YEAR OF WITHDRAWAL 
___________ UGor GR 
STUDENT NUMBER 
LAST NAME FIRST NAME MI 
PERMANENT STREET ADDRESS 
PERMANENT CITY STATE ZIP 
( )-----------
PHONE NUMBER 
Do you have 'a contract for University Housing? 
Yes __ No 
Have you been awarded Financial Aid? 
Yes No 
At the right, please complete your reason for 
cancellation/withdrawal. 
STUDENT SIGNATURE 
TODAY'S DATE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (optional) 
REASON FOR 
CANCELLATIONIWITHDRAWAL 
please check the one most important reason: 
__ Major or degree not offered at EMU [NO] 
_ No longer wish to complete a degree [ND] 
-
Insufficient funds [IF] 
-
Dissatisfied with instruction [DI] 
_Employment [EM] 
_Family responsibility [FM] 
-
Illness or accident [HL] 
-
Dissatisfied with services [DS] 
_Planned transfer to other college or [TR] 
University 
_Other -- please specify below: [OT] 
SUBJECT COURSE TITLES OF ALL COURSES NOW BEING TAKEN INCLUDING SEM Return to Cashier's Office 
201 Pierce PREFIX NUMBER TRANSFER COURSES, CORRESPONDENCE ETC. HRS 
with $90 graduation tee 
·Verification letters and diplomas will 
be mailed to the diploma mailing 
address on the graduation application 
unless otherwise changed 
in writing through the 
Office of Records and Registration 
303 Pierce Hall 
fax; 734.487.6808 
Check below the degree and certificate you expect to receive upon graduation or upon 
completion of required courses: 
o Bachelor of Arts 0 Bachelor of Science 
o Bachelor of Art Education o Bachelor of Business Admin. 
::J Bachelor of Business Education 0 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
'J Bachelor of Music o Bachelor of Music Education 
CJ Bachelor of Music Therapy o Bachelor of Science Nursing 
o Post Baccalaureate Certificate o Bachelor of Science Soc Work 
o State Elementary Provisional Certificate 
o State Secondary Provisional Certificate 
o Temporary Vocational Authorization 
Major: __________________ _ 
Major: ____ _____________ _ 
Minor: ______ ____________ ___ 
Minor: _ ________________ ~---
Minor: _ _________________ ___ 
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS REQUIRED BY 
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN FOR ALL TEACHER 
CERTIFICATION CANDIDATES: 
Date of Birth: ____________ _ 
monlh~day-year 
Social Security'# ___________ ___ 
Race 
I. American Indian or Alaska Native 
2. White (not of Hispanic origin) Europe, 
North Africa. Middle East or Indian 
3. Black (not of Hispanic origin) 
4. Asian or Pacific Islanders (Far East, Southeast 
Asia or Pacific Islands, includes China. Japan, 
Korea,Philippines, Samoa) 
5. Hispanic (Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or 
. Southern American, other Spanish culture) 
6. Multiracial (pS:Cents of difference races) 
Student Signature: ____________________ _ 

Discover why EMU Student Cent er was voted 
"Best Place to Hang 
Between Classes" 
by Eastern Echo readers (Best of EMU 2007) 
EMU BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT CENTER 
SAVAGE GECKOS 
University Gaming & Entertainment 
1Uf 
C4.MPUSBANK/NG 
Q. The Official EMU Campus Bank Q. 
•••• . . 
TACO 
BELIJ 
~ 

